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Abstract
Nowadays, computer-based systems tend to become more complex and con-
trol increasingly critical functions affecting different areas of human activ-
ities. Failures of such systems might result in loss of human lives as well
as significant damage to the environment. Therefore, their safety needs to
be ensured. However, the development of safety-critical systems is not a
trivial exercise. Hence, to preclude design faults and guarantee the desired
behaviour, different industrial standards prescribe the use of rigorous tech-
niques for development and verification of such systems. The more critical
the system is, the more rigorous approach should be undertaken.
To ensure safety of a critical computer-based system, satisfaction of the
safety requirements imposed on this system should be demonstrated. This
task involves a number of activities. In particular, a set of the safety require-
ments is usually derived by conducting various safety analysis techniques.
Strong assurance that the system satisfies the safety requirements can be
provided by formal methods, i.e., mathematically-based techniques. At the
same time, the evidence that the system under consideration meets the im-
posed safety requirements might be demonstrated by constructing safety
cases. However, the overall safety assurance process of critical computer-
based systems remains insufficiently defined due to the following reasons.
Firstly, there are semantic differences between safety requirements and for-
mal models. Informally represented safety requirements should be translated
into the underlying formal language to enable further verification. Secondly,
the development of formal models of complex systems can be labour-intensive
and time consuming. Thirdly, there are only a few well-defined methods for
integration of formal verification results into safety cases.
This thesis proposes an integrated approach to the rigorous development
and verification of safety-critical systems that (1) facilitates elicitation of
safety requirements and their incorporation into formal models, (2) simpli-
fies formal modelling and verification by proposing specification and refine-
ment patterns, and (3) assists in the construction of safety cases from the
artefacts generated by formal reasoning. Our chosen formal framework is
Event-B. It allows us to tackle the complexity of safety-critical systems as
well as to structure safety requirements by applying abstraction and step-
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wise refinement. The Rodin platform, a tool supporting Event-B, assists in
automatic model transformations and proof-based verification of the desired
system properties. The proposed approach has been validated by several
case studies from different application domains.
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Sammanfattning
Nuförtiden tenderar datorbaserade system att bli mer komplexa och kon-
trollera allt mer kritiska funktioner som påverkar olika områden av mänskliga
aktiviteter. Brister i sådana system kan leda till förlust av människoliv eller
stora skador på miljön. Detta innebär att vi måste försäkra oss om säker-
heten hos dessa system, men att utveckla säkerhetskritiska system är ingen
enkel uppgift. För att förhindra designfel och garantera önskvärt beteende
föreskriver olika industriella standarder användning av rigorösa tekniker för
utveckling och verifiering av sådana system. Ju mer kritiskt systemet är
desto mer rigoröst tillvägagångssätt bör användas.
För att garantera säkerheten hos ett kritiskt datorbaserat system måste
det visas att systemet uppfyller de säkerhetskrav det har ålagts. I denna
uppgift ingår ett flertal förehavanden, men framför allt kan man genom att
bedriva olika former av säkerhetsanalys erhålla en mängd säkerhetskrav. En
stark försäkran om att systemet uppfyller sina säkerhetskrav kan fås via
formella metoder, dvs. matematiskt baserade tekniker. Samtidigt kan bevis
för att systemet uppfyller sina ålagda säkerhetskrav ges genom att framställa
säkerhetsbevisningar (safety cases). Den övergripande processen för att
garantera säkerhet för kritiska datorbaserade system förblir dock otillräckligt
definierad på grund av följande orsaker. För det första finns det semantiska
skillnader mellan säkerhetskrav och formella modeller. Informellt beskrivna
säkerhetskrav bör översättas till det underläggande formella språket för att
kunna verifieras. För det andra kan utveckling av formella modeller av kom-
plexa system vara arbets- och tidskrävande. För det tredje finns det enbart
ett fåtal väldefinierade metoder för att integrera formella verifikationsresultat
i säkerhetsbevisningar.
I denna avhandling föreslås ett integrerat förhållningssätt till rigorös
utveckling och verifiering av säkerhetskritiska system, vilket (1) underlättar
insamling av säkerhetskrav och deras inkorporering i formella modeller, (2)
förenklar formell modellering och verifiering genom att föreslå specifikations-
och preciseringsmönster, och (3) bistår konstruktionen av säkerhetsbevis-
ningar utgående från materialet skapat av formellt resonemang. Det formella
ramverk vi har valt är Event-B. Detta låter oss hantera komplexiteten hos
säkerhetskritiska system och likaså strukturera säkerhetskraven genom att
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utnyttja abstraktion och stegvis precisering. Rodin-plattformen, ett verktyg
som stöder Event-B, hjälper till med automatiska modelltransformationer
och bevisbaserad verifiering av systemets önskvärda egenskaper. Det föres-
lagna tillvägagångssättet har validerats genom ett flertal fallstudier från olika
tillämpningsområden.
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Research Summary
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Computer-based systems are found in different areas of human life. Examples
of such systems are medical equipment and traffic control systems, car airbag
and braking systems, nuclear reactor control and cooling systems, aerospace
on-board systems, etc. In recent years, computer-based systems have become
more complex and tend to control more and more critical functions. Failures
of such systems might lead to severe consequences such as loss of human
lives, damage to the environment or high economic losses. Therefore, it is
important to achieve dependability of these systems, i.e., the ability of a
system to deliver services that can be justifiably trusted [12, 13, 127].
Dependability is a multifaceted concept that has several attributes, e.g.,
safety, reliability, availability, etc. [12, 13]. Depending on the type of a
system under consideration, the emphasis may be put on ensuring one or
several of these attributes. In the context of this thesis, we focus on safety.
Safety is the ability of a system to operate without causing catastrophic
consequences for its users and environment [13, 127]. The critical systems
where the main focus is put on safety are called safety-critical systems [87].
To properly design such systems, the developers should take into account
the interplay between software and hardware as well as the environment in
which the system will be expected to function. Complexity of modern safety-
critical systems has stimulated the growth of model-based development tech-
niques that can be applied at the early stages of System Development Life
Cycle (SDLC). The main goal of these techniques is the development and
analysis of a model of a system rather than inspection of the final system
implementation. A model is an abstraction allowing for representation or
approximation of selected features of a system, process or concept. The
model-based development involves construction of a system model, its anal-
ysis, verification, as well as generation of code and test cases.
The model-based development vary in the degree of rigour. On the one
hand, there are model-based approaches that put emphasis on a graphical
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notation without formally defined semantics, e.g., Unified Modelling Lan-
guage (UML) [108]. On the other hand, there are approaches that rely on
formal specification languages, i.e., languages with rigorously defined seman-
tics. As recommended by the standards [77, 78], the rigorous techniques such
as formal methods (mathematically-based techniques) are applied to systems
with a high level of criticality to prevent design faults and ensure the correct
system behaviour.
Usually, the model-based development techniques allow us to capture
the nominal system behaviour. However, to attain system safety, we need
to guarantee that, even in the presence of failures of system components or
some adverse changes in the environment, the system will not be put into
a hazardous state. The required mechanisms for failure detection and fault
tolerance further increase complexity of such systems. Hence, we need a
scalable approach to rigorous system development that would consider the
system in its entirety and would support handling of complexity, abstraction,
and proof-based verification. In this thesis, we rely on the Event-B formal-
ism [3] that satisfies these criteria. The development process in Event-B
starts from abstract models and continues to concrete models via a chain
of correctness preserving transformations called refinements [3, 18]. Re-
finement allows us to structure complex (safety) requirements by gradually
introducing their representation in the system model as well as reason about
system-level properties at different levels of abstraction.
To ensure safety, we need to demonstrate satisfaction of the safety re-
quirements imposed on the system. A valuable source of safety requirements
is safety analysis. Hence, it can be beneficial to connect formal develop-
ment with safety analysis techniques such as Fault Tree Analysis (FTA),
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA), etc. However, due to the se-
mantic differences between the results of safety analysis and formal models,
establishing this connection remains challenging. Furthermore, certification
of safety-critical systems requires submission of safety assurance documents,
e.g., in the form of safety cases. A safety case justifies why a system is safe
and whether the design adequately implements the imposed safety require-
ments [25, 45, 85]. The results of formal verification can be used to provide
the required evidence for a system safety case.
To build a rigorous framework spanning from safety requirements and
safety analysis to safety assurance, we need an integrated approach that in-
corporates safety requirements, including those given as the results of safety
analysis, into formal models for verification, facilitates formal development
and verification of safety-critical systems via pre-defined patterns, as well as
establishes a link between the results of formal verification and safety cases.
This thesis proposes such an approach. Next we state the research objectives
of this thesis and outline the proposed solutions to achieve them.
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1.2 Research Objectives
The overall objective of this thesis is to propose an approach to rigorous
development and verification of safety-critical systems that integrates safety
analysis into formal development and facilitates safety assurance. To achieve
this objective, we address the following Research Questions (RQs):
RQ1: How to ensure a seamless integration of safety requirements into for-
mal development?
RQ2: How to facilitate formal development and verification of safety-critical
systems using specification and refinement patterns?
RQ3: How to support the safety assurance process with the artefacts gener-
ated by formal development and verification?
Next we discuss each research question in detail. We first provide the
motivation behind a research question and then justify the approaches taken
in this thesis to address it. A more detailed description of the thesis contri-
butions is presented in Chapter 3.
Integrating Safety Requirements into Formal Development. Usu-
ally, System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) starts from the requirements
phase where the requirements are elicited, analysed and documented. There
exist two commonly recognised types of requirements: functional and non-
functional. The former define the dynamic behaviour of a system, while the
latter impose restrictions on the quality of service delivered by the system.
The examples of non-functional requirements for safety-critical systems are
safety, reliability, performance, security, and usability [106].
Various dedicated techniques are used to elicit and analyse different kinds
of requirements within requirements engineering [142]. They may include
such activities as analysis of existing systems or documentation, prototyp-
ing, development of use cases and scenarios as well as hazard and risk analy-
sis. As a result, system requirements, including safety requirements, can be
represented either textually, graphically or in a tabular form.
In the development of safety-critical systems, safety analysis plays an im-
portant role. For instance, FMEA [58, 93, 127] defines a systematic frame-
work to deal with safety requirements. A system under consideration is
analysed component by component in order to obtain a set of failure modes
as well as detection and recovery actions. However, the representation of
the desired (safety) requirements in a formal system model is not a straight-
forward task. Despite the fact that the safety analysis techniques give us
a certain structure of safety requirements, they are still mostly defined in
the natural language. Therefore, additional research efforts are needed to
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translate informally given requirements into the underlying formal language
for further verification. This leads to our first research question RQ1:
How to ensure a seamless integration of safety requirements into formal
development?
Approach: In general, this question can be addressed in several ways. For
example, the safety requirements structured according to a particular used
safety analysis technique can be incorporated into a formal model by estab-
lishing the mapping between the structural blocks imposed by the technique
and the formal model elements. Moreover, safety requirements informally
expressed in the natural language can be translated into a formal language
by defining the correspondence between natural language words or phrases
and the respective elements of the formal language.
In this thesis, we firstly propose an approach to direct representation of
safety analysis results, specifically FMEA results, within a formal model.
We achieve it by defining a set of patterns, i.e., generic solutions for certain
typical problems, and automate their application. These generic patterns
play the role of an intermediary between the informal description of safety
requirements derived from FMEA and their formal representation. A similar
approach can be applied to different types of computer-based systems. In
particular, since operational modes are a commonly used mechanism for
structuring the system behaviour, we demonstrate how FMEA results can
be used to derive the fault tolerance procedures for mode-rich systems, i.e.,
the systems whose dynamic behaviour is defined in terms of modes and
transitions between these modes.
Secondly, we propose an approach to incorporating safety requirements
represented in the natural language into a formal model by classifying them
and defining a specific mapping function for each class. This function estab-
lishes a link between the given safety requirements and a set of the related
formal model expressions constructed from formal model elements (e.g., ax-
ioms, variables, invariants, etc.). This allows us to give the requirements the
formal semantics of the underlying formal language and also facilitate their
traceability.
We validate the proposed approaches by several case studies, specifically,
a sluice gate control system, an attitude and orbit control system, and a
steam boiler control system.
Facilitating Formal Development and Verification. The requirements
phase is followed by the design phase in SDLC. In the context of this thesis,
this phase is associated with the formal development of a system by refine-
ment. According to this approach, the system development starts from an
abstract system model, which is then gradually elaborated by unfolding sys-
tem implementation details in a number of model transformation steps. This
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approach allows us to deal with the system complexity and to develop the
system correct-by-construction. Moreover, refinement supports an iterative
development and feedback by verification. In this way, contradicting system
requirements can be detected.
Despite clear benefits of using formal methods in SDLC as fault pre-
vention techniques, development of formal models is a labour-intensive and
time consuming task. The use of formal development patterns, i.e., generic
reusable models devoted to formalise typical problems [5], may simplify this
task and reduce the overall development time. To enhance formal develop-
ment of safety-critical systems, in our second research question RQ2, we
address the problem of derivation and reuse of patterns:
How to facilitate formal development and verification of safety-critical
systems using specification and refinement patterns?
Approach: We follow the system approach [69] to model a computer-based
system together with its environment. In addition to relying on stepwise
refinement to deal with the system complexity, in this thesis we propose
specification and refinement patterns that cover an abstract model of a sys-
tem as well as specific model transformations expressed as generic refinement
steps. The refinement steps introduce details of the nominal behaviour as
well as the error detection and error handling procedures needed to improve
safety of the modelled system. The proposed specification and refinement
patterns have a number of generic parameters (constants, functions, etc.),
which allows us to instantiate the patterns for a class of suitable systems.
Our patterns cover different types of computer system architectures,
namely, centralised and distributed. A centralised system is a system that
runs computations on a single computer, while a distributed system is a sys-
tem where computations are allocated to several computers to be processed.
In this thesis, we consider control and monitoring systems as examples of
such centralised and distributed systems. A control system is a system in
which a controller analyses the state of the environment by reading sensors
and directly affects it by commanding actuators. Malfunctioning of the con-
troller may lead to a hazardous situation. A monitoring system is a system
that analyses a state of the environment and provides data to (human) op-
erators. It does not directly command actuators. However, an operator can
make a decision based on incorrect data, which may cause a hazard.
The proposed specification and refinement patterns have been validated
by the following case studies: a sluice gate control system, a steam boiler
control system, and a temperature monitoring system.
Assuring Safety. Exploitation of safety-critical systems is not possible
without their prior certification. A certificate accommodates all the neces-
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sary information for an independent assessment of the required properties of
a system [46]. Construction of a safety case for assuring safety of a system
with a high level of criticality has become a strongly recommended part of
the certification process [139]. A safety case is a structured argument provid-
ing justification that a system is acceptably safe for a certain application in
a certain environment [25, 85]. To tackle the complexity of building a system
safety case, argument patterns (or safety case patterns) have been proposed.
Argument patterns are commonly used structures intended to assist in con-
struction of a safety case [86]. A safety case aims at demonstrating (relying
on the available evidence) that the system is safe. The evidence may com-
prise the results of analysis, testing, simulation as well as formal verification.
Nonetheless, the use of formal verification results as the evidence in safety
cases is currently limited. A possible reason for this is a small number of
well-defined methods for using formal development and verification results
in safety cases. Therefore, our third research question RQ3 is
How to support the safety assurance process with the artefacts generated
by formal development and verification?
Approach: To address this question, we propose an approach to rigorous
construction of structured safety cases from formal models. It guides the de-
velopers starting from the informal representation of safety requirements to
building the corresponding parts of safety cases via formal modelling and ver-
ification in Event-B and the accompanying toolsets. The proposed approach
is supported by a set of argument patterns. These patterns are graphically
represented by means of Goal Structuring Notation (GSN) [61, 85]. We base
our argument patterns on our earlier defined classification of safety require-
ments and their mapping into the respective elements of formal models.
Additionally, in the scope of this approach, we propose the argument
pattern for demonstrating that the formal system models themselves are
well-defined. Specifically, one is needed to argue that all the models in the
development do not contain logical inconsistencies and there are no infeasible
mathematical definitions of model elements.
We validate the proposed approach and demonstrate instantiation of the
argument patterns by series of small case studies as well as a larger case
study  a steam boiler control system.
Overview of the General Approach. Figure 1.1 gives an overview of the
approach proposed in this thesis. There are several steps associated with
this approach: (1) elicitation and formalisation of informally defined safety
requirements of critical systems, (2) formal development of such systems and
formal verification of the associated safety properties, as well as (3) demon-
stration that the imposed safety requirements are met. These steps are
8
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Figure 1.1: Overall picture of the approach proposed in the thesis
respectively reflected by the considered research questions RQ1RQ3. The
research questions complement each other and result in an integrated ap-
proach to the formal development and verification of safety-critical systems.
Based on the obtained validation results, we can claim that the proposed
approach has demonstrated good scalability, i.e., its capability to rigorously
assure safety of systems with a high degree of complexity.
1.3 Organization of the Thesis
This thesis consists of two parts. In Part I, we overview the research pre-
sented in the thesis. In Part II, we include reprints of the original publi-
cations. The research summary is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we
overview the dependability concepts, briefly describe the safety analysis tech-
niques utilised in the thesis, and outline rigorous approaches to development
and verification of critical systems. Moreover, we introduce an adopted for-
malism, the Event-B method, and overview safety cases and their supporting
graphical notation. Chapter 3 elaborates on the main contributions of this
thesis by focusing on our proposed methods for integrating safety require-
ments into formal models of critical systems, approaches that aim at sim-
plifying and guiding formal development and verification of these systems,
as well as techniques towards utilising formal development and verification
results in safety cases. In Chapter 4, we give a detailed description of the
original publications included in the thesis. Chapter 5 contains an overview
of related work in the field of formal development of safety-critical systems.
Finally, in Chapter 6, we give the concluding remarks as well as discuss
future research directions.
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Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we outline the system dependability concept focusing on
safety aspect. We also overview formal development and verification ap-
proaches and briefly introduce Event-B. Finally, we describe safety cases
and their graphical notation.
2.1 Dependability and Safety: Definitions and
Taxonomy
The concept of system dependability was proposed by Laprie [89] and en-
hanced by Aviºienis et al. [12, 13]. They define dependability as the ability
of a system to deliver services that can be justifiably trusted. This prop-
erty comprises several attributes such as safety, reliability, availability, etc.
Nowadays, dependability has been extended to address openness and in-
evitable changes (both internal and external) that modern systems have to
cope with. The ability of a system to remain dependable despite changes is
called resilience [90, 91]. In this thesis, we focus on safety aspects of critical
computer-based systems. Safety is the ability of a system to operate without
causing catastrophic consequences for its users and environment [13, 127].
The dependability taxonomy introduces threats and means for depend-
ability. The threats are faults, errors and failures. A fault is a defect in a
system. It can be either a software bug (a development fault), a hardware
imperfection (a physical fault), or an incorrect user action (an interaction
fault). A fault may cause an error. An error is a system state deviating from
the correct system state and appearing at runtime. In its turn, an error may
lead to a failure if it has not been detected and handled by a system. A
failure is an event that occurs when a system deviates from its specification.
The means to deal with these threats are fault prevention, fault tolerance,
fault removal, and fault forecasting techniques [12, 13]. More specifically, the
fault prevention and fault removal methods aim at avoiding introduction or
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reducing a number of faults in a system at the stage of its development, i.e.,
before the system is put into operation. Typically, they include various test-
ing techniques as well as the methods for rigorous development, verification
and validation such as formal methods and model checking.
The fault tolerance techniques allow a system to continue its intended
operation in the presence of faults. There are two stages associated with
fault tolerance  error detection and system recovery [13]. Error detection is
a process of identifying the presence of errors in a system. Then, when er-
rors have been detected, the system performs recovery by eliminating errors
from the system state (i.e., error handling) and preventing faults from reap-
pearing (i.e., fault handling). Typically, error handling is performed using
the rollback, rollforward procedures (a system is put either in the previous
or the next state without the detected errors), or compensation procedures
(a system remains in the current state but errors are masked using, e.g.,
redundancy). In its turn, fault handling is achieved by, e.g., isolation (log-
ical exclusion of faulty components) or reconfiguration (switching to spare
components). Finally, the fault forecasting techniques aim at estimating the
number of faults and impact of these faults on the system behaviour.
To assure that a critical system provides an acceptable level of safety,
different safety analysis techniques can be conducted. Next, we overview the
techniques we rely upon in this thesis.
2.2 Techniques for Safety Analysis
Safety analysis aims at identifying risks and hazards associated with a sys-
tem, possible causes of these hazards, as well as the methods to cope with
them. The results of safety analysis allow us to define the safety requirements
to be imposed on a system.
There is a wide range of safety analysis techniques adopted in the model-
based development process [84, 130]. Among them, Event Tree Analysis
(ETA) [9], Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) [58, 93, 127], Fault
Tree Analysis (FTA) [127, 136], Functional Hazard Analysis (FHA) [140],
HAZard and OPerability analysis (HAZOP) [127], Preliminary Hazard Anal-
ysis (PHA) [127], etc., should be mentioned. It is often the case that sev-
eral techniques are combined in order to cover different types of safety re-
quirements. For instance, according to the Society of Automotive Engineers
(SAE) International Aerospace Recommended Practice (ARP) 4754A and
4761, FHA is advised to be conducted to identify hazards and classify them
depending on their consequences. This classification typically produces spe-
cific kinds of safety requirements, e.g., about avoidance of catastrophic failure
conditions. Safety analysis techniques such as FMEA and FTA can then be
used to derive additional safety requirements.
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FMEA allows us to analyse complex systems by proceeding hierarchically
over their structure (components). It permits us to perform the analysis of
subsystems as well as of individual system components. FMEA tables are
very useful to describe system and component failures in detail. However,
FMEA is typically limited to consideration of single failures at a time. This
necessitates the use of complementary safety analysis techniques, e.g., FTA,
to identify and analyse combinations of failures and generic (common cause)
failures. The results of FMEA grouped together as single failure modes with
the same failure effect correspond to basic events in FTA.
Combined application of a bottom-up safety analysis method, such as
FMEA, and a top-down method, such as FTA, is recommended by the rail-
way domain standard EN 50129 [54]. The goal is to assure that no single
(hardware) component failure mode is hazardous.
In our work, we rely on FMEA and FTA to systematically derive the
safety and fault tolerance requirements for critical computer-based systems.
Therefore, in this section, we overview both FMEA and FTA.
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) [58, 93, 127] is an in-
ductive, bottom-up safety analysis technique. For each item in a system,
e.g., a system function or a component, it identifies possible failure modes,
failure causes, local and system effects, as well as detection procedures and
recovery actions. The corresponding information is typically collected in a
tabular form.
FMEA is a technique which can be performed at different levels, e.g.,
system level (focusing on global functions) or component level (examining
functions of each component separately). As a result, the content of a FMEA
worksheet may vary. For example, among other things, it may take into
account the probability of failure occurrence, severity, risk level, etc. The
variation of FMEA that takes into account the criticality of a failure mode
is called FMECA. The criticality is a relative measure of the consequences
of a failure mode and the frequency of its occurrence [102]. Since the focus
of our work is logical modelling and verification, we leave the quantitative
system aspects aside. Therefore, we utilise only the core fields of a FMEA
worksheet for our purposes. These fields and their descriptions are given in
Figure 2.1.
However, FMEA does not allow us to analyse multiple and common cause
failures and their influence on the overall safety of the system. Therefore,
we need to conduct safety analysis of a critical system by relying on several
techniques. For example, we can complement FMEA by FTA.
Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) [127, 136] is a deductive, graphical top-down
method for safety analysis of both hardware and software systems. A fault
tree starts with an event directly related to the identified hazard and works
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Item (component) Name of a component 
Failure mode Potential failure modes 
Possible cause The most probable causes associated with the assumed failure mode 
Local effects Caused changes in the component behaviour 
System effects Caused changes in the system behaviour 
Detection A description of the methods by which occurrence of the failure 
mode is detected 
Remedial action Actions to tolerate the failure 
Figure 2.1: FMEA worksheet
backwards to identify the chain of events and their interplay that lead to the
occurrence of the top event. FTA relies on boolean logic to express relations
between events. The FTA results are represented as a tree structure (Fig-
ure 2.2). More details on the graphical representation of tree elements can
be found in [59, 93, 127]. A set of basic events, the simultaneous occurrence
of which would cause the occurrence of the top event, is called a cut set. A
minimal cut set is the least set of basic events that lead to the top event.
Examination of the obtained minimal cut sets allows us to identify the weak
points in the design of a system as well as recognise single point failures, i.e.,
when the occurrence of a single basic event causes the immediate occurrence
of the main hazard.
Top event
AND
Basic event
OR
Intermediate 
event
Basic event Basic event
Figure 2.2: Fault tree structure
Analysis of the resulting fault trees determines whether a system is suf-
ficiently safe, i.e., the intended safety criteria are met. If it is not the case,
the system design needs to be improved and the system is analysed again.
This process can be repeated several times until the safety criteria are met
and we can conclude that the system is sufficiently safe.
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The safety analysis techniques is a valuable source of safety requirements.
To verify that the system fulfils these requirements, we need rigorous tech-
niques such as formal methods. In the following two sections, we overview
formal development and verification approaches as well as present the Event-
B method adopted in this thesis.
2.3 Model-Based Development Using Formal
Methods
Application of formal methods is an evolving direction in the model-based
engineering [19, 27]. Formal methods are mathematically-based techniques
for system modelling and verification. They rely on formal specification lan-
guages, i.e., languages with rigorously defined semantics, to create a model
of a system. Then, the obtained formal model can be used for analysis and
verification of system properties as well as code generation, static verifica-
tion of existing code or generation of test cases. In this thesis, we employ a
specific formal method (Event-B) to develop a system model which satisfies
the safety requirements imposed on this system.
Abadi and Lamport [1] have distinguished two categories of formal spec-
ification methods: state-based and action-based. System models built using
the state-based formalisms are viewed as state transition systems. It means
that a modelled system formally represents an abstract machine that con-
sists of a distinguishable set of states and a set of transitions between these
states. A state typically corresponds to a vector of values assigned to the
model variables. The examples of such formalisms are VDM [135], the Z
notation [126], Action Systems [16, 17], the B Method [2], and Event-B [3],
etc. System models in action-based formalisms can be seen as a sequence
of actions where an action is defined as a state change. These formalisms
include process algebraic methods such as Communicating Sequential Pro-
cesses (CSP) [72], pi-calculus [103], ambient calculus [124], etc. They are used
for high-level specification of interactions, communications, and synchroni-
sations between independent processes in cryptographic protocols, business
processes and molecular biology.
Availability of tool support plays an important role in the choice of a
formal method to be employed for the system formal development and veri-
fication. Typically, such tools not only perform syntactical checks of a system
model but also assist in verifying the desired system properties by the means
of theorem proving or model checking.
Theorem proving is a verification technique used to ensure that a model
satisfies the desired system properties by proving the obtained proof obli-
gations without model execution or simulation. As a result, the full model
state space is explored with respect to the specified properties. There are
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two types of theorem provers: general purpose such as ACL2 [6], HOL [73],
or Isabelle/HOL [105] and specialised (integrated with a specific formal de-
velopment framework) such as the integrated theorem provers for Event-B
and VDM.
Model checking [35] is a technique for verifying finite-state systems. Prop-
erties of such systems are expressed as temporal logic formulas defining con-
straints over the system dynamics. Similarly to theorem provers, model
checkers can be either stand-alone, e.g., NuSMV [107], SPIN [74], Uppaal
[22], etc., or provided as a part of a development framework, e.g., a plug-in
for the Rodin platform enabling model checking in Event-B [113].
In our work, we have chosen the Event-B formalism [3] due to several
reasons. First, it supports modelling of a system together with its environ-
ment. Consequently, it allows us to verify the system-level properties such
as safety. Second, modern safety-critical systems are complex, hence their
models are also complex and large in size. To address complexity, Event-B
supports the stepwise refinement approach. It allows us to gradually in-
troduce the details of system behaviour as well as verify system properties
at different levels of abstraction. Third, the refinement steps preserve cor-
rectness leading to the correct-by-construction system development. Finally,
Event-B has a mature tool support  the Rodin platform [56]. This tool
allows for automatic model transformations, generation of proof obligations
and has a user-friendly interface for discharging the generated proof obli-
gations utilising both automatic and interactive provers. Additionally, the
platform enables animation, model checking, and code generation with the
help of the accompanying plug-ins.
Industrial applications of formal methods. During the last two decades,
formal methods have been successfully applied to development and verifica-
tion of systems from various domains. Experience in the practical use of
formal methods is summarised in [26, 141]. For instance, Woodcock et al.
[141] have surveyed a number of projects and concluded that the use of formal
methods allows the developers to improve quality of the final products. The
authors also confirm scalability of these methods for industrial applications.
The most famous examples from the railway domain are the application
of the B Method by Alstom  Automatic Train Protection for the French
railway company (SNCF) in 1993, Siemens Transportation Systems  Au-
tomatic Train Control for the driverless metro line 14 in Paris (RATP) in
1998, and ClearSy  Section Automatic Pilot for the light driverless shuttle
for Paris-Roissy airport (ADP) in 2006 [36]. Moreover, Alstom and Siemens
are currently reusing their B models to develop new products worldwide.
Another examples from avionics include the application of VDM to mod-
elling and verification of a part of the UK air traffic management system,
the Central Control Function (CCF) Display Information System, in 1996
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[67] and more recent use of SCADE Suite [123] to develop the Airbus A380
control and display system [23, 53].
Finally, a success story on the use of formal methods for development
and verification of a medical device, a cardiac pacemaker, is reported in [62].
The adopted formalism in this study is the Z notation.
2.4 Event-B Method
Event-B [3, 56] is a formal method for development and verification of de-
pendable reactive and distributed systems. It has evolved from the Action
Systems formalism [16, 17] and the B Method [2]. The associated Rodin plat-
form [56], together with the accompanying plug-ins [122], provides a mature
tool support for automated modelling and verification of critical computer-
based systems.
An Event-B model can be defined by a tuple (d, c, A, v,Σ, I, Init, E),
where d represents sets, c stands for constants, v corresponds to a vector of
model variables, Σ is a model state space determined by all possible values
of the vector v. A(d, c) is a conjunction of axioms, while I(d, c, v) is a
conjunction of invariants. Init is an non-empty set of model initial states
such that Init ⊆ Σ. Finally, E is a set of model events.
Event-B uses the abstract machine notation [3], which consists of the
static and dynamic parts called CONTEXT and MACHINE respectively.
On the one hand, the sets (d) and constants (c) of a modelled system are
defined in the CONTEXT components, where their properties are postu-
lated as axioms (A). On the other hand, the model variables (v), invariants
(I ) and events (E ), including the initialisation event (Initialisation), are in-
troduced in the MACHINE components. The model variables are strongly
typed by constraining predicates stated as system invariants. A MACHINE
component can be connected to one or several CONTEXT components by
a binding relation called Sees. A generalised representation of the Event-B
components is shown in Figure 2.3.
Each event e ∈ E may have the following form:
e =ˆ any lv where g then R end,
where lv is a list of local variables, the guard g is a conjunction of predicates
defined over the model variables, and the action R is a parallel composition
of assignments over the model variables.
The guard of an event defines when this event is enabled. In case when
several events are enabled simultaneously, any of them can be chosen for
execution non-deterministically. If there is no enabled event, the system
deadlocks. There are two types of assignments over the variables: deter-
ministic and non-deterministic. A deterministic assignment is expressed as
x := Expr(v), where x is a state variable and Expr(v) is an expression over
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MACHINE M_Name 
variables  v
invariants  I
events 
  Initialisation
  e1 
   … 
  eN 
end 
CONTEXT C_Name
constants  c
sets  d
axioms  A
Sees
Figure 2.3: General representation of Event-B MACHINE and CONTEXT
the state variables v. A non-deterministic assignment can be denoted as
x :∈ S or x :| Q(v, x′), where S is a set of values and Q(v, x′) is a predicate.
As a result of a non-deterministic assignment, x gets any value from S or it
obtains a value x′ satisfying Q(v, x′).
The Event-B language can also be extended by different kinds of at-
tributes attached to model events, guards, variables, etc. We will use Event-
B attributes to contain formulas or expressions to be used by external tools
or Rodin plug-ins, e.g., Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulas to be checked.
Semantically Event-B events are defined using before-after predicates
(BAs) [3, 75, 101]. BAs declare the relationships between the system states
before and after execution of events. Hence, the semantic definition of an
event presented above can be given as the relation describing the correspond-
ing state transformation from v to v′, such that:
e(v, v′) = ge(v) ∧ I(v) ∧BAe(v, v′),
where ge is the guard of the event e, BAe is the before-after predicate of
this event, and v, v′ are the system states before and after event execution
respectively.
Refinement in Event-B. The main development methodology of Event-
B is top-down refinement (Figure 2.4). It is a process of transforming an
abstract specification of a system (i.e., an abstract model) into a detailed sys-
tem model via stepwise unfolding of implementation details (i.e., refinement
steps) yet preserving its correctness. We say that a more detailed model
Refines a more abstract one.
Abstract
model
The 1
st
refinement
Refines The Nth
refinement
Refines
... ...
Code generation
Figure 2.4: Event-B refinement
To preserve a validity of a refinement step, every possible execution of
the refined model must correspond to some execution of the abstract model.
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The refinement-based development allows us to reduce non-determinism of
an abstract model as well as introduce new concrete variables and events into
the model. This type of a refinement is known as a superposition refinement.
Additionally, Event-B supports data refinement. It allows us to replace some
abstract variables with their concrete counterparts. In this case, a part of
the invariant of a refined model, called gluing invariant, formally defines the
relationship between the abstract and concrete variables.
Furthermore, the most detailed model obtained during the refinement-
based development can be used for code generation. Specifically, the Rodin
platform [56], a tool supporting Event-B, permits for program code gener-
ation utilising a number of plug-ins. For example, EB2ALL [52], which is
a set of translator plug-ins, allows for automatic generation of a target pro-
gramming language code from an Event-B specification. In particular, EB2C
allows for generation of C code, EB2C++ supports C++ code generation,
using EB2J one can obtain Java code, and using EBC#  C# code.
The consistency (e.g., invariant preservation) and well-definedness of
Event-B models as well as correctness of refinement steps are demonstrated
by discharging the respective proof obligations (POs). The complete list of
POs can be found in [3]. The Rodin platform [56] automatically generates
the required POs and attempts to automatically prove them. Sometimes it
requires user assistance by invoking its interactive prover. In general, the tool
achieves a high level of automation (usually over 80%) in proving. Therefore,
the Event-B method together with its mature tool support is attractive for
both academic and industrial applications.
Event-B is highly suitable for safety assurance of highly critical systems
due to its proof-based verification. However, to justifiably demonstrate that
such systems can be safely operated, we utilise safety cases. Next, we de-
scribe in detail safety cases, their supporting graphical notation, as well as
provide a small example illustrating the structural representation of a safety
case.
2.5 Safety Cases
To assure dependability, security and safety of critical systems in a structured
way, assurance cases have been proposed. An assurance case is "a body of
evidence organized into an argument demonstrating that some claim about a
system holds, i.e., is assured" [112]. The construction, review and acceptance
of assurance cases are the key elements of safety assurance process for many
industrial applications. Several standards request submission and evaluation
of assurance cases, e.g., the automotive domain standard ISO 26262 [78],
the railway domain standard EN 50128 [55], and the UK Defence Standard
00-56 [45]. We can distinguish three types of widely recognized assurance
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cases named accordingly to what property or attribute they allow to assure:
dependability cases (D-cases) [40], security cases [112] and safety cases [25,
85].
In this thesis, we use safety cases as justification arguments for safety of
critical computer-based systems. Therefore, here we give a detailed descrip-
tion of the safety cases and essential elements of their supporting graphical
notation. A safety case is "a structured argument, supported by a body of
evidence that provides a convincing and valid case that a system is safe for
a given application in a given operating environment" [25, 45]. Essentially,
a safety case includes the following elements [25]:
• claim  a statement defining a property of a system or a subsystem;
• evidence  facts, assumptions or sub-claims founding the basis of the
safety argument;
• argument  a link between the evidence and the claim based on infer-
ence (transformation) rules.
To facilitate construction of safety cases, two main graphical notations
have been proposed: Claims, Arguments and Evidence (CAE) notation [32]
and Goal Structuring Notation (GSN) [61, 85]. In our work, we rely on the
latter one due to its support for argument patterns (or safety case patterns),
i.e., common structures capturing successful argument approaches that can
be reused within a safety case [86].
GSN aims at graphical representation of the safety case elements and the
relationships that declare a link between these elements. Figure 2.5 illus-
trates the elements of the notation. Typically, a safety case constructed us-
ing GSN consists of goals, solutions and strategies that correspond to claims,
evidence and arguments. More specifically,
• goals are propositions in an argument that can be said to be true or
false (e.g., claims of requirements to be met by a system);
• solutions contain references to the information obtained from analysis,
testing or simulation of a system, i.e., the evidence used to demonstrate
that goals have been met;
• strategies are reasoning steps describing how goals are decomposed and
addressed by sub-goals.
In other words, a safety case constructed in GSN represents decomposition
of goals into sub-goals following some strategies until the sub-goals can be
supported by the direct evidence. It may also explicitly define relied assump-
tions and the context in which the goals and strategies are declared as well
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In context of
Is solved by
Goal (G)
Context (C)
Undeveloped
Goal (G)
Strategy (S)
A
Assumption (A)
Solution
(Sn)
Undeveloped 
Strategy (S)
A proposition in an argument that can be 
said to be true or false
A goal that intentionally left undeveloped in 
the argument and needs to be developed 
later on
Either a rule to be used in solution of a goal 
or a rule to  break down a goal into a 
number of sub-goals
A strategy that intentionally left 
undeveloped in the argument and
needs to be developed later on
Information necessary for an argument to 
be understood, i.e., contextual information
A statement whose validity has to be
trusted in order to make an argument
A reference to an evidence demonstrating 
that a goal has been met
Relationships that declare a link between 
elements of a safety case
J
Justification (J)
A statement of rationale for the use of 
particular goal or strategy
n
m-of-n
GSN EXTENSIONS
GSN EXTENSIONS TO SUPPORT ARGUMENT PATTERNS 
Model (M)
Undeveloped and Uninstantiated entity
(Entity abstraction)
Uninstantiated entity (Entity abstraction)
PRINCIPAL GSN ELEMENTS AND RELATIONSHIPS
Multiplicity (Structural abstraction)
Optionality (Structural abstraction)
A context symbol which refers to an 
information artefact in the form of a  model
Figure 2.5: Elements of GSN (detailed description is given in [20, 61, 85, 86])
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as justification for the use of a particular goal or strategy. If the contextual
information contains a model, a special GSN symbol called model can be
used instead of a regular GSN context element.
There are two types of relationships present in a safety case:
• "Is solved by"  a type of relationships used between goals, strategies
and solutions (evidential relationship);
• "In context of"  a type of relationships that links a goal to a context, a
goal to an assumption, a goal to a justification, a strategy to a context,
a strategy to an assumption, a strategy to a justification (contextual
relationship).
The safety argument can be decomposed into two types of arguments
(and the related evidence): a direct argument and a backing (confidence)
argument [68, 119, 120]. The direct argument records the arguments and
evidence used to establish direct claims of system safety. The backing argu-
ment justifies the sufficiency of confidence in the direct safety argument. The
role of the backing argument is to explicitly address uncertainties present in
the direct argument as well as to explain why there is sufficient confidence
in this direct argument [68].
To permit construction of argument patterns, GSN has been extended
by a number of elements for structural and entity abstraction [61, 85, 86]. In
this thesis, we adopt the following structural abstractions: multiplicity and
optionality. Multiplicity stands for generalised n-ary relationships between
the GSN elements, while optionality corresponds to optional and alternative
relationships between the GSN elements. Graphically, the former is depicted
as a solid or a hollow ball on an arrow "Is solved by" (Figure 2.5), where
the label n indicates the cardinality of a relationship, while a hollow ball
means zero or one. The latter is represented as a solid diamond (Figure 2.5),
where m-of-n denotes a possible number of alternatives. Additionally, the
multiplicity and optionality relationships can be combined. Thereby, if the
multiplicity symbol is placed in front of the optionality symbol, this corre-
sponds to a multiplicity over all the options.
There exist two extensions to GSN used to represent entity abstraction:
uninstantiated entity and undeveloped and uninstantiated entity. The former
one indicates that the entity needs to be instantiated, i.e., at some later stage
the "abstract" entity needs to be replaced with a more concrete instance. In
Figure 2.5, the corresponding symbol is depicted as a hollow triangle. This
annotation can be used with any GSN element. The latter one specifies that
the entity requires both further development and instantiation. In Figure 2.5,
it is shown as a hollow diamond with a line in the middle. This can be applied
to GSN goals and strategies only.
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All hazards have
been identified
A
Formal 
verification
Sn1
System is acceptably 
safe to operate
G1
Argument
by omission of 
each identified 
hazard
S1
A1
The list of 
identified hazards
C1 Argument
by satisfaction 
of each safety 
requirement
S2
Hazard H1 has been 
eliminated
G2
Hazard H2 has been 
eliminated
G3
The list of safety 
requirements
C2
Black box 
test results
Sn3
Safety requirement SR1 
is met
G4
Safety requirement SR2 
is met
G5
Fault tree 
analysis
Sn2
Figure 2.6: Structural representation of a safety case
Figure 2.6 illustrates a fragment of a safety case of a critical control
system. This example is based on the safety case presented in [61, 66].
The top goal of the given safety case is "G1: System is acceptably safe
to operate". To provide the evidence that this goal holds, two subsequent
strategies are applied: "S1: Argument by omission of each identified hazard"
and "S2: Argument by satisfaction of each safety requirement". They lead
to obtaining a number of sub-goals, e.g., G2 , G3 , etc. The decomposition
of sub-goals into even more detailed sub-goals can be continued until we
derive a statement that can be directly supported by some evidence, e.g.,
formal verification results (Sn1 ), fault tree analysis results (Sn2 ), etc. In
Figure 2.6, the sub-goal G5 is left undeveloped meaning that one needs to
further elaborate on it in order to support by the direct evidence.
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Chapter 3
Safety-Driven Formal
Development and Verification
of Critical Systems
In this chapter, we explain how the research questions formulated in Sec-
tion 1.2 are addressed in the thesis. Specifically, we present our approach
to integrating safety analysis into rigorous development of safety-critical
computer-based systems. We also discuss how formal development and ver-
ification of such systems can be facilitated by using pre-defined patterns.
Finally, we describe our approach to constructing safety cases based on the
results of formal verification.
3.1 Incorporating Safety Requirements from Safety
Analysis into Formal Development
Elicitation, i.e., extraction and identification, of safety requirements as well
as their analysis is a complex task. Safety analysis usually associated with
identifying hazards, their causes and measures to be taken to eliminate and
mitigate them [93, 127]. In this thesis, we use FMEA and FTA to ex-
tract safety and fault tolerance requirements. To verify safety of critical
computer-based systems, it should be demonstrated that the system adheres
to the safety requirements. However, the task of faithful representation of
safety requirements in a formal model for verification remains challenging.
Therefore, to address our first research question  How to ensure a seamless
integration of safety requirements into formal development?, we propose a
couple of formally based techniques to facilitate this task. First, we show how
to incorporate safety requirements derived from FMEA into formal system
models. Second, for the safety requirements derived using different safety
analysis techniques, e.g., FTA, and represented in the natural language, we
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introduce a requirements classification and establish a link between the clas-
sified requirements and the corresponding elements of formal models. In
this section, we describe in detail the first part of the approach, while the
proposed classification will be discussed in Section 3.3.
Incorporating FMEA Results into Formal Development. In general,
safety-critical computer-based systems are heterogeneous systems that con-
tain such basic building blocks as hardware and software components as well
as various mechanisms to ensure their correct functioning and dependabil-
ity. For example, control systems, a broad class of safety-critical systems,
typically have the following building blocks: sensors, controllers, actuators,
as well as the incorporated fault tolerance (e.g., error detection and error
handling) mechanisms.
FMEA (e.g., Figure 3.1) allows us to analyse possible failure modes of the
system components and define the required detection and recovery actions.
The challenge is to find a proper way to incorporate the results of such anal-
ysis into formal models. Within Event-B, we represent system components
(sensors and actuators) as well as the fault tolerance mechanisms using cer-
tain model elements, e.g., constants, variables, invariants, and events. Since
the same types of components and the associated fault tolerance actions can
be formalised in similar ways, we are able to identify generic patterns for
their formalisation. We distinguish the following types of patterns:
1. Component patterns: allow for representation of system components
such as sensors and actuators by creating new variables, invariants,
and initialisation actions;
2. Detection patterns: represent generic mechanisms for error detection
by specific events and condition checks (guards), e.g., checking for di-
vergence between the actual and expected states of a component or
sensor reading going beyond the working legitimate range;
Component Door 1 
Failure mode Door position sensor value is different from the expected range of 
values 
Possible cause Failure of the position sensor 
Local effects Sensor reading is out of the expected range 
System effects Switch to degraded or manual mode or shutdown 
Detection Comparison of the received value with the predicted range of values 
Remedial action Retry. If failure persists then switch to redundant sensor, diagnose 
motor failure. If failure still persists, switch to manual mode and 
raise the alarm. If no redundant sensor is available then switch to 
manual mode and raise the alarm. 
Figure 3.1: Example of a FMEA table
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Figure 3.2: FMEA representation patterns
3. Prediction patterns: represent typical computations of the next possi-
ble states of components, e.g., computations based on the underlying
physical system dynamics and evolution of processes;
4. Recovery patterns: include actions to tolerate various failures, e.g., rep-
resenting multiple retries of required actions or computations, switch-
ing to spare components or safe shutdown;
5. Invariant patterns: represent safety and/or gluing invariants. The
safety invariants define safety properties extracted from FMEA re-
sults, while the gluing invariants describe the correspondence between
the states of refined and abstract models. These patterns are usually
applied in combination with patterns of other types to define how a
model transformation is related with the model invariant properties.
Each pattern describes how specific Event-B model elements are to be created
to represent certain information from FMEA. Often the described patterns
complement or rely on each other. Such interdependency and mapping to
FMEA is schematically shown in Figure 3.2. For example, an application
of a detection pattern can result in creating new constants and variables
(reflected as a dark grey rectangle in Figure 3.2). Moreover, it may require
an instantiation of a component pattern to create the elements it depends on
(a light grey rectangle in Figure 3.2). To increase usability of the approach,
automated instantiation of the proposed patterns have been implemented as
a plug-in for the Rodin platform.
Let us now briefly illustrate an application of the proposed approach by
a small example. The example is taken form the sluice gate case study [95].
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<other recovery events>
event Prediction refines Prediction
where
flag = PRED
door1_fail = FALSE ∧ door2_fail = FALSE ∧
   pressure_fail = FALSE
Stop = FALSE
then
flag ≔ ENV
d1_exp_min ≔
   min_door(door1_position↦door1_motor)
d1_exp_max ≔
   max_door(door1_position↦door1_motor)
<other predictions>
end
variables
 door1_position_sensor
door1_fail
door1_position_sensor_pred
d1_exp_max
d1_exp_min
invariants
flag≠DET ⇒ (Failure=TRUE ⇔ door1_fail=TRUE ∨ 
   door2_fail=TRUE ∨ pressure_fail=TRUE) // gluing
flag≠CONT ⇒ (door1_fail=TRUE ⇔
   door1_position_sensor_abs=TRUE ∨
   door1_position_sensor_pred=TRUE ∨
   door1_opened_sensor_inconsistent=TRUE ∨
   door1_closed_sensor_inconsistent=TRUE) // gluing
door1_fail=TRUE ∧ flag≠CONT ∧ flag≠DET ⇒ 
   Stop=TRUE // safety
<other invariants>
<event INITIALISATION>
event Detection_Door1_checks
where
flag = DET
Stop = FALSE
then
door1_position_sensor_pred ≔
   bool((door1_position_sensor < d1_exp_min ∨
   door1_position_sensor > d1_exp_max) ∧
   door1_sensor_disregard = FALSE)
<other checks>
end
event RetryPosition
where
flag = CONT
door1_position_sensor_abs = TRUE ∨
door1_position_sensor_pred = TRUE
retry < 3
then
door1_position_sensor_abs ≔ FALSE
door1_position_sensor_pred ≔ FALSE
door1_fail_masked ≔
    bool(door1_opened_sensor_inconsistent = TRUE ∨
     door1_closed_sensor_inconsistent = TRUE)
retry ≔ retry + 1
end
Figure 3.3: Event-B development of the sluice gate control system with
example of Retry recovery pattern
The sluice system connects areas with dramatically different pressures by op-
erating two doors (Door 1 and Door 2 ). To guarantee safety, a door can be
open only if the pressure in the locations it connects is equalised. Moreover,
the doors should not be open simultaneously. Figure 3.1 shows the resulting
FMEA table for one of the door components (Door 1 ). We demonstrate our
formalisation based on a component with a value-type sensor used to deter-
mine the door position. The list of patterns to be instantiated for this table
is as follows: (1) component patterns  Value sensor pattern, (2) detection
patterns  Expected range pattern, (3) prediction patterns  Range prediction
pattern, (4) recovery patterns  Retry recovery pattern, Component redun-
dancy recovery pattern, and Safe stop recovery pattern, (5) invariant patterns
 Safety invariant pattern and Gluing invariant pattern.
In Figure 3.3, we give an excerpt from the Event-B development of the
sluice gate control system obtained by instantiating the listed above patterns.
We highlight the model area affected by application of Retry recovery pattern.
Let us also observe that, if two or more patterns affect the same variables,
only the first pattern to be instantiated creates the required variables. This
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Mode GMj 
Failure mode Unit Ui failure with an available spare 
Possible cause Hardware failure 
Local effects Reconfiguration between unit branches. Change of unit status 
System effects Remain the current global mode 
Detection Comparison of received data with the predicted one 
Remedial 
action 
Target 
mode 
Precondition Action 
GMj 
A state transition error in the 
nominal branch of Ui. 
For a nominal branch of 
unit Ui, the status is set to 
Unlocked, and 
reconfiguration between 
branches is initiated. 
Insufficient usability of a 
selected nominal branch of Ui. 
 
Mode GMj 
Failure mode Unit Ui failure without an available spare 
Possible cause Hardware failure 
Local effects Loss of preciseness in unit output data. Change of unit status 
System effects Switch to a degraded mode 
Detection Comparison of received data with the predicted one 
Remedial 
action 
Target 
mode 
Precondition Action 
GMt, 
 
t < j 
A state transition error in the 
redundant branch of Ui. No 
state transition error in the 
redundant branch of Uk. 
For unit Ui, any ongoing 
unit reconfiguration is 
aborted. For each branch in 
unit Ui, the status is set to 
Unlocked, and a state 
transition to non-
operational state is 
initiated. 
Insufficient usability of a 
selected redundant branch of 
Ui. No branch state transition 
error. No problem on the 
redundant branch of Uk. 
Figure 3.4: Modified FMEA table
process is not repeated by other patterns. The same rule applies to events,
actions, guards, etc.
A similar approach can be applied to different types of systems. In this
thesis, we have experimented with applying our FMEA-based approach to
mode-rich safety-critical systems, i.e., the systems whose dynamic behaviour
is defined in terms of operational modes and transitions between these modes.
Here modes can be understood as mutually exclusive sets of the system
behaviour [92]. Rules for transitioning between modes represent a mode
logic of a system.
In the safety-critical systems, a part of the system mode logic is associ-
ated with specific system transitions as reactions on faults. Moreover, for
reconfigurable systems, we cover two cases: (1) when a system reconfigura-
tion is possible due to the availability of spare components; and (2) when
a reconfiguration cannot be done due to the absence of spare components.
Then, to implement fault tolerance, we need to define rollback procedures to
the non-erroneous system states where the faulty components are not used.
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event MM_Error_Handling refines MM_Error_Handling 
    any m gp 
    where
      m ∈ MODES
      error ≠ No_Error
      prev_targ ↦ m ∈ Mode_Order∼
      m ≠ next_targ
      next_targ ≠ OFF
      m ↦ gp ∈ GPS_mode
      gp ≠ GPS_next_targ
     <guards related to other AOCS units>
    then
      error ≔ No_Error
      prev_targ ≔ next_targ
      last_mode ≔ next_targ
      next_targ ≔ m
      GPS_Status ≔ fun_GPS_status(GPS_Reconfig ↦ GPS_next_targ ↦ gp)
      GPS_prev_targ ≔ GPS_next_targ
      GPS_last_mode ≔ GPS_next_targ
      GPS_next_targ ≔ gp
      GPS_Reconfig ≔ FALSE
      <actions related to other AOCS units>
  end
Figure 3.5: Excerpt from Event-B development of the attitude and orbit
control system (AOCS) with example of system rollback
For this purpose, we analyse system modes rather than physical compo-
nents. To allow for the safety analysis specific for mode-rich systems, we
tailor a FMEA table by adding specific sub-fields into the field of remedial
actions as shown in Figure 3.4. Specifically, the added sub-fields are tar-
get mode, precondition, and action. These sub-fields contain the information
about a new target mode, the conditions under which a rollback to this mode
should be started, and the actions to be taken, e.g., lower-level transitions
or reconfiguration procedures. The safety analysis performed in such a way
allows us to derive a rollback scenario.
The second example (Figure 3.5) is taken from the resulting Event-B
specification of the AOCS system [116]. AOCS is a typical layered control
system. The main function of the system is to control the attitude and
the orbit of a satellite. Since the orientation of a satellite may change due
to disturbances of the environment, the attitude needs to be continuously
monitored and adjusted. The optimal attitude is required to support the
needs of payload instruments and to fulfil the mission of the satellite [50].
At the top layer of AOCS is Mode Manager (MM). It controls several Unit
Managers (UMs), which are responsible for a number of hardware units.
AOCS has seven units. For brevity, let us consider only one of them, namely,
Global Positioning System (GPS).
We define the rollback procedures according to the results of the per-
formed safety analysis represented in the form of the modified FMEA table
(similar as in Figure 3.4). Let us assume that some error has occurred
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(error 6= No_Error) but the reconfiguration is not possible, i.e., both the
nominal and redundant branches failed. Then, the MM component performs
a rollback to such a global mode where the failed component is not used,
i.e., it is in the mode Off. To perform a rollback transition, all the AOCS
units have to be set into appropriate modes according to the correspondence
relations between the MM modes and each unit modes (e.g., GPS_mode).
All the variables reflecting the current state of AOCS and all the units (such
as prev_targ, last_mode, next_targ, etc.) have to be assigned new values.
Once the resulting model is fully created according to the applied pattern(s),
the essential mode consistency conditions are verified.
We believe that application of FMEA patterns helps the developers to
elicit safety and fault tolerance requirements and also assists them in in-
corporating these requirements into formal Event-B models. Moreover, the
developed plug-in for the Rodin platform facilitates the automatic instanti-
ation of these patterns.
3.2 Facilitating Rigorous Development and
Verification of Safety-Critical Systems
The use of specification and refinement patterns is an important technique
in facilitating formal development. It is also know as pattern-driven formal
development [76]. Graphically, the approach can be represented as shown in
Figure 3.6. According to the pattern-driven formal development approach,
the initial (abstract) model is created by instantiating a specification pat-
tern, i.e., a parametrised specification that contains generic (abstract) types,
constants and variables. Then, the obtained model can be refined by ap-
plying refinement patterns, i.e., patterns generalising certain typical model
transformations reoccurring in a particular development method.
To instantiate the given specification and refinement patterns, the model
parameters need to be replaced by concrete data structures or other model
expressions (e.g., concrete variables, guards, etc.). To show applicability
of patterns for the given concrete values, the model constraints defined for
the parameters become theorems to be proved. Successful instantiation of
these patterns allows for obtaining the proved essential system properties
of a generic model (e.g., its invariants) for free, i.e., without any additional
proof effort. Therefore, pattern-driven formal development supports reuse
of both models and proofs.
Certain specification and refinement patterns can be defined for partic-
ular types of systems. To address the second research question  How to
facilitate formal development and verification of safety-critical systems using
specification and refinement patterns?, we consider two widespread types of
safety-critical systems, namely control and monitoring systems, and conse-
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Figure 3.6: Pattern-driven formal development
quently propose a number of patterns to support the corresponding pattern-
driven development of these systems.
Formal Development of Control Systems. Control systems are
computer-based systems that observe the state of the environment by read-
ing sensors and react on the detected changes by commanding actuators.
Safety-critical control systems are in the heart of, e.g., nuclear reactor cool-
ing systems and on-board aircraft systems. Typically, these systems are
cyclic. Each cycle the controller reads sensors values, processes them and
sends commands to the actuators. The mechanisms to detect and tolerate
failures of a system and its components are identified during safety analy-
sis (e.g., FMEA). They should be taken into account while developing the
controller. Therefore, when a failure is detected, the controller attempts to
tolerate it, for example, by managing a system reconfiguration to use spare
components or by safe shutdown of the system.
To adequately represent the safety and fault tolerance properties while
modelling the described above systems, we need to consider both the con-
troller and the environment with which it interacts. We achieve this by
relying on the system approach [69] to formal development and verification.
As a result, we propose a number of specification and refinement patterns
to support pattern-driven development of control systems. Our work has
been also inspired by the work describing refinement of fault tolerant control
systems in B [88]. We merge the ideas given in [88] and our FMEA pat-
terns presented in Section 3.1. Specifically, the FMEA patterns can be used
as separate steps in the proposed pattern-driven development. Therefore,
our approach provides a useful support for formal development as well as
facilitates traceability of the safety and fault tolerance requirements.
The proposed pattern-driven development of control systems consists of
a specification pattern for the most abstract model as well as several re-
finement patterns for introducing details of the nominal system functional-
ity, error detection and error handling procedures, as shown in Figure 3.7.
According to our specification pattern, the Abstract model implements the
cyclic behaviour of the modelled system. It has dedicated events for differ-
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  Environment              // modelling behaviour of the environment 
 Detection                   // detecting errors
 Normal_Operation    // performing controller reaction in nominal
                                      conditions
 Error_Handling         // indicating the result of error recovery
 Prediction                  // computing the next expected states of
                                      system components
 
 Environment              
 Detection_1               // detecting different errors in different 
      …                            combinations
 Detection_n
 Normal_Operation    
 Error_Handling         
 Prediction                  // introducing more sophisticated 
                 computations of the next expected states
 
 Environment              
 Detection_1                   
      …                                 
 Detection_n
 Normal_Operation_1  // unfolding operational functionality
     …                               of a system
 Normal_Operation_m    
 Error_Handling         
 Prediction                  
Abstract model
Refinement introducing error detection procedures
Refinement elaborating on nominal functionality 
 
 Environment              
 Detection_1                   
      …                                 
 Detection_n
 Normal_Operation_1    
     …                              
 Normal_Operation_m    
 Error_Handling_1      // modelling different recovery procedures 
     …                           
 Error_Handling_k         
 Prediction                  
Refinement introducing error handling procedures
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Figure 3.7: Pattern-driven development of a control system
ent system phases: modelling the environment, error detection, the nominal
operation of the system, possible error recovery, and error prediction (based
on computations of the next expected states of system components to be
used at the next cycle to detect possible failures of these components). The
control flow between events is set by the variable flag. It represents a current
phase of the control cycle, which can be either ENV, DET, CONT, or PRED.
In the model invariant we declare the types of the variables and define the
conditions when the system is operational or shut down.
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The specified description of the system behaviour given in the initial
model is still very abstract. In particular, the events designating the system
phases are missing many essential details of their implementation. The re-
finement patterns allow us to elaborate on the system functionality by intro-
ducing concrete details such as system components and their possible failures,
specific mechanisms to detect and tolerate these failures, as well as the corre-
sponding invariant properties to be proved. Namely, the pattern Refinement
introducing error detection procedures (Figure 3.7) introduces more sophis-
ticated error detection procedures, while the pattern Refinement elaborating
on nominal functionality allows for elaboration on the nominal functionality
of the system and possibly introduces different operational modes. Finally,
the refinement step based on application of the pattern Refinement introduc-
ing error handling procedures allows us to represent different error handling
mechanisms. The correctness of model transformations is guaranteed by the
discharged proof obligations.
We have validated the proposed approach by two case studies  a sluice
gate control system [95] and a steam boiler control system [117]. This allowed
us to obtain formal models of the considered systems and verify their essential
functional and safety properties.
Formal Development of Monitoring Systems. Data Monitoring Sys-
tems (DMSs) constitute an important subset of safety-critical systems. They
can be found in nuclear power plants, chemical, oil and gas industrial appli-
cations. DMSs allow for recording operations carried out by these systems in
the corresponding log files, analysing performance and status of their compo-
nents, as well as displaying the results of such analysis to human operators.
DMSs also supply important information to human operators or other sys-
tems based on which the safety-critical actions are performed. Consequently,
the operators must receive the correct, fresh and consistent information to
be able to make adequate and timely decisions.
In this thesis, we propose pattern-driven development of monitoring sys-
tems to facilitate formal modelling of such systems and verifying their essen-
tial properties: data freshness and data integrity.
To increase fault tolerance, DMSs are typically built as distributed net-
works consisting of a number of modules, calledData Processing Units (DPUs),
connected to sensors and possibly several displays. We consider the displayed
data to be fresh, if the difference between the local DPU time and the data
timestamp is less than δ time units. In its turn, data integrity guarantees
that the produced output data are always based on valid, i.e., correct and
fresh, input data. In other words, it ensures that a failure of a sensor, a
failure of a module, or data corruption (occurred while transmitting data
through the network) does not influence the displayed output.
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  Environment             // reading sensor values
  Processing                // processing (converting) sensor data
  Sending_Packet       // broadcasting a data packet to other DPUs
  Displaying               // outputting data to a display
  Receiving_Packets  // receiving packets from other DPUs
  Time_Progress        // modelling progress of the local clock
  Environment                
  Pre_Processing       // detecting sensor faults (new event)
  Processing_OK      // processing sensor data when no fault is detected
  Processing_NOK   // processing sensor data when a fault is detected
  Sending_Packet           
  Displaying                   
  Receiving_Packets      
  Time_Progress            
  Environment_1      // sensor reading without the local clock adjustment 
  Environment_2      // sensor reading with synchronization of the local clock
  Pre_Processing          
  Processing_OK          
  Processing_NOK       
  Sending_Packet         
  Displaying                 
  Receiving_Packets    
  Time_Progress          
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Refinement introducing fault detection and handling
Refinement introducing clock synchronization
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Figure 3.8: Pattern-driven development of a monitoring system
Due to the highly asynchronous nature and independence of modules in
the proposed architecture, it is possible to reason about the overall system
by modelling a single DPU, thus dramatically reducing modelling and verifi-
cation effort. The interactions with other modules present in the system are
defined as a part of the environment specification. We show the proposed
specification and refinement patterns for a single DPU in Figure 3.8.
In the Abstract model (our specification pattern), we define the essential
functional behaviour of the DPU. Similarly to the behaviour of a control
system, the DPU's behaviour is cyclic, yet with several differences. At each
cycle, the DPU reads and processes sensor data, broadcasts the processed
data to the other DPUs present in the system, possibly receives data from
them, and finally produces the value, which is then displayed. We model
these activities by the corresponding dedicated events. Progress of the local
clock is modelled as a separate event. The interaction of the modelled DPU
with other DPUs, is represented by asynchronous reception of data packets
from these modules. Each data packet contains the identification number of
the module that sent it, a timestamp and actual data. At this stage, we are
able to formulate and verify the data freshness and correctness properties as
the respective model invariants.
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By instantiating the proposed pattern Refinement introducing fault detec-
tion and handling, we refine the abstract model to incorporate fault tolerance
mechanisms into the development (Figure 3.8). Here we explicitly specify
the effect of three types of failures: sensor failures, sensor data processing
failures, and communication errors. Additionally, we extend a data packet
structure by the following fields: a field containing the information about the
status (absence or presence of a failure) of a DPU that sent the packet, and
a field storing a checksum used to decide whether the packet was corrupted
during the transmission or not. Now we can formulate and verify the data
integrity property by defining the corresponding invariants.
The aim of another refinement pattern called Refinement introducing
clock synchronization is to refine the mechanism of local clock adjustment.
Every k cycles, the DPU receives the reference time signal and adjusts its
local clock according to it. This prevents an unbounded local clock drift and
allows the overall system guarantee the "global" data freshness. We again
verify this by proving the corresponding theorems.
In general, the idea of pattern-driven development is applicable for wide
range of different systems. The presented patterns for control and monitoring
systems can be already used for a class of suitable systems by instantiating
generic parameters (constants, functions, etc.). For instance, a number and
types of sensors, DPUs, displays, etc. may vary depending on a particular
system. The presented collection of patterns can be further extended by
introducing separate patterns for different error detection and handling pro-
cedures of systems with different levels of redundancy, modelling fail-safe or
fail-operational systems, etc.
3.3 Constructing Safety Cases from Artefacts of
Formal Development and Verification
The described above approaches allow us to formally develop safety-critical
systems, verify their safety-related properties and obtain formal proofs that
these properties hold. To exploit the benefits of formal methods in the
safety assurance process, we need to demonstrate how the obtained formal
proofs of the required safety-related properties can be used as the evidence
in safety cases. Therefore, to tackle our third research question  How to
support the safety assurance process with the artefacts generated by formal
development and verification?, we propose an approach to construction of
safety cases based on the results of formal verification. To achieve this,
we introduce a classification of safety requirements associated with specific
ways these requirements can be mapped into formal system models in Event-
B. Moreover, we propose a set of argument patterns based on the proposed
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classification to facilitate the construction of safety cases from the associated
Event-B models. The proposed classification also contributes to addressing
the first research question of this thesis.
Classification of Safety Requirements. Our classification of safety re-
quirements addresses different aspects of the system behaviour. For instance,
we may consider whether a requirement stipulates a property that needs to
hold during the entire operation of a system or only under specific conditions.
In general, we distinguish eight classes of safety requirements (SRs):
• Class 1 : SRs about global properties represent properties that must
hold in all system states;
• Class 2 : SRs about local properties define properties that need to be
true at specific system states;
• Class 3 : SRs about control flow prescribe the required order of some
system events/actions;
• Class 4 : SRs about the absence of system deadlock prohibit an unex-
pected stop of a system, which may lead to a safety-related hazard;
• Class 5 : SRs about system termination are the requirements related to
a certain class of control systems where non-termination of the system
in a specific situation may lead to a safety-related hazard;
• Class 6 : Hierarchical SRs are the requirements that are hierarchically
structured to deal with the system complexity, i.e., a more general
requirement may be decomposed into several more detailed ones;
• Class 7 : SRs about temporal properties represent properties related to
reachability of specific system states;
• Class 8 : SRs about timing properties prescribe the timing constraints
to be imposed on a system.
Mapping into Formal Development. To map safety requirements of dif-
ferent classes into the formal development in Event-B, we define the function
FM :
FM : SRs→ P(MExpr),
where P(T ) stands for a power set on elements of T and MExpr corresponds
to a generalised type for all possible expressions that can be built from the
model elements, i.e., model expressions. Here model elements are elements of
Event-B models such as axioms, variables, invariants, events, and attributes.
MExpr includes such model elements as trivial (basic) expressions. It also
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may include state predicates defining post-conditions and shutdown condi-
tions, as well as event control flow, Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) and Timed
Computation Tree Logic (TCTL) formulas.
Within Event-B models, most of the constructed expressions can be di-
rectly associated with specific proof obligations (theorems). The discharged
proof obligations then may serve as the evidence in a constructed safety case.
For the remaining expressions, we use external tools that can be bridged with
Event-B to verify the corresponding requirements and thus construct the ev-
idence for a safety case. In particular, we propose to use the Usecase/Flow
[57] and ProB [113] plug-ins for the Rodin platform, as well as the exter-
nal model checker for verification of real-time systems Uppaal [22]. As a
result, the obtained verification results either in the form of the discharged
proof obligations in Event-B or model checking results produced by ProB
and Uppaal are used as solutions in safety cases.
One of the main goals of our classification was to facilitate the construc-
tion of safety cases from the associated formal models. Therefore, each class
of safety requirements is affiliated with a separate argument pattern.
Argument Patterns. The proposed argument patterns generalise the
safety arguments for justifying that the safety requirements imposed on a
system hold. The patterns have been developed using the corresponding
GSN extensions (Figure 2.5). Some parts of an argument pattern may re-
main the same for any instance, while others need to be further instantiated
(they are labelled with a specific GSN symbol  a hollow triangle). The text
highlighted by braces { } should be replaced by a concrete value.
The generic representation of an argument pattern is shown in Fig-
ure 3.9, a. Here, the goal GX is associated with a safety requirement Re-
quirement of some class Class {X}, where X is a class number.
To obtain the evidence that a specific safety requirement is satisfied, dif-
ferent arguments can be used. Within the proposed approach, a requirement
is verified in a formal Event-B model M referred to in the model element
MX.1. For example, if a safety requirement is mapped into an Event-B
model as a model invariant property, the corresponding theorem for each
event in the model M is required to be proved. Therefore, the number of
subsequent sub-goals depends on the number of events in the model. Corre-
spondingly, the proofs of these theorems (i.e., discharged Proof Obligations
(POs)) are attached as the evidence for the constructed safety case.
The formulated properties and theorems associated with a particular
requirement can be automatically derived from the given formal model.
Nonetheless, to increase clarity of a safety case, we propose to explicitly refer
to any theorem or property whose verification result is used as a solution of
the top goal (CX.2 in Figure 3.9, a.).
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Figure 3.9: Generic argument pattern
In our argument patterns, we assume that the formulated model invari-
ant, theorem or property represents the proper formalisation of the consid-
ered safety requirement (the assumption AX.1). Such an assumption can be
substantiated by arguing over formalisation of the requirements as demon-
strated in Figure 3.9, b. We rely on a joint inspection conducted by the
involved domain and formalisation experts (SnX.2) as the evidence that the
formulated theorems/properties are proper formalisations of the considered
requirement. Such substantiation is applicable to all the classification-based
argument patterns and their instances. This allows for reduction of a seman-
tic gap in the mapping associating an informally specified safety requirement
with the corresponding formal expression that is verified and connected to
evidence.
While instances of the proposed argument patterns serve as inputs to the
final direct safety argument, the argument and evidence proposed to sub-
stantiate the assumptions may also form a part of the backing (confidence)
argument to support the direct argument and evidence.
Moreover, to fully rely on formal modelling and verification, we need to
demonstrate well-definedness of each model in the formal development. The
results of this demonstration also become a part of the backing argument. To
verify this (e.g., that a partial function is applied within its domain), Event-B
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Figure 3.10: Argument pattern for well-definedness of the formal develop-
ment
defines a number of proof obligations (well-definedness (WD) for theorems,
invariants, guards, actions, etc. and feasibility (FIS) for events [3]), which
are automatically generated by the Rodin platform. We assume here that
all such proof obligations are discharged for models in question. However, if
model axioms are inconsistent (i.e., contradictory), the whole model becomes
fallacious and thus logically meaningless. Demonstrating that this is not
the case is a responsibility of the developer. To handle this problem, we
introduce a specific argument pattern shown in Figure 3.10. In Event-B, well-
definedness of a CONTEXT can be ensured by proving axiom consistency
(the goal GW.2 in Figure 3.10).
The described above approach allows us to derive formal evidence (either
proofs or model checking results) that the desired system properties stipu-
lated by safety requirements are preserved. Moreover, the proposed set of
classification-based argument patterns facilitate the construction of safety
cases from Event-B models. The approach has been validated [114] by series
of small case studies and a larger case study  a steam boiler control system.
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To summarise, in this chapter, we elaborated on the approaches proposed
in this thesis to address the raised research questions. First, we presented the
approaches to formalisation of safety requirements obtained as the results of
safety analysis and described in the natural language. Second, we proposed
the formal specification and refinement patterns for safety-critical computer-
based systems. Third, we presented an approach to rigorous construction of
safety cases from formal models. In conjunction, the discussed approaches
contribute to building an integrated approach to the safety-driven rigorous
development of critical computer-based systems, as illustrated in Figure 1.1.
3.4 Discussion
We evaluate the approach proposed in this thesis by several case studies.
The majority of the chosen case studies has been developed within European
projects such as RODIN [121] and DEPLOY [51] together with the involved
industrial partners. Both requirement classification and proposed rigorous
mappings between requirements and the corresponding model elements have
been strongly influenced by cooperation with our industrial partners, thus
giving us a necessary reality check.
In this thesis, we rely on formal modelling techniques, including external
tools that can be bridged together, that are scalable to analyse the entire sys-
tem. Recently, our chosen formal framework, Event-B, has been actively used
within large EU FP7 projects (RODIN [121], DEPLOY [51], ADVANCE [7])
to model and verify complex computer-based systems. Our classification of
safety requirements as well as the developed formal specification and refine-
ment patterns have shown to be expressive enough for a number of selected
safety-critical systems from different domains.
Moreover, the obtained Event-B models can be also used as inputs for
various model-based testing and static verification techniques, provided that
the mapping between the corresponding model and code elements is given.
There is a number of works dedicated to this topic, see, e.g., [96, 97, 100].
Despite the fact that a system safety case inevitably becomes larger and
more complex for systems with a higher level of complexity, our approach
does not prohibitively increase the resulting complexity of the constructed
safety case. That is due to orthogonality of the classification of safety require-
ments on which it is based. Within the classification, each class is associated
with an independent procedure for formalising a safety requirement of this
class and constructing a fragment of the safety case demonstrating that this
requirement has been met. This allows us to avoid the exponential growth
of the added complexity while constructing safety cases for safety-critical
systems.
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The internal completeness of safety cases can be measured by a metric
called the coverage of claims (goals) [49]. The coverage of claims (COV ) is
calculated as the proportion of the total number of developed claims (CD)
to the total number of claims (C ). Specifically,
COV =
CD
C
.
In [115], we provide these calculated metrics for the constructed frag-
ments of safety cases for a number of the selected case studies. Even though
the results are encouraging, building complete safety cases of complex computer-
based systems in the industrial setting is still needed to more extensively
evaluate the proposed approach. This remains one of our future goals.
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Chapter 4
Summary of the Original
Publications
In this chapter, we present a short summary of the original publications,
which constitute the second part of the thesis.
Paper I: Patterns for Representing FMEA in Formal Specification
of Control Systems
In this work, we explore the problem of integrating safety analysis, namely
FMEA, into the formal development of safety-critical control systems. We
propose a set of generic patterns that help the developers to trace the safety
and fault tolerance requirements from FMEA to formal models. We identify
five categories of patterns: component, detection, recovery, prediction and
invariant. To ease instantiation of these patterns, we provide a tool support
in the form of a plug-in for the Rodin platform.
We also demonstrate how formal models can be constructed to support
seamless integration of safety requirements into formal modelling and ver-
ification of control computer-based systems. The proposed approach is in-
spired by the work [88]. We merge the ideas presented in [88] and our
proposed FMEA patterns. This allows us to express formal development
of safety-critical control systems as a generic, pattern-driven development
process. We illustrate our approach by a case study  a sluice gate con-
trol system. The abstract model of this system is obtained by instantiating
the abstract specification pattern for modelling a control system in Event-B.
It describes the overall behaviour of the system as an interleaving between
the events modelling the environment and the controller. Then, we refine
this abstract specification to introduce the system components, error detec-
tion procedures as well as error masking and recovery actions systematically
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defined by FMEA. To achieve this, we instantiate the proposed FMEA pat-
terns. The corresponding refinement steps can be done as instances of such
refinement patterns as Refinement introducing error detection procedures and
Refinement introducing error handling procedures. At the subsequent refine-
ment step (an instance on the Refinement elaborating on nominal function-
ality pattern), we introduce a specific detailed specification of the nominal
control logic.
Application of FMEA patterns helps the developers to elicit safety and
fault tolerance requirements and assists in incorporating them into formal
models, while application of specification and refinement patterns facilitates
the formal development of safety-critical control systems.
Author's contribution: This work was initiated by Associate Prof. Elena
Troubitsyna. The initial FMEA patterns were defined by Yuliya Prokhorova
and Dr. Ilya Lopatkin under supervision of Associate Prof. Elena Troubit-
syna, Dr. Alexei Iliasov and Prof. Alexander Romanovsky. Yuliya Prokhorova
was also responsible for conducting safety analysis and contributed to the
formal development of the sluice gate control system. The theoretical results
were summarised by Associate Prof. Elena Troubitsyna, Dr. Ilya Lopatkin,
Dr. Alexei Iliasov, Yuliya Prokhorova and Prof. Alexander Romanovsky.
Paper II: Deriving a Mode Logic Using Failure Modes and Effects
Analysis
Structuring the system architecture and functionality in a layered fashion
helps the developers to deal with the complexity of control systems. The dy-
namic behaviour of such systems is often defined in the terms of operational
modes and transitions between these modes (a mode logic). The layered
system structure also implies that the corresponding system components act
as mode managers responsible for particular system layers. One part of the
system mode logic prescribes the nominal system behaviour, while the other
one determines mode transitions in the presence of faults, i.e., it is dedi-
cated to improving fault tolerance of the system. However, derivation and
verification of such a mode logic can be challenging.
In this paper, we propose a systematic approach to deriving the fault
tolerance part of a mode logic. Similarly to Paper I, we utilise the FMEA
technique. However, in Paper II, we propose to conduct FMEA of each
operational mode to identify mode transitions required to implement fault
tolerance. We achieve fault tolerance by two main means  system transitions
to specific degraded modes and the system dynamic reconfiguration using
redundant components. The former is usually performed by the top-layered
mode manager, while the latter is done by lower-layered unit managers.
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Formal development of such a layered control system in Event-B is done by
stepwise refinement according to the following refinement strategy. Firstly,
in the abstract specification and possibly several subsequent refinements,
we develop the top level mode manager which implements the global mode
logic. Secondly, at further refinement steps, we introduce the lower layer
managers (unit managers) together with their mode logics. Finally, in the
last refinement, we model the redundant branches (components) of each
unit. The essential mode consistency conditions are verified in the refinement
process.
Therefore, in this paper, we define a rigorous approach to designing lay-
ered mode-rich systems by refinement while ensuring their fault tolerance.
We exemplify it by the development and verification of a mode-rich layered
control system  an attitude and orbit control system (AOCS).
Author's contribution: This work was initiated by Associate Prof. Elena
Troubitsyna. The informal specification and preliminary safety analysis of
the AOCS were given by the industrial partners  Space Systems Finland,
namely Dr. Kimmo Varpaaniemi and Dr. Timo Latvala. The formal de-
velopment of the AOCS in Event-B was done by Yuliya Prokhorova and
Adjunct Prof. Linas Laibinis. The theoretical results were summarised by
Adjunct Prof. Linas Laibinis, Associate Prof. Elena Troubitsyna and Yuliya
Prokhorova.
Paper III: A Case Study in Refinement-Based Modelling of a
Resilient Control System
In this paper, we aim at validating our approach to formalising safety re-
quirements as well as our approach to modelling control systems in Event-B.
As an example, we consider a complex control system, namely, a steam boiler
control system. To derive a list of safety requirements of this system, we use
the FTA technique.
Formal development of the steam boiler system is performed by the step-
wise refinement in Event-B and follows the described below strategy. The
abstract model implements a basic control loop. It is an instance of the
abstract specification pattern for modelling control systems in Event-B. At
the first refinement, we introduce an abstract representation of the activities
performed after the system is powered on and during its operation. At the
second refinement step (combining instances of the Refinement introducing
error detection procedures and Refinement elaborating on nominal function-
ality patterns), we incorporate a detailed representation of the conditions
leading to a system failure. Moreover, we distinguish that the considered
system has several operational modes and one non-operational mode to cover
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the system behaviour under different execution and fault conditions. At the
third refinement step (an instance of the pattern Refinement introducing er-
ror detection procedures), we further elaborate on the physical behaviour of
the steam boiler and refine the failure detection procedures. Finally, at the
fourth refinement step, we explicitly define the system modes. At each re-
finement step, we define variables that stand for system components, e.g.,
sensors and actuators, necessary to be modelled at a particular level of ab-
straction, as well as represent the functional and safety requirements. As a
result, the application of our previously proposed approaches allows us to
obtain a formal model of the steam boiler control system and verify essential
functional and safety properties.
Author's contribution: This work was initiated by Associate Prof. Elena
Troubitsyna. Yuliya Prokhorova was responsible for conducting safety anal-
ysis. The formal development of the steam boiler control system in Event-B
was done by Yuliya Prokhorova and Adjunct Prof. Linas Laibinis. The
theoretical results were summarised by Associate Prof. Elena Troubitsyna,
Adjunct Prof. Linas Laibinis and Yuliya Prokhorova.
Paper IV: Formalisation of an Industrial Approach to Monitoring
Critical Data
Numerous safety-critical control systems contain monitoring subsystems.
However, they are often not included into the safety kernel and hence are
built from less reliable components. Nonetheless, these subsystems play an
important indirect role in providing safety, i.e., based on the monitored data
(human) operators or other subsystems should make adequate and timely
decisions. In this paper, we take an example of a Data Monitoring System
(DMS) suggested by our industrial partners, namely, a temperature mon-
itoring system, and verify it. Specifically, we verify that the proposed ar-
chitectural solution (a networked DMS) ensures data freshness and integrity
despite unreliability of the system components.
The proposed formal specification in Event-B can be seen as a generic
pattern for designing networked DMSs. Such systems are modular and the
behaviour of their modules, namely Data Processing Units (DPUs), follows
the same generic algorithm independently of other such units. Therefore, we
can reason about the overall system by modelling a single DPU. The inter-
actions of this module with the other modules of the system are represented
as a part of the environment specification. The most abstract model (an in-
stance of the abstract specification pattern for modelling monitoring systems
in Event-B) allows us to define the essential functional behaviour of the DPU
and prove the formulated data freshness properties. One of the refinement
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steps, which instantiates the proposed refinement pattern called Refinement
introducing fault detection and handling, allows us to incorporate and ver-
ify the data integrity properties. Moreover, at another refinement step (an
instance of the pattern Refinement introducing clock synchronization), we
refine the mechanism of local clock adjustment and prove the corresponding
theorems.
Due to the high level of abstraction, i.e., abstract data structures (con-
stants and functions), arbitrary number of processing units, etc., the pro-
posed patterns can be easily instantiated to verify data monitoring systems
from different domains. As a result of our modelling and verification, we
have received formally grounded assurance of dependability of the proposed
industrial architecture of the temperature monitoring system.
Author's contribution: This work was initiated by Associate Prof. Elena
Troubitsyna. The informal specification of the temperature monitoring sys-
tem was given by the industrial partners  Space Systems Finland, namely
Dr. Dubravka Ili¢ and Dr. Timo Latvala. The formal development of this
system in Event-B was done by Yuliya Prokhorova under supervision of
Adjunct Prof. Linas Laibinis. The theoretical results were summarised by
Associate Prof. Elena Troubitsyna, Adjunct Prof. Linas Laibinis and Yuliya
Prokhorova.
Paper V: Linking Modelling in Event-B with Safety Cases
In this paper, we give preliminary exploration of the problem associated with
the use of formal verification results in safety cases. This paper discusses in-
tegration of two frameworks: formal modelling of a system in Event-B and
constructing a structured safety case of a system using Goal Structuring
Notation (GSN). We aim at contributing to the construction of a sufficient
safety case and propose a fragment of it derived from a formal system spec-
ification. Firstly, we classify safety requirements and define how each class
can be represented in a formal specification in Event-B. Secondly, we divide
the safety case construction into two main parts: argumentation over the
whole formal development and argumentation over safety requirements indi-
vidually. Finally, we define a number of invariants and theorems to support
the argumentation. The discharged proof obligations are used in the con-
structed safety case as the evidence that the given requirements hold. We
illustrate the proposed approach by a case study  a sluice gate control sys-
tem. The presented approach was later significantly improved and extended
(see Paper VI).
Author's contribution: This work was initiated by Associate Prof. Elena
Troubitsyna. The proposed fragments of safety cases were constructed by
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Yuliya Prokhorova under supervision of Associate Prof. Elena Troubitsyna.
The theoretical results were summarised by Associate Prof. Elena Troubit-
syna and Yuliya Prokhorova.
Paper VI: Towards Rigorous Construction of Safety Cases
In this paper, we build up on the work presented in Paper V. We propose
a methodology that covers two main processes: representation of formalised
safety requirements in Event-B models, and derivation of safety cases from
such Event-B models. To connect these processes, we utilise the classification
of safety requirements introduced in Paper V. We modify and extend it to
comprise the broader range of different safety requirements including, e.g.,
requirements about temporal and timing properties of a system. Firstly, the
proposed classification is associated with particular ways the safety require-
ments can be represented in Event-B. We provide a formal mapping of differ-
ent classes into Event-B model elements (i.e., axioms, variables, invariants,
events, and attributes) and model expressions that can be build from model
elements. Moreover, we show how the corresponding theorems for formal
verification of safety requirements can be constructed out of these expres-
sions. The described above mechanism allows us to derive formal evidence
(either proofs or model checking results) that the desired system properties
stipulated by safety requirements preserved by the modelled system. Sec-
ondly, we derive a set of classification-based argument patterns that allows
us to facilitate the construction of fragments of safety cases from Event-B
models. Additionally, we provide a separate argument pattern used to en-
sure that the formal development of a system in Event-B is well-defined. We
validate the proposed methodology by series of small case studies as well as
a larger case study  a steam boiler control system.
Author's contribution: This work was a natural continuation of Paper V.
The proposed argument patterns were developed by Yuliya Prokhorova un-
der supervision of Adjunct Prof. Linas Laibinis. The theoretical results
were summarised by Adjunct Prof. Linas Laibinis, Yuliya Prokhorova and
Associate Prof. Elena Troubitsyna.
Paper VII: A Survey of Safety-Oriented Model-Driven and Formal
Development Approaches
In this paper, we overview the approaches that have been recently proposed
to integrate safety analysis into model-driven and formal development of
critical systems. We aim at guiding industry practitioners to identify the
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most suitable approaches to fulfil their design objectives as well as identify-
ing promising research directions in the area. To perform a search for the
relevant papers on the topic of our studies, we have used scientific paper
databases such as IEEE Xplore, SpringerLink, ACM Digital Library, and
Science Direct. Additionally, we have conducted a manual search of con-
ference and workshop proceedings. We have reviewed over 200 papers and
chosen 14 model-driven and 7 formal safety-oriented approaches for the de-
tailed consideration. In this paper, we classify the approaches according
to seven criteria such as the application domain, the modelling languages
used, the covered phases of the development life cycle, the adopted safety
analysis techniques, the nature of safety analysis (qualitative or quantita-
tive), and the availability of automated tool support. We also define what
are the inputs and outputs of each approach to facilitate a selection of a
suitable technique. The results reveal that there is no single unified model-
based approach that would facilitate achieving different levels of safety (i.e.,
SILs), while addressing various domain aspects and covering all the stages of
system development process. We have also identified that there is the lack
of mature tool support that would allow the safety engineers to adopt the
proposed approaches in the industrial practice.
Author's contribution: This work was initiated by Associate Prof. Elena
Troubitsyna. The literature analysis was performed by Yuliya Prokhorova.
The theoretical results were summarised by Associate Prof. Elena Troubit-
syna and Yuliya Prokhorova.
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Chapter 5
Related Work
Model-based development approaches have been actively used in various do-
mains. However, it is infeasible to overview all the available techniques.
Therefore, in this chapter, we consider only the recent and most prominent
approaches to model-based development and verification of safety-critical
systems. Firstly, we describe the approaches that aim at extracting, iden-
tifying and structuring system requirements as well as consequently formal-
ising them. Secondly, we overview the methods for safety-oriented model-
based development of critical systems. Finally, we consider the approaches to
demonstrating safety assurance and constructing the corresponding model-
oriented safety cases.
5.1 Approaches to Requirements Elicitation and
Formalisation
Various approaches can be undertaken to extract and structure both func-
tional and non-functional requirements from system descriptions in the nat-
ural language, see [64, 80, 133]. Since the functional safety standards such as
IEC 61508 [77] highly recommend the use of formal methods in the safety-
critical domains, a vast amount of research has been dedicated to the re-
quirements formalisation, e.g., [39, 70, 137]. Here we limit ourselves only
to those approaches that have been linked with the Event-B formalism em-
ployed within the thesis. We can distinguish two categories among the con-
sidered approaches: (1) the approaches addressing requirements extraction
and identification from the results of safety analysis for further formalisation
and verification, and (2) the approaches aiming at achieving requirements
traceability within formal models.
Formalising Safety Analysis Results in Event-B. Let us now take a
closer look at the first category of the approaches to requirements elicitation,
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namely, the approaches to requirements extraction and identification from
the results of safety analysis as well as their consequent formalisation in
Event-B and similar formalisms, e.g., Action Systems and the B Method.
In the development of safety-critical computer-based systems, the use of
safety analysis techniques such as FHA, FTA and FMEA at the early stages
of the system development life cycle allows for obtaining lists of hazards
and safety requirements. Moreover, the information collected during these
analyses includes description of the failure detection and recovery procedures
to be performed by the system in order to avoid the occurrence of severe
hazards.
For example, the work [33] aims at investigating how the AltaRica [8,
110] and Event-B formalisms can be associated to perform the operational
safety analysis and validate system safety. The AltaRica language has been
developed to formally specify the behaviour of systems under the presence of
faults and to allow for safety assessment [24]. It utilises FHA to derive safety
requirements and permits, for example, generation of fault trees. However,
the main goal of the work presented in [33] is not to translate an AltaRica
model into an Event-B model but rather to maintain both models. On
the one hand, an AltaRica model is used to analyse and assess the non-
functional system aspects. On the other hand, an Event-B model is used
mostly to specify the functional behaviour of a system. In our approach,
both the system functional behaviour and its behaviour in the presence of
faults are captured by the Event-B formalism. However, our approach does
not support quantitative safety assessment. Therefore, AltaRica can be used
to complement our approach.
In [125, 131], the authors propose approaches to integrating FTA and
FMEA into formal system development within the Action Systems formal-
ism that inspired Event-B. Specifically, [125] proposes to formalise fault tree
events as predicates over state variables. These predicates then appear as
guards of the actions that specify the reaction of the system on specific
fault occurrences. The gates of a fault tree define logical operations (e.g.,
conjunction or disjunction) between the predicates in the action guards. A
representation of FMEA results in the Action Systems formalism is described
in [131]. This is achieved by using statecharts to structure the information
about the failure modes and remedial actions obtained by FMEA. Finally,
an approach to using statecharts as a middle ground between safety analy-
sis and formal system specifications in the B Method is described in [132].
Specifically, statecharts assist in deriving the safety invariants to be verified
from the given FTA results. These invariants define the safety conditions to
be maintained to avoid the corresponding hazards.
In this thesis, we rely on the ideas put forward in [131, 132] to define
a general approach to integrating results of FMEA into the formal Event-B
specification and refinement process. However, we do not use statecharts as
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an intermediary but rather integrate FMEA into the formal development di-
rectly. In our work, in contrast to [131, 132], we define more strict guidelines
how the results of FMEA can be mapped into the corresponding Event-B
elements (variables, invariants, etc.). We propose a set of FMEA represen-
tation patterns, instantiation of which aims at facilitating the formal system
development of safety-critical systems. The pattern application automati-
cally transforms a model to represent the results of FMEA in a consistent
way. The available automatic tool support for the Event-B modelling as
well as the developed plug-in for FMEA pattern instantiation ensure better
scalability of our approach.
In this thesis, we focus on a specific type of requirements  safety re-
quirements. However, there are approaches dealing with the requirements
analysis in general. The aim of these approaches is to extract requirements
from the natural language and represent them in formal models. Next, we
overview some of them.
The ProR Approach. The ProR approach proposed by Jastram et al.
[81, 82] is an approach that establishes traceability between requirements
and system modelling in Event-B. It is based on the WRSPM reference
model [64]. The WRSPM model applies formal analysis to the requirements
engineering process and is based on using two basic notations for describing
artefacts and phenomena. Artefacts depict constraints on the system state
space and state transitions, while phenomena represent the state space and
state transitions of the system and its domain. Phenomena are split into
two disjoint sets. One set contains the phenomena controlled by the system,
while the second one consists of the phenomena controlled by the environ-
ment. There are five artefacts in WRSPM: domain knowledge or world
(W ), requirements (R), specifications (S ), program (P), and programming
platform or machine (M ). In contrast to WRSPM, where R stands for all
requirements, the authors of the ProR approach differentiate between the
functional and non-functional requirements by introducing the artefact N,
corresponding to the non-functional requirements, and keeping R for the
functional ones. Moreover, they introduce a new artefact to represent design
decisions (D).
The ProR approach provides traceability between informally stated sys-
tem requirements and a specification in Event-B by formalising phenomena
for the given artefacts as variables, events and constants, while formalis-
ing the artefacts themselves as either invariants or events. The approach is
supported by a plug-in for the Rodin platform called ProR [118].
ProR is a generic approach, while, in this thesis, we propose an approach
specific for safety-critical systems. This allows us to better support incor-
poration of safety and fault tolerance requirements as well as guide formal
development and verification of such systems by providing a set of spec-
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ification and refinement patterns for introducing specific safety and fault
tolerance related mechanisms.
Linking Problem Frames and Event-B. Another approach to require-
ments analysis and structuring is called Problem Frames [80]. It allows for
describing problems rather than solutions to these problems. Semantically,
Problem Frames can be defined as the reference model that follows the prin-
ciple of separation between the system (the machine) and its environment
(the problem domains). The model is based on a number of artefacts (i.e.,
the domain knowledge, the requirements and the specification) and a vocab-
ulary (phenomena) to describe the system, the environment and the interface
between them. The Problem Frames approach is supported by the graphi-
cal problem diagrams. There are three types of elements in these diagrams:
machine, problem world, and requirements.
Loesch et al. [94] have proposed an approach that permits for translat-
ing the requirements structured using Problem Frames into formal specifi-
cations in Event-B. The authors propose to model each problem diagram
as an Event-B MACHINE and its associated CONTEXT. The refinement
principle of Event-B is utilised to represent an elaboration of an abstract
diagram into a more concrete one. Decomposition of a problem into sub-
problems is performed by the shared variables decomposition in Event-B [4].
Each phenomenon can be modelled in Event-B as a constant or a variable.
Evolution of phenomena is modelled as data refinement in Event-B. Finally,
the requirements stated in problem diagrams are formalised in Event-B by
events and invariants.
The approach proposed in this thesis also facilitates traceability of re-
quirements. However, in contrast to the described above two approaches
(the ProR approach and the linking Problem Frames and Event-B approach),
we widen instruments for representation of requirements. More specifically,
requirements are represented by linking them with various expressions of
model elements and then associating them with specific theorems, serving as
the evidence that these requirements hold.
Combining KAOS with Event-B. In the area of the requirements en-
gineering, the principle of goal-oriented requirements engineering [133] has
recently received a significant attention. According to this principle, a goal is
defined as an objective that the system under consideration should achieve.
It covers both functional and non-functional aspects. Among the exam-
ples of the goal-oriented requirements engineering methods are NFR [34],
i∗/Tropos [60], Goal-Based Requirements Analysis Method (GBRAM) [10],
and the method called KAOS [41, 134], where the abbreviation stands for
"Knowledge Acquisition in autOmated Specification".
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KAOS is a semi-formal method that allows for capturing requirements as
goals, constraints, objects, operations, actions, and agents [41]. It includes
the following stages:
• identification and refinement of goals until the specific constraints im-
posed on agents are derived,
• identification of objects and actions from goals,
• derivation of requirements on the objects and actions in order to meet
the constraints,
• allocation of these objects, actions and constraints to the agents that
constitute a system.
The method supports such models as a goal model to represent the goals of a
system and its environment, an object model to describe the system objects,
an agent responsibility model to assign the goals to specific agents, and an
operational model to represent the behaviour of agents. Moreover, KAOS is
supported by the LTL notation to formalise specification of goals.
Several approaches have been proposed to combine KAOS with Event-B
[15, 98, 99, 111]. To systematically derive Event-B models from KAOS goal
models, the authors of [98, 99] formalise the KAOS refinement patterns used
to generate the KAOS goal hierarchy. A KAOS goal can be represented
as a postcondition of an event in Event-B, where an action of this event
stands for the achievement of the goal. A decomposition of goals into sub-
goals is reflected as event refinement and guaranteed by the corresponding
proof obligations. In contrast, the approach to linking KAOS and Event-B
proposed by Aziz et al. [15] as well as the approach presented by Ponsard
and Devroey [111] do not focus on the level of individual events but deal
with transformation of a KAOS object model into Event-B in general. For
example, the authors of [111] obtain an abstract Event-B MACHINE that
meets the given KAOS requirements. Then, this MACHINE can be refined
according to the KAOS agent responsibility model.
The KAOS approach decomposes requirements hierarchically. A similar
mechanism is used within our approach to represent hierarchically structured
safety requirements. However, we also focus on other classes of safety require-
ments (those safety requirements that are not hierarchically structured) and
provide their corresponding mapping into Event-B model expressions.
5.2 Approaches to Model-Based Development and
Verification of Critical Systems
In this section, we briefly overview several most recent and prominent ap-
proaches to safety-oriented model-based development and verification of crit-
ical computer-based systems. A more detailed analysis of such approaches
can be found in our survey (Paper VII) given in the second part of this thesis.
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Correctness, Modelling and Performance of Aerospace Systems
(COMPASS). Bozzano et al. [28, 29, 30] propose a methodology to system-
software co-engineering of safety-critical embedded systems, specifically
aerospace systems. The approach is based on the AADL modelling frame-
work and supports the safety and dependability analysis of AADL specifica-
tions by means of the toolset called COMPASS. To model the heterogeneous
systems that include software and hardware components and their interac-
tions, the authors extend the formal semantics of AADL and propose the
System-Level Integrated Modelling (SLIM) language. A SLIM specification
includes descriptions of both nominal system behaviour and its error be-
haviour as well as fault injections, i.e., descriptions how the error behaviour
influences the nominal behaviour. The approach supports such hazard anal-
ysis techniques as FMEA and FTA. Moreover, the toolset assists in symbolic
and probabilistic model checking. It takes as an input a SLIM specification
as well as specific patterns for property specifications and generates as an
output, in particular, the traces resulting from a simulation of the SLIM
specification. The COMPASS toolset can also generate (probabilistic) fault
trees and FMEA tables.
The COMPASS methodology is comprehensive and well founded. How-
ever, verification of essential properties of safety-critical systems is performed
by model checking. This might lead to the state explosion problem. In this
thesis, we propose approaches to verification of safety-critical systems based
on theorem proving, which allows us to avoid the above mentioned problem.
MeDISIS Methodology. The MeDISIS methodology [38, 42, 43, 44] com-
bines multiple technologies to improve efficiency of the safety and reliability
analyses. It includes the following steps: (1) the use of FMEA to study the
behaviour of a system in the presence of faults; (2) construction of a model
integrating the functional system behaviour and the system behaviour in the
presence of faults with Altarica Data Flow; (3) analysis and quantification
of the non-functional behaviour and the impact on requirements and timing
constraints with AADL. This can be also considered as a part of a SysML-
centred model-based system engineering process that incorporates safety and
dependability relevant activities into the system development life cycle [44].
The application of the MeDISIS methodology to the development of the
embedded controller of an aircraft system is presented in [38]. The paper
shows how to perform a reliability analysis using AltaRica Data Flow and
timing analysis using AADL as well as how to finalise the specification stage
with Matlab/Simulink. As a result, the obtained Simulink model, incorpo-
rating the system behaviour in the presence of faults allows the developers
to get information about error propagation at the early stages of the design
process. Even though we do not consider the quantitative system aspects,
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the formal models obtained by applying our approach also represent both
nominal behaviour and the behaviour of the system in the presence of faults.
Within these models, we are able to verify essential safety-related properties
of critical computer-based systems and justify by proofs that the imposed
safety requirements hold.
Integrating Formal Models and Safety Analysis (ForMoSA). The
ForMoSA approach [109] combines the aspects of fault tolerance, functional
correctness and quantitative analysis to address common problems of safety-
critical systems and ensure a high level of safety. ForMoSA consists of three
different parts: (1) building a formal specification; (2) qualitative analysis;
(3) quantitative analysis. The first part includes building a functional model,
a failure-sensitive specification, an independent traditional FTA, a functional
error model, as well as checking correct integration of the failure modes into
the functional model. The result of this step is a functional error model that
defines not only functionality but also possible component failures and er-
rors. The second part integrates the traditional FTA and formal methods by
verifying functional correctness of the functional error model and performing
the formal FTA (i.e., a technique that combines the rigorous proof concepts
of formal methods into the reasoning process of FTA). The formal FTA re-
sults in a set of temporal logic formulas. They have to be proved correct
for the functional error model. Then, the discharged proof obligations show
that the fault tree is complete. The result of this part is a precise description
of the qualitative relationship between component failures and hazards. The
final, third part is based on applying the quantitative FTA, risk analysis, as
well as mathematical optimisation. It results in a suggestion of the optimal
configuration of the system.
The approach proposed in this thesis focuses on the logical representation
of faults. We model the system architecture and design and verify that
they comply with the given safety requirements. Moreover, we use FTA
to only derive a list of system safety requirements, which currently do not
involve quantitative characteristics or probabilities. However, it is possible
to complement our approach by combining it with the work presented in
[128]. This is one of the directions of our future work.
5.3 Approaches to Model-Oriented Safety Case
Construction
Recently, model-based development of safety-critical computer-based sys-
tems has been linked to construction of safety cases. The research issues
related to model-based safety cases, e.g., the concerns about justification
of model appropriateness for a safety case, are outlined in [31]. Below we
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give several examples of existing approaches to model-based construction of
safety cases.
In [14, 83], the authors propose safety case patterns for constructing
arguments over the correctness of implementations developed from timed
automata models. An instantiation of these patterns is shown on the imple-
mentation software of a patient controlled analgesic infusion pump [14] and
a cardiac pacemaker [83].
Another example is the work conducted by Basir et al. [21]. The authors
propose an approach to the construction of a hierarchical safety case for the
generated program code according to the hierarchical structure of a system
within model-based development. To demonstrate safety assurance, the au-
thors perform formal proof-based verification of the annotated code. The
obtained formal proofs serve as the evidence that the generated code con-
forms to the requirements imposed on the system under consideration. The
approach provides independent assurance of both code and system model. It
is validated using the results of the formal verification of safety requirements
for the code generated from a Simulink model of a navigation system.
To reduce the costs of safety-critical systems development in a specific
domain, industrial practitioners often adopt a product-line approach [37].
Habli [65] proposes a model-based approach to assuring product-line safety,
e.g., in the automotive domain. The author defines a safety metamodel to
capture the dependencies between the safety case construction, the assess-
ment of safety, and the development aspects of a product line. The authors
of [138] propose domain specific safety case patterns to construct a safety
case for a cruise control system from automotive domain-specific models.
In this thesis, we contribute to a set of safety case patterns and describe
in detail their instantiation process for different classes of safety require-
ments. Our argument patterns facilitate construction of safety cases where
safety requirements are verified formally and the corresponding formal-based
evidence is derived to represent justification for safety assurance.
Currently, all the described above safety case patterns lack a formal se-
mantics to facilitate automated instantiation, composition and manipulation.
In [48], the authors give a formal definition for safety case patterns, define a
formal semantics for these patterns, and propose a generic data model as well
as an algorithm for pattern instantiation. Moreover, recent developments in
the area of safety cases include introduction of querying GSN safety case ar-
gument structures, which are used to provide argument structure views [47].
Specifically, GSN nodes are semantically enriched by metadata, given as a set
of attributes. Then, the Argument Query Language is used to query safety
case argument structures and create views. The methodology proposed in
[47] can be useful to address stakeholders' concerns about system safety, and
facilitate allocating and displaying the information of interest. We consider
the works described in [47, 48] as complementary to our approach.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, we summarise the main contributions of this thesis, discuss
the limitations of the proposed approach as well as highlight future research
directions.
6.1 Research Conclusions
Formal methods play an important role in development and verification of
modern critical computer-based systems. Their application is strongly rec-
ommended by various standards for systems with a high level of criticality.
Nonetheless, these methods are mostly used to guarantee the functional cor-
rectness of systems in question. While being an area of active research,
integrating formal methods into engineering of safety-critical systems still
remains a challenging task.
This thesis proposes an integrated approach to rigorous development of
critical computer-based systems taking into account their safety aspects. We
have made contributions to the processes of requirements elicitation, formal
modelling and verification, as well as facilitation of system certification by
showing how to incorporate safety requirements into formal models in Event-
B and use the verification results of these formal models as the evidence for
construction of safety cases.
To be able to represent and verify safety requirements formally in Event-
B, we have proposed an approach to their structuring and precise mapping
into the model elements either by integrating the FMEA technique with for-
mal development or by classifying safety requirements and defining a specific
mapping function for each class.
This gives us a starting point for formal development of safety-critical
systems. However, formal development can be complex and time-consuming.
Therefore, to support this task and promote the use of this technique in
industrial applications, we have proposed a number of formal specification
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and refinement patterns for two types of safety-critical systems, namely,
control and monitoring systems. Correctness of these patterns has been
formally verified. Due to genericity, the patterns can be instantiated for a
broad range of critical computer-based systems, e.g., by assigning concrete
values to constants and instantiating abstract functions.
Finally, to be able to facilitate the safety assurance process of formally
developed safety-critical systems, we have established a link between Event-
B and safety cases. This link is defined via the safety requirements class-
ification-based argument patterns, where strategies of goal decomposition
rely on formal reasoning in Event-B. The set of proposed argument patterns
allows us to contribute to the construction of safety case fragments assuring
that system safety requirements are met as well as that system models in
Event-B are well-defined.
We believe that our integrated approach can facilitate rigorous develop-
ment of safety-critical systems and increase the interest in the application of
formal techniques for industrial practitioners.
Nevertheless, the approach presented in the thesis has several limitations.
The first and the main one is the lack of automation. At the moment, only
instantiation of component-oriented FMEA patterns has been automated.
However, neither the FMEA patterns used to derive the fault tolerance part
of a system mode logic nor the proposed specification and refinement patterns
have a tool support. Automated pattern instantiation would significantly
facilitate their reuse for a class of suitable systems. The second problem
also related to the lack of automation is manual construction of safety cases.
This also decreases the overall impact of the proposed approach. The third
issue is related to the completeness of the proposed classification. Despite
the fact that the proposed classification of safety requirements covers a wide
range of different safety requirements, it could be further extended if needed.
Consequently, the set of argument patterns could be extended as well.
6.2 Future Work
The limitations of the proposed approach discussed above lead to the fol-
lowing possible future research directions. Firstly, a library of automated
FMEA patterns and a set of formal specification and refinement patterns
could be extended to cover more application domains. Secondly, automated
construction of safety case fragments and their subsequent integration with
the safety cases built using the existing tools, e.g., [11, 63, 79], would result in
more efficient and scalable application of the proposed approach. Therefore,
one of the future research directions could be dedicated to development of
a plug-in for the Rodin platform, the supporting toolset for Event-B. Such
a tool would allow one to automatically construct a fragment of a safety
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case and convert it into a format compatible with other tools for safety case
construction.
We also foresee another direction of our future work. In this thesis, we
have not taken into account the quantitative aspects of safety (e.g., failure
rates). However, integration of our approach with quantitative assessment of
safety-critical systems would be beneficial. There already exist several works
that aim at addressing this problem in Event-B, e.g., [71, 104, 128, 129].
They can serve as a basis for extending our approach with probabilistic
reasoning for representing and verifying requirements involving quantitative
characteristics or constraints.
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Abstract — Failure Modes and Effects analysis (FMEA) is a 
widely used technique for inductive safety analysis. FMEA 
provides engineers with valuable information about failure 
modes of system components as well as procedures for error 
detection and recovery. In this paper we propose an approach 
that facilitates representation of FMEA results in formal 
Event-B specifications of control systems. We define a number 
of patterns for representing requirements derived from FMEA 
in formal system model specified in Event-B. The patterns help 
the developers to trace the requirements from safety analysis 
to formal specification. Moreover, they allow them to increase 
automation of formal system development by refinement. Our 
approach is illustrated by an example - a sluice control system. 
Keywords - formal specification; Event-B; FMEA; patterns; 
safety; control systems 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
A. Motivation and Overview of an Approach 
Formal modelling and verification are valuable for 
ensuring system dependability. However, often formal 
development process is perceived as being too complex to be 
deployed in the industrial engineering process. Hence, there 
is a clear need for methods that facilitate adopting of formal 
modelling techniques and increase productivity of their use. 
Reliance on patterns – the generic solutions for certain 
typical problems – facilitates system engineering. Indeed, it 
allows the developers to document the best practices and 
reuse previous knowledge.  
In this paper we propose an approach to automating 
formal system development by refinement. We connect 
formal modelling and refinement with Failure Modes and 
Effects Analysis (FMEA) via a set of patterns. 
FMEA is a widely-used inductive technique for safety 
analysis [5,13,16]. We define a set of patterns formalising 
the requirements derived from FMEA and automate their 
integration into the formal specification. Our formal 
modelling framework is Event-B – a state-based formalism 
for formal system development by refinement and proof-
based verification [1]. Currently, the framework is actively 
used by several industrial partners of EU FP7 project Deploy 
[2] for developing dependable systems from various 
domains.  
The approach proposed in this paper allows us to 
automate the formal development process via two main 
steps: choice of suitable patterns that generically define 
FMEA result, and instantiation of chosen patterns with 
model-specific information.  We illustrate this process with 
excerpts from the automated development of a sluice gate 
system [7].  
Our approach allows the developers to verify (by proofs) 
that safety invariants are preserved in spite of identified 
component failures. Hence we believe that it provides a 
useful support for formal development and improves 
traceability of safety requirements. 
B. Related Work 
Over the last few years integration of the safety analysis 
techniques into formal system modelling has attracted a 
significant research attention. There are a number of 
approaches that aim at direct integration of the safety 
analysis techniques into formal system development. For 
instance, the work of Ortmeier et al. [15] focuses on using 
statecharts to formally represent the system behaviour. It 
aims at combining the results of FMEA and FTA to model 
the system behaviour and reason about component failures 
as well as overall system safety. Our approach is different – 
we aim at automating the formal system development with 
the set of patterns instantiated by FMEA results. The 
application of instantiated patterns automatically transforms 
a model to represent the results of FMEA in a coherent and 
complete way. The available automatic tool support for the 
Event-B modelling as well as for plug-in instantiation and 
application ensures better scalability of our approach. 
In our previous work, we have proposed an approach to 
integrating safety analysis into formal system development 
within Action Systems [18]. Since Event-B incorporates the 
ideas of Action Systems into the B Method, the current 
work is a natural extension of our previous results. 
The research conducted by Troubitsyna [19] aims at 
demonstrating how to use statecharts as a middle ground 
between safety analysis and formal system specifications in 
the B Method. This work has inspired our idea of deriving 
Event-B patterns. 
Patterns defined for formal system development by 
Hoang et al. [17] focus on describing model manipulations 
only and do not provide the insight on how to derive a 
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formal model from a textual requirements description that 
has a negative impact on requirements traceability. 
Another strand of research aims at defining general 
guidelines for ensuring dependability of software-intensive 
systems. For example, Hatebur and Heisel [6] have derived 
patterns for representing dependability requirements and 
ensuring their traceability in the system development. In our 
approach we rely on specific safety analysis techniques 
rather than on the requirements analysis in general to derive 
guidelines for modelling dependable systems. 
II. MODELLING CONTROL SYSTEMS IN EVENT-B 
A. Event-B Overview 
Event-B [1] is a specialisation of the B Method aimed at 
facilitating modelling of parallel, distributed and reactive 
systems [9]. The Rodin Platform provides an automated 
support for modelling and verification in Event-B [4].  
In Event-B system models are defined using the Abstract 
Machine Notation. An abstract machine encapsulates the 
state (the variables) of a model and defines operations on its 
state. The machine is uniquely identified by its name. The 
state variables of the machine are declared in the 
VARIABLES clause and initialized in the 
INITIALISATION event. The variables are strongly typed by 
constraining predicates of invariants given in the 
INVARIANTS clause. Usually the invariants also define 
the properties of the system that should be preserved during 
system execution. The data types and constants of the model 
are defined in a separate component called CONTEXT. The 
behaviour of the system is defined by a number of atomic 
events specified in the EVENTS clause. An event is defined 
as follows: 
 
 E = ANY lv WHERE g THEN S END 
 
where lv is a list of new local variables, the guard g is a 
conjunction of predicates defined over the state variables, 
and the action S is an assignment to the state variables. 
The guard defines when the event is enabled. If several 
events are enabled simultaneously then any of them can be 
chosen for execution non-deterministically. If none of the 
events is enabled then the system deadlocks. 
In general, the action of an event is a composition of 
variable assignments executed simultaneously. Variable 
assignments can be either deterministic or non-
deterministic. The deterministic assignment is denoted as 
x := E(v), where x is a state variable and E(v) is an 
expression over the state variables v. The non-deterministic 
assignment can be denoted as x : S or x :| Q(v, x), where S 
is a set of values and Q(v, x) is a predicate. As a result of 
the non-deterministic assignment, x gets any value from S or 
it obtains such a value x that Q(v, x) is satisfied. 
The main development methodology of Event-B is 
refinement. Refinement formalises model-driven 
development and allows us to develop systems correct-by-
construction. Each refinement transforms the abstract 
specification to gradually introduce implementation details. 
For a refinement step to be valid, every possible execution 
of the refined machine must correspond to some execution 
of the abstract machine. 
Next we describe specification and refinement of control 
systems in Event-B. It follows the specification pattern 
proposed earlier [11]. 
B. Modelling Control Systems 
The control systems are usually cyclic, i.e., at periodic 
intervals they get input from sensors, process it and output 
the new values to the actuators. In our specification the 
sensors and actuators are represented by the corresponding 
state variables. We follow the systems approach, i.e., model 
the controller together with its environment – plant. This 
allows us to explicitly state the assumptions about 
environment behaviour. At each cycle the plant assigns the 
variables modelling the sensor readings. They depend on the 
physical processes of the plant and the current state of the 
actuators. In its turn, the controller reads the variables 
modelling sensors and assigns the variables modelling the 
actuators. We assume the controller reaction takes 
negligible amount of time and hence the controller can react 
properly on changes of the plant state. 
In this paper, we focus on modelling failsafe control 
systems. A system is failsafe if it can be put into a safe but 
non-operational state to preclude an occurrence of a hazard.  
The general specification pattern Abs_M for modelling a 
failsafe control system in Event-B is presented in [14]. It 
represents the overall behaviour of the system as an 
interleaving between the events modelling the plant and the 
controller. The behaviour of the controller has the following 
stages: Detection; Control (Normal Operation or Error 
Handling); Prediction. The variable flag of type 
PHASE:{ENV, DET, CONT, PRED} models the current 
stage. 
In the model invariant we declare the types of the 
variables and define the operational conditions. The system 
is operational if it has not failed. However, it must be 
stopped at the end of the current cycle if a failure occurred. 
The events Environment, Normal_Operation and 
Prediction abstractly model environment behaviour, 
controller reaction and computation of the next expected 
states of system components correspondingly. The event 
Detection non-deterministically models the outcome of the 
error detection.  A result of error recovery is abstractly 
modelled by the event Error_Handling.  
In the next section we demonstrate how to arrive at a 
detailed specification of a control system by refinement in 
Event-B. We use the sluice gate control system to exemplify 
the refinement process. 
III. REFINEMENT OF CONTROL SYSTEMS IN EVENT-B 
A. The Sluice Gate Control System 
The general specification pattern Abs_M given in [14] 
defines the initial abstract specification for any typical 
control system. The sluice gate control system shown in 
Fig. 1 is among them. The system is a sluice connecting 
areas with dramatically different pressures [7]. The purpose 
of the system is to adjust the pressure in the sluice area. The 
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sluice gate system consists of two doors - door1 and door2 
that can be operated independently of each other and a 
pressure chamber pump that changes the pressure in the 
sluice area. To guarantee safety, a door may be opened only 
if the pressure in the locations it connects is equalized.  
Moreover, at most one door can be opened at any moment 
and the pressure chamber pump can only be switched on 
when both doors are closed. 
 
 
Figure 1.  Sluice gate system. 
The sluice gate system is equipped with the sensors and 
actuators shown in Fig.1. The system has physical 
redundancy - the door position sensors have spares; and 
information redundancy - when the doors are fully opened 
or closed, the door position sensor readings should match 
the readings of the switch sensors. 
B. Introducing Error Detection and Recovery by 
Refinement 
At the first refinement step we aim at introducing 
models of system components, error detection procedures as 
well as error masking and recovery actions.  
To systematically define failure modes, detection and 
recovery procedures, for each component, we conduct 
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis. FMEA [5,13,16] is a 
well-known inductive safety analysis technique. For each 
system component it defines its possible failure modes, 
local and system effects of a failure as well as detection and 
recovery procedures. Fig. 2 shows an excerpt from FMEA 
of the Door1 component of our sluice system.  
The Door1 component is composed of several hardware 
units. Their failures correspond to the failure modes of the 
Door1 component. Next we discuss how to specify error 
detection and recovery for the failure mode described in the 
FMEA table in Fig. 2. 
 
Component Door1  
Failure mode Door position sensor value is different from the 
door closed sensor value 
Possible cause Failure of position sensor or closed sensor 
Local effects Sensor readings are not equal in corresponding 
states 
System effects Switch to degraded or manual mode or shut down 
Detection Comparison of the values received from position 
and closed sensors 
Remedial action Retry. If failure persists then switch to redundant 
sensor, diagnose motor failure. If failure still 
persists, switch to manual mode and raise the 
alarm. If no redundant sensor is available then 
switch to manual mode and raise the alarm. 
Figure 2.  FMEA table 
In the refined specification we introduce the variables 
representing the units of Door1: door position 
sensor - door1_position_sensor, motor - door1_motor and 
door opened and closed sensors - door1_opened_sensor, 
door1_closed_sensor. In the event Environment we 
introduce the actions that change the values of 
door1_position_sensor, door1_closed_sensor and 
door1_opened_sensor. The event Normal_Operation 
defines the action that non-deterministically changes the 
value of door1_motor. 
We refine the event Detection by splitting it into a group 
of events responsible for the detection of each failure mode 
of all system components. We introduce the variable 
door1_fail to designate a failure of the door component. 
This failure is assigned TRUE when any failure mode of 
Door1 component is detected. The event 
Detection_door1_checks included in this group contains 
the actual checks for the value ranges and consistency. The 
variables d1_exp_min and d1_exp_max are the new 
variables introduced to model the next expected sensor 
readings. These variables are updated in the Prediction 
event. The event Detection_Door1 combines the results of 
the checks of the status of the door1 component. 
 
event Detection_Door1_checks 
    where 
      flag = DET /\ Stop = FALSE 
    then 
      door1_position_sensor_pred  bool((door1_position_sensor < 
             d1_exp_min  door1_position_sensor > d1_exp_max) 
door1_sensor_disregard=FALSE) 
      door1_closed_sensor_inconsistent   
             bool(¬(door1_closed_sensor=TRUE     
                  (door1_position=0  door1_sensor_disregard=TRUE))) 
      <other checks> 
end 
 
The failure of the component Door1 is detected if any 
check of the error detection events for any of its failure 
modes finds a discrepancy between a fault free and the 
observed states. In a similar manner, the system failure is 
detected if a failure of any of the system components – 
Door1, Door2 or PressurePump is detected, as specified in 
the event Detection_Fault. 
 
event Detection_Door1 
  where 
    flag = DET /\ Stop = FALSE 
  then door1_fail   bool( door1_position_sensor_pred=TRUE 
     door1_closed_sensor_inconsistent=TRUE   
                      <other check statuses>) 
end 
event Detection_Fault refines Detection 
  where 
    flag = DET /\ Stop = FALSE 
    door1_fail=TRUE  door2_fail=TRUE  pressure_fail = TRUE 
  with Failure' Failure'=TRUE 
  then flag  CONT 
end
 
Observe that by performing FMEA of each system 
component we obtain a systematic textual description of all 
procedures required to detect component errors and perform 
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Component Door1  
Failure mode Door position sensor value is different from the 
expected range of values 
Possible cause Failure of the position sensor 
Local effects Sensor reading is out of expected range 
System effects Switch to degraded or manual mode or shut down 
Detection Comparison of the received value with the 
predicted range of values 
Remedial action The same as for Fig. 2 
Figure 3.  FMEA table for “out of predicted range” failure mode of a 
positioning sensor 
their recovery. We gradually (by refinement) introduce the 
specification of these requirements into the system model.  
While analysing the refined specification, it is easy to 
note that there are several typical specification solutions 
called patterns that represent certain groups of requirements. 
This observation prompts the idea of creating an automated 
tool support that would automatically transform a 
specification by applying the patterns chosen and instantiated 
by the developer. In the next section we describe the essence 
of such a tool. 
IV. PATTERNS AND TOOL FOR REPRESENTING RESULTS 
OF FMEA IN EVENT-B 
A. Patterns for Representing FMEA Results 
Our approach aims at structuring and formalising FMEA 
results via a set of generic patterns. These patterns serve as a 
middle hand between informal requirements description and 
their formal Event-B model. 
While deriving the patterns we assume that the abstract 
system specification adheres to the generic pattern given in 
[14]. Moreover, we also assume that components can be 
represented by the corresponding state variables. Our patterns 
establish a correspondence between the results of FMEA and 
the Event-B terms. 
We distinguish four groups of patterns: detection, 
recovery, prediction and invariants. The detection patterns 
reflect such generic mechanisms for error detection as 
discrepancy between the actual and expected component 
state, sensor reading outside of the feasible range etc. The 
recovery patterns include retry of actions or computations, 
switch to redundant components and safe shutdown. The 
prediction patterns represent the typical solutions for 
computing estimated states of components, e.g., using the 
underlying physical system dynamics or timing constraints. 
Finally, the invariant patterns are usually used in 
combination with other types of patterns to postulate how a 
model transformation affects the model invariant. This type 
contains safety and gluing invariant patterns. The safety 
invariant patterns define how safety conditions can be 
introduced into the model. The gluing invariant patterns 
depict the correspondence between the states of refined and 
abstract model.  
A pattern is a model transformation that upon 
instantiation adds or modifies certain elements of Event-B 
model. By elements we mean the terms of Event-B 
mathematical language such as variables, constants, 
invariants, events, guards etc. A pattern can add or modify 
several elements at once. Moreover, it can be composed of 
several other patterns. 
To illustrate how to match FMEA results with the 
proposed patterns, let us consider FMEA of a door1 position 
sensor shown in Fig. 3. 
To simplify illustration, the patterns are shown in a 
declarative form. The identifiers shown in brackets should 
be substituted by those given by a user during the pattern 
instantiation (see next sections). 
Our sensor is a value type sensor. Hence we can apply 
the Value sensor pattern to introduce the model of the 
sensor into our specification: 
 
variables [sensor]_value
invariants 
    [sensor]_value : NAT 
events 
    event INITIALISATION 
    then 
         [sensor]_value := 0 
    end 
end 
 
An application of the value sensor pattern leads to 
creating a new variable, its typing invariant, and an 
initialisation action. To model identified detection of the 
failure mode, we use the Expected range pattern: 
 
variables 
    [component]_[sensor]_[error], [component]_fail, [sensor]_exp_min, 
    [sensor]_exp_max 
invariants 
    [component]_[sensor]_[error] : BOOL 
    [component]_fail : BOOL 
    [sensor]_exp_min : NAT 
    [sensor]_exp_max : NAT 
events 
   event Detection_[component]_checks 
   where flag = DET /\ Stop = FALSE then 
   [component]_[sensor]_[error]  bool( 
   [sensor]_value<[sensor]_exp_min[sensor]_value>[sensor]_exp_max) 
   <other checks> 
    end 
   event Detection_[component] 
   where flag = DET /\ Stop = FALSE then 
   [component]_fail   bool([component]_[sensor]_[error] 
   <other check statuses>) 
   end 
end 
 
This pattern adds the detection events and the variables 
required to model error detection: expected minimal and 
maximal values. The pattern ensures that the detection 
checks added previously by other patterns are preserved (this 
is informally shown in the angle brackets). The expected 
range of values used by this pattern must be assigned by 
some event in the previous control cycle. To ensure that such 
assignment exists in the model, the Expected range pattern 
instantiates the Range prediction pattern. An application of 
this pattern results in a non-deterministic specification of 
prediction. It can be further refined to take into account the 
specific functionality of the system under development. 
Let us observe that the Expected range pattern and 
Range prediction pattern affect the same variables. To avoid 
conflicts and inconsistencies, only the first pattern to be 
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instantiated actually creates the required variables. The same 
rule applies to events, actions, guards etc. 
To establish refinement between the model created using 
patterns and the abstract model, we use the Gluing invariant 
pattern, which links the sensor failure with the component 
failure: 
 
variables 
    [component]_fail 
invariants 
    flagDET  (Failure=TRUE  [component]_fail=TRUE 
	



    flagCONT   ([component]_fail=TRUE   
                                     [component]_[sensor]_[error]=TRUE 
	


) 
 
In our example, the remedial action can be divided into 
three actions. The first action retries reading the sensor for a 
specified number of times (Retry recovery pattern). The 
second action deactivates the faulty component and activates 
its spare (Component redundancy recovery pattern). The 
third action is enabled when the spare component has also 
failed. It switches the system from the operational state to the 
non-operational one (Safe stop recovery pattern). The system 
effect can be represented as a safety property (Safety 
invariant pattern). We omit showing all the patterns due to 
the lack of space. 
As shown in the example, each FMEA field is mapped to 
one or more patterns. The patterns have interdependencies. 
Moreover, they are composable. For instance, the recovery 
patterns reference the variables set by the sensor, and thus 
depend on the results of the Value sensor pattern. The 
Expected value detection pattern needs to instantiate the 
Range prediction pattern to rely on the values predicted at 
the previous control cycle. Each pattern creates Event-B 
elements specific to the pattern, and requires elements 
created by other patterns. Such interdependency and 
mapping to FMEA is schematically shown in Fig. 4. 
 
 
Figure 4.  FMEA representation patterns 
Let us note that the Expected range pattern creates new 
constants and variables (dark grey rectangle, variable 
[sensor]_exp_min from the example) and instantiates the 
Value sensor pattern to create the elements it depends on 
(light grey rectangle, variable [sensor]_value from the 
example). 
B. Automation of Patterns Implementation 
The automation of the pattern instantiation is 
implemented as a tool plug-in for the Rodin Platform [4]. 
Technically, each pattern is a program written in a 
simplified Eclipse Object Language (EOL). It is a general 
purpose programming language in the family of languages 
of the Epsilon framework [10] which operates on EMF [3] 
objects. It is a natural choice for automating model 
transformations since Event-B is interoperable with EMF. 
The tool extends the application of EOL to Event-B 
models: it adds simple user interface features for 
instantiation, extends the Epsilon user input facility with 
discovery of the Event-B elements, and provides a library of 
Event-B and FMEA-specific transformations. 
To apply a pattern, a user chooses a target model and a 
pattern to instantiate. A pattern application may require user 
input: variable names or types, references to existing 
elements of the model etc. The input is performed through a 
series of simple dialogs. 
The requested input comprises the applicability 
conditions of the pattern. In many cases it is known that 
instantiation of a pattern depends primarily on the results of 
a more basic pattern. In those cases the former directly 
instantiates the latter and reuses the user input. Also more 
generally, if several patterns require the same unit of user 
input then the composition of such patterns will ask for such 
input only once. Typically, a single pattern instantiation 
requires up to 3-4 inputs. 
If a pattern only requires user input and creates new 
elements then its imperative form is close to declarative as 
shown in the example below: 
 
var flag: Variable= 
chooseOrCreateVariable("Phase variable"); 
createTypingInvariant(flag, "PHASE"); 
var failure: Variable = 
chooseOrCreateVariable("Failure variable"); 
createTypingInvariant(failure, "BOOL"); 
newEvent("Detection") 
.addGuard("phase_grd", flag.name+" = DET") 
.addGuard("failure_grd", failure.name+"=FALSE") 
.addAction("phase_act", flag.name+":=CONT") 
.addAction("failure_act",failure.name+"::BOOL");
 
Here the tool will ask the user to select two variables (or 
create new ones). It will create typing invariants and a new 
model event with several guards and actions. We have used 
the tool to automate the first refinement of the sluice gate 
control system. The complete specification can be found in 
[14].  
C. Ensuring Safety by Refinement 
In the second refinement step we introduce the detailed 
specification of the normal control logic. This refinement 
step leads to refining the event Normal_Operation into a 
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group of events that model the actual control algorithm. 
These events model opening and closing the doors as well 
as activation of the pressure chamber pump.  
Refinement of the normal control operation results in 
restricting non-determinism. This allows us to formulate 
safety invariants that our system guarantees: 
 
failure = FALSE  door1_position = door1_position 
door1_position = 0 
 
failure = FALSE  (door1_position > 0 
door1_motor=MOTOR_OPEN)  pressure_value = 
    PRESSURE_OUTSIDE 
 
failure = FALSE  (door2_position > 0 
door2_motor=MOTOR_OPEN)  pressure_value = 
    PRESSURE_INSIDE 
 
failure = FALSE  pressure_value  PRESSURE_INSIDE 
pressure_value  PRESSURE_OUTSIDE   door1_position=0 
door2_position=0 
 
failure = FALSE  pumpPUMP_OFF  (door1_position=0 
door2_position=0) 
 
These invariants formally define the safety requirements 
informally described in subsection III.A. While verifying 
the correctness of this refinement step, we formally ensure 
(by proofs) that safety is preserved while the system is 
operational. 
At the consequent refinement steps we introduce the 
error recovery procedures. This allows us to distinguish 
between criticality of failures and ensure that if a non-
critical failure occurs then the system can still remain 
operational. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have made two main technical 
contributions. Firstly, we derived a set of generic patterns 
for elicitation and structuring of safety and fault tolerance 
requirements from FMEA. Secondly, we created an 
automatic tool support that enables interactive pattern 
instantiation and automatic model transformation to capture 
these requirements in formal system development. Our 
methodology facilitates requirements elicitation as well as 
supports traceability of safety and fault tolerance 
requirements within the formal development process. 
Our approach enables guided formal development 
process. It supports the reuse of knowledge obtained during 
formal system development and verification. For instance, 
while deriving the patterns we have analysed and 
generalised our previous work on specifying various control 
systems [8,11,12].  
We believe that the proposed approach and tool support 
provide a valuable support for formal modelling that is 
traditionally perceived as too cumbersome for engineers. 
Firstly, we define a generic specification structure. 
Secondly, we automate specification of a large part of 
modelling decisions. We believe that our work can 
potentially enhance productivity of system development and 
improve completeness of formal models. 
As a future work we are planning to create a library of 
domain-specific patterns and automate their application. 
This would result in achieving even greater degree of 
development automation and knowledge reuse. 
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Abstract
Certification of safety-critical software systems requires submission of safety assurance
documents, e.g., in the form of safety cases. A safety case is a justification argument used to
show that a system is safe for a particular application in a particular environment. Different
argumentation strategies are applied to determine the evidence for a safety case. They allow
us to support a safety case with such evidence as results of hazard analysis, testing, simula-
tion, etc. On the other hand, application of formal methods for development and verification
of critical software systems is highly recommended for their certification. In this paper, we
propose a methodology that combines these two activities. Firstly, it allows us to map the
given system safety requirements into elements of the formal model to be constructed, which
is then used for verification of these requirements. Secondly, it guides the construction of
a safety case demonstrating that the safety requirements are indeed met. Consequently, the
argumentation used in such a safety case allows us to support the safety case with formal
proofs and model checking results as the safety evidence. Moreover, we propose a set of
argument patterns that aim at facilitating the construction of (a part of) a safety case from
a formal model. In this work, we utilise the Event-B formalism due to its scalability and
mature tool support. We illustrate the proposed methodology by numerous small examples
as well as validate it by a larger case study – a steam boiler control system.
Keywords: safety-critical software systems, safety requirements, formal development,
formal verification, Event-B, safety cases, argument patterns.
TUCS Laboratory
Embedded Systems Laboratory
1 Introduction
Safety-critical software systems are subject to certification. More and more standards in
different domains require construction of safety cases as a part of the safety assurance pro-
cess of such systems, e.g., ISO 26262 [40], EN 50128 [25], and UK Defence Standard [19].
Safety cases are justification arguments for safety. They justify why a system is safe and
whether the design adequately incorporates the safety requirements defined in a system re-
quirement specification to comply with the safety standards. To facilitate the construction of
safety cases, two main graphical notations have been proposed: Claims, Arguments and Ev-
idence (CAE) notation [17] and Goal Structuring Notation (GSN) [44]. In our work, we rely
on the latter one due to its support for argument patterns, i.e., common structures capturing
successful argument approaches that can be reused within a safety case [45]. To demon-
strate the compliance with the safety standards, different types of evidence can be used [51].
Among them are results of hazard analysis, testing, simulation, formal verification, manual
inspection, etc.
At the same time, the use of formal methods is highly recommended for certification of
safety-critical software systems [36]. Safety cases constructed using formal methods give us
extra assurance that the desired safety requirements are satisfied. There are several works
dedicated to show how formal proofs can contribute to a safety case, e.g., [8–10, 21, 43].
For instance, such approaches as [8, 10] apply formal methods to ensure that different types
of safety properties of critical systems hold while focusing on particular blocks of software
system implementation (C code). The authors of [21] propose a generic approach to auto-
matic transformation of the formal verification output into a software safety assurance case.
Similarly to [8, 10], a formalised safety requirement in [21] is verified to hold at a specific
location (a specific line number for code, a file, etc.).
In our work, we deal with formal system models rather than the code. A high level of
abstraction allows us to cope with complexity of systems yet ensuring the desired safety
properties. We rely on formal modelling techniques, including external tools that can be
used together, that are scalable to analyse the entire system. Our chosen formal framework
is Event-B [4] – a state-based formal method for system level modelling and verification.
Event-B aims at facilitating modelling of parallel, distributed and reactive systems. Scala-
bility in Event-B can be achieved via abstraction, proof and decomposition. Moreover, this
formalism has strictly defined semantics and mature tool support – the Rodin platform [26]
accompanied by various plug-ins, including the ones for program code generation, e.g, C,
Java, etc. This allows us to model and verify a wide range of different safety-related proper-
ties stipulated by the given system safety requirements. Those requirements may include the
safety requirements about global and local system properties, the absence of system dead-
locks, temporal and timing properties, etc.
In this paper, we significantly extend and exemplify with a large case study our approach
to linking modelling in Event-B with safety cases presented in [54]. More specifically, we
further elaborate on the classification of safety requirements and define how each class can
be treated formally to allow for verification of the given safety requirements, i.e., we define
mapping of the classified safety requirements into the corresponding elements of Event-B.
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The Event-B semantics then allows us to associate them with particular theorems (proof obli-
gations) to be proved when verifying the system. The employed formal framework assists
the developers in automatic generation of the respective proof obligations. This allows us to
use the obtained proofs as the evidence in safety cases, demonstrating that the given safety
requirements have been met. Finally, to facilitate the construction of safety cases, we define
a set of argument patterns where the argumentation and goal decomposition in safety cases
are based on the results obtained from the associated formal reasoning.
Therefore, the overall contribution of this paper is a developed methodology that covers
two main processes: (1) integration of formalised safety requirements into formal models of
software systems, and (2) construction of structured safety cases 1 from such formal models.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we briefly introduce our
modelling framework – Event-B, its refinement-based approach to modelling software sys-
tems as well as the Event-B verification capabilities based on theorem proving. Additionally,
we overview the notion of safety cases and their supporting graphical notation. In Section 3,
we describe our methodology and provide the proposed classification of safety requirements.
We elaborate on the proposed methodology in Section 4, where we define a set of argument
patterns and their verification support. In Section 5, we illustrate application of the proposed
patterns on a larger case study – a steam boiler control system. In Section 6, we overview
the related work. Finally, in Section 7, we give concluding remarks as well as discuss our
future work.
2 Preliminaries
In this section, we briefly outline the Event-B formalism that we use to derive models of
safety-critical systems. In addition, we briefly describe the notion of safety cases and their
supporting notation that we will rely on in this paper.
2.1 Overview of Event-B
Event-B language. Event-B [4, 26] is a state-based formal method for system level mod-
elling and verification. It is a variation of the BMethod [2]. Automated support for modelling
and verification in Event-B is provided by the Rodin platform [26].
Formally, an Event-B model is defined by a tuple (d, c, A, v,Σ, I, Init, E), where d
stands for sets (data types), c are constants, v is a vector of model variables, Σ corresponds
to a model state space defined by all possible values of the vector v. A(d, c) is a conjunc-
tion of axioms defining properties of model data structures, while I(d, c, v) is a conjunction
of invariants defining model properties to be preserved. Init is an non-empty set of model
initial states, Init ⊆ Σ. Finally, E is a set of model events where each event e is a relation
of the form e ⊆ Σ× Σ.
The sets and constants of the model are stated in a separate component called CONTEXT,
where their properties are postulated as axioms. The model variables, invariants and events,
1From now on, by safety cases we mean structured safety cases.
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including initialisation event, are introduced in the component called MACHINE. The model
variables are strongly typed by the constraining predicates in terms of invariants.
In general, an event e has the following form:
e =ˆ any lv where g then R end,
where lv is a list of local variables, the guard g is a conjunction of predicates defined over the
model variables, and the actionR is a parallel composition of assignments over the variables.
The event guard defines when an event is enabled. If several events are enabled si-
multaneously then any of them can be chosen for execution non-deterministically. If none
of the events is enabled then the system deadlocks. In general, the action of an event is a
composition of assignments executed simultaneously. Variable assignments can be either de-
terministic or non-deterministic. The deterministic assignment is denoted as x := Expr(v),
where x is a state variable and Expr(v) is an expression over the state variables v. The
non-deterministic assignment can be denoted as x :∈ S or x :| Q(v, x′), where S is a set of
values and Q(v, x′) is a predicate. As a result of the non-deterministic assignment, x gets
any value from S or it obtains a value x′ such that Q(v, x′) is satisfied.
The Event-B language can also be extended by different kinds of attributes attached to
model events, guards, variables, etc. We will use Event-B attributes to contain formulas or
expressions to be used by external tools or Rodin plug-ins, e.g., Linear Temporal Logic (LTL)
formulas to be checked.
Event-B semantics. The semantics of Event-B events is defined using before-after predi-
cates [50]. A before-after predicate (BA) describes a relationship between the system states
before and after execution of an event. Hence, the definition of an event presented above can
be given as the relation describing the corresponding state transformation from v to v′, such
that:
e(v, v′) = ge(v) ∧ I(v) ∧BAe(v, v′),
where ge is the guard of the event e, BAe is the before-after predicate of this event, and v, v′
are the system states before and after event execution respectively.
Sometimes, we need to explicitly reason about possible model states before or after some
particular event. For this purpose, we introduce two sets – before(e) and after(e). Specif-
ically, before(e) represents a set of all possible pre-states defined by the guard of the event
e, while after(e) is a set of all possible post-states of the event e, i.e., before(e) ⊆ Σ and
after(e) ⊆ Σ denote the domain and range of the relation e [37]:
before(e) = {v ∈ Σ | I(v) ∧ ge(v)},
after(e) = {v′ ∈ Σ | I(v′) ∧ (∃v ∈ Σ · I(v) ∧ ge(v) ∧ BAe(v, v′))}.
To verify correctness of an Event-B model, we generate a number of proof obligations
(POs). More precisely, for an initial (i.e., abstract) model, we prove that its initialisation and
all events preserve the invariant:
A(d, c), I(d, c, v), ge(d, c, v), BAe(d, c, v, v
′) ⊢ I(d, c, v′). (INV)
Since the initialisation event has no initial state and guard, its proof obligation is simpler:
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A(d, c), BAInit(d, c, v
′) ⊢ I(d, c, v′). (INIT)
On the other hand, we verify event feasibility. Formally, for each event e of the model,
its feasibility means that, whenever the event is enabled, its before-after predicate is well-
defined, i.e., there exists some reachable after-state:
A(d, c), I(d, c, v), ge(d, c, v) ⊢ ∃ v′ · BAe(d, c, v, v′). (FIS)
Refinement in Event-B. Event-B employs a top-down refinement-based approach to formal
development of a system. The development starts from an abstract specification of the sys-
tem (i.e., an abstract machine) and continues with stepwise unfolding of system properties
by introducing new variables and events into the model (i.e., refinements). This type of a
refinement is known as a superposition refinement. Moreover, Event-B formal development
supports data refinement allowing us to replace some abstract variables with their concrete
counterparts. In this case, the invariant of a refined model formally defines the relation-
ship between the abstract and concrete variables; this type of invariants is called a gluing
invariant.
To verify correctness of a refinement step, one needs to discharge a number of POs for
a refined model. For brevity, here we show only essential ones. The full list of POs can be
found in [4].
Let us introduce a shorthandH(d, c, v, w) that stands for the hypothesesA(d, c), I(d, c, v)
and I ′(d, c, v, w), where I and I ′ are respectively the abstract and the refined invariants, while
v, w are respectively the abstract and concrete variables.
When refining an event, its guard can only be strengthened:
H(d, c, v, w), g′e(d, c, w) ⊢ ge(d, c, v), (GRD)
where ge, g′e are respectively the abstract and concrete guards of the event e.
The simulation proof obligation (SIM) requires to show that the action (i.e., the modelled
state transition) of a refined event is not contradictory to its abstract version:
H(d, c, v, w), g′e(d, c, w), BA
′
e(d, c, w, w
′) ⊢ ∃v′.BAe(d, c, v, v′) ∧ I ′(d, c, v′, w′), (SIM)
where BAe, BA′e are respectively the abstract and concrete before-after predicates of the
same event e, w and w′ are the concrete variable values before and after this event execution.
All the described above proof obligations are automatically generated by the Rodin plat-
form [26] that supports Event-B. Additionally, the tool attempts to automatically prove them.
Sometimes it requires user assistance by invoking its interactive prover. However, in general
the tool achieves high level of automation in proving (usually over 80% of POs are proved
automatically).
Verification via theorem proving. Additionally, the Event-B formalism allows the develop-
ers to formulate theorems either in the model CONTEXT or MACHINE components. In the
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first case, theorems are logical statements about model static data structures that are prov-
able (derivable) from the model axioms given in the CONTEXT component. In the latter
case, these are logical statements about model dynamic properties that follow from the given
formal definitions of the model events and invariants.
The theorem proof obligation (THM) indicates that this is a theorem proposed by the
developers. Depending whether a theorem is defined in the CONTEXT or MACHINE com-
ponents, it has a slightly different form. To highlight this difference, we use indexes C and
M in this paper. The first variant of a proof obligation is defined for a theorem T (d, c) in the
CONTEXT component:
A(d, c) ⊢ T (d, c). (THMC)
The second variant is defined for a theorem T (d, c, v) in the MACHINE component:
A(d, c), I(d, c, v) ⊢ T (d, c, v). (THMM )
2.2 Safety cases
A safety case is “a structured argument, supported by a body of evidence that provides a
convincing and valid case that a system is safe for a given application in a given operating
environment” [13,19]. The construction, review and acceptance of safety cases are the valu-
able steps in safety assurance process of critical software systems. Several standards, e.g.,
ISO 26262 [40] for the automotive domain, EN 50128 [25] for the railway domain, and the
UK Defence Standard [19], prescribe production and evaluation of safety (or more generally
assurance) cases for certification of such critical systems [31].
In general, safety cases can be documented either textually or graphically. However, a
growing number of industrial companies working with safety-critical systems adopt a graph-
ical notation, namely Goal Structuring Notation (GSN) proposed by Kelly [44], in order to
present safety arguments within safety cases [30]. GSN aims at graphical representation of
safety case elements as well as the relationships that exist between these elements. The prin-
cipal building blocks of the GSN notation are shown in Figure 1. Essentially, a safety case
constructed using GSN consists of goals, strategies and solutions. Here goals are proposi-
tions in an argument that can be said to be true or false (e.g., claims of requirements to be
met by a system). Solutions contain the information extracted from analysis, testing or sim-
ulation of a system (i.e., evidence) to show that the goals have been met. Finally, strategies
are reasoning steps describing how goals are decomposed and addressed by sub-goals.
Thus, a safety case constructed in the GSN notation presents decomposition of the given
safety case goals into sub-goals until they can be supported by the direct evidence (a solu-
tion). It also explicitly defines the argument strategies, relied assumptions, the context in
which goals are declared, as well as justification for the use of a particular goal or strategy.
If the contextual information contains a model, a special GSN symbol called model can be
used instead of a regular GSN context element.
The elements of a safety case can be in two types of relationships: “Is solved by” and
“In context of”. The former is used between goals, strategies and solutions, while the latter
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In context of
Is solved by
A proposition in an
argument that can be
said to be true or false
Goal (G)
Information necessary
for an argument to be
understood
Context (C)
A goal that needs to be
developed later on
Undeveloped Goal
Either a rule to be
used in solution of
a goal or a rule to
break down a goal
into a number
of sub-goals
Strategy (S)
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validity has to be relied
upon in order to make
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A
Assumption (A)
Provides
evidence to
show that a goal
has been met
Solution
(Sn)
n
A strategy that
needs to be
developed
later on
Undeveloped Strategy
m-of-n
A statement of rationale
for the use of particular
goal or strategy
J
Justification (J)
Principal GSN Elements and Relationships GSN Extensions
Structural Abstraction
Entity Abstraction
A context symbol
which refers to an information
artefact in the form of
a model
Model (M)
Undeveloped and
Uninstantiated Entity
Uninstantiated Entity
Figure 1: Elements of GSN (detailed description is given in [7, 28, 44, 45])
links a goal to a context, a goal to an assumption, a goal to a justification, a strategy to a
context, a strategy to an assumption, a strategy to a justification.
To allow for construction of argument patterns, GSN has been extended to represent
generalised elements [44, 45]. We utilise the following elements from the extended GSN
for structural abstraction of our argument patterns: multiplicity and optionality. Multiplicity
is a generalised n-ary relationship between the GSN elements, while optionality stands for
optional and alternative relationship between the GSN elements. Graphically, the former is
represented as a solid ball or a hollow ball on an arrow “Is solved by” shown in Figure 1,
where the label n indicates the cardinality of a relationship, while a hollow ball means zero
or one. The latter is depicted as a solid diamond in Figure 1, where m-of-n denotes a possible
number of alternatives. The multiplicity and the optionality relationships can be combined. If
a multiplicity symbol is placed in front of the optionality symbol, this stands for a multiplicity
over all the options.
There are two extensions for entity abstraction in GSN: (1) uninstantiated entity, and (2)
undeveloped and uninstantiated entity. The former one specifies that the entity requires to
be instantiated, i.e., the “abstract” entity needs to be replaced with a more concrete instance
later on. In Figure 1, the corresponding annotation is depicted as a hollow triangle. It can
be used with any GSN element. The latter one indicates that the entity needs both further
development and instantiation. In Figure 1, it is shown as a hollow diamond with a line in
the middle. This annotation can be applied to GSN goals and strategies only.
3 Methodology
In this section, we describe our methodology that aims at establishing a link between formal
verification of safety requirements in Event-B and the construction of safety cases.
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3.1 General methodology
In this work, we contribute to the process of development, verification and certification of
software systems by showing how to proceed from the given safety requirements to safety
cases via formal modelling and verification in Event-B (Figure 2). We distinguish two main
processes: (1) representation of formalised safety requirements in Event-B models, and (2)
derivation of safety cases from the associated Event-B specifications. Let us point out that
these activities are tightly connected to each other. Accuracy of the safety requirements for-
malisation influences whether we are able to construct a safety case sufficient to demonstrate
safety of a system. This dependence is highlighted in Figure 2 as a dashed line. If a formal
specification is not good enough, we need to return and improve it.
Safety requirements 
representation in Event-B
Derivation of safety cases
from Event-B specifications
Formal specification
in Event-B 
· constants
· axioms
· variables
· invariants
· theorems
· events
Proof 
obligations
Hazard analysis: 
HAZOP, PHA, 
FMEA, etc.
Solution
Sn1
Goal
G1
Strategy
S1
Sub-goal
G2
Sub-goal
G3
C1
Context
Safety case
Requirements
Figure 2: High-level representation of the overall approach
We connect these two processes via classification of safety requirements. On the one
hand, we propose a specific classification associated with particular ways these requirements
can be represented in Event-B. On the other hand, we propose a set of classification-based
argument patterns to facilitate the construction of safety cases from the associated Event-B
models. The classification includes separate classes for safety requirements about global and
local system properties, the absence of system deadlock, temporal and timing properties, etc.
We are going to present this classification in detail in Section 3.2.
In this paper, we leave out of the scope the process of elicitation of system safety re-
quirements. We assume that the given list of these requirements is completed beforehand by
applying well-known hazard analysis techniques such as HAZard and OPerability (HAZOP)
analysis, Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA), Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA),
etc.
Incorporating safety requirements into formal models. Each class of safety requirements
can be treated differently in an Event-B specification (model). In other words, various model
expressions based on model elements, e.g., axioms, variables, invariants, events, etc., can
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be used to formalise a considered safety requirement. Consequently, the argument strategies
and resulting evidence in a safety case built based on such a formal model may also vary.
Using the defined classification, we provide the reader with the precise guidelines on how to
map safety requirements of some class into a particular subset of model elements. Moreover,
we define how to construct from these model elements a specific theorem to be verified.
Later on, we will show how the verification results (e.g., discharged proof obligations and
model checking results) can be used as the evidence in the associated safety cases.
Our methodology allows us to cope with two cases: (1) when a formal Event-B spec-
ification of the system under consideration has been already developed, and (2) when it is
performed simultaneously with the safety case construction. In the first case, we assume that
adequate models are constructed and linked with the classification we propose. In the sec-
ond case, the formal development is guided by our proposed classification and methodology.
Consequently, both ways allow us to contribute towards obtaining adequate safety cases.
Constructing safety cases from formal models. Model-based development in general and
development using formal methods in particular typically require additional argumentation
about model correctness and well-definedness [6]. In this paper, we address this challenge
and provide the corresponding argument pattern as shown in Section 4.1.
Having a well-defined classification of safety requirements benefits both stages of the
proposed methodology, i.e., while incorporating safety requirements into formal models and
while deriving safety cases from such formal models. To simplify the task of linking the
formalised safety requirements with the safety case to be constructed, we propose a set of
classification-based argument patterns (Sections 4.2-4.9). The patterns have been developed
using the corresponding GSN extensions (Figure 1). Some parts of an argument pattern
may remain the same for any instance, while others need to be further instantiated (they are
labelled with a specific GSN symbol – a hollow triangle). The text highlighted by braces { }
should be replaced by a concrete value.
The generic representation of a classification-based argument pattern is given in Figure 3.
Here, a safety requirement Requirement of some class Class {X} is reflected in the goalGX,
where X is a class number (see the next section for the reference). According to the proposed
approach, the requirement is verified within a formal modelM in Event-B (the model element
MX.1).
In order to obtain the evidence that a specific safety requirement is met, different con-
struction techniques might be undertaken. The choice of a particular technique influences
the argumentation strategies to be used in each pattern. For example, if a safety requirement
can be associated with a model invariant property, the corresponding theorem for each event
in the model M is required to be proved. Correspondingly, the proofs of these theorems are
attached as the evidence for the constructed safety case.
The formulated properties and theorems associated with a particular requirement can be
automatically derived from the given formal model. Nonetheless, to increase clarity of a
safety case, any theorem or property whose verification result is provided as a solution of the
top goal needs to be referred to in the GSN context element (CX.2 in Figure 3).
To bridge a semantic gap in the mapping associating an informally specified safety re-
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{Requirement} of Class {X}
is met
GX
Argument over all
formulated theorems /
properties
{Discharged
PO} / {model
checking
result}
SX.3
SnX.1
The provided theorem
{thm} is indeed provable / the model
satisfies the property {propertyi}
GX.3
no. of theorems /
properties
Theorem {thm} /
property {propertyi}
CX.2
Theorem prover /
Model checker
CX.1
Argument over the
involved model
elements
SX.1
Property of the involved
model elements holds
GX.1
Formal model {M}
in Event-B
MX.1 Argument over
formalisation of
{Requirement}
SX.2
Formulated theorems/properties
are the proper formalisation of
{Requirement}
GX.2
Agreement over
inspection
conducted by
domain and
formalisation
experts
SnX.2
Figure 3: Generic argument pattern
quirement with the corresponding formal expression that is verified and connected to evi-
dence, we need to argue over a correct formalisation of the requirement (SX.2 in Figure 3).
We rely on a joint inspection conducted by domain and formalisation experts (SnX.2) as the
evidence that the formulated theorems/properties are proper formalisations of the require-
ment.
Generating code. Additionally, the most detailed (concrete) specification obtained during
the refinement-based development can be used for code generation. The Rodin platform,
Event-B tool support, allows for program code generation utilising a number of plug-ins.
One of these plug-ins, EB2ALL [24], automatically generates a target programming lan-
guage code from an Event-B formal specification. In particular, EB2C allows for generation
of C code, EB2C++ supports C++ code generation, using EB2J one can obtain Java code,
and using EBC# – C# code. The alternative solution is to use the constructed formal spec-
ification for verification of an already existing implementation code. Then, if the code has
successfully passed such a verification, the existing safety case derived from the formal spec-
ification implies the code safety for the verified safety properties. Nonetheless, in both cases
a safety case based on formal analysis cannot be used solely. It requires additional argumen-
tation, for example, over the correctness of the code generation process itself [30, 43].
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3.2 Requirements classification and its mapping into Event-B elements
To classify safety requirements, we have firstly adopted the taxonomy proposed by Bitsch
[15] as presented in our previous work [54]. However, the Bitsch’s approach uses Computa-
tional Tree Logic (CTL) to specify the requirements and relies on model checking as a formal
verification technique. The differences between the semantics of CTL and Event-B signif-
icantly restrict the use of the Bitsch’s classification in the Event-B framework. As a result,
we extensively modified the original classification. In this paper, we propose the following
classification of safety requirements, as shown in Figure 4.
Safety Requirements 
(SRs)
SRs about global 
properties (Class 1)
Hierarchical SRs
(Class 6)
SRs about local 
properties (Class 2)
SRs about temporal 
properties (Class 7)
SRs about the absence 
of system deadlock
(Class 4)
SRs about control flow 
(Class 3)
SRs about timing 
properties (Class 8)
SRs about system 
termination (Class 5)
Figure 4: Classification of safety requirements
We divide safety requirements (SRs) into eight classes:
• Class 1: SRs about global properties are the requirements stipulating the system safety
properties that must be always maintained by the modelled system;
• Class 2: SRs about local properties are the requirements that reflect the necessity of
some property to be true at a specific system state;
• Class 3: SRs about control flow are the requirements that define the necessary flow
(order) in occurrences of some system events;
• Class 4: SRs about the absence of system deadlock are the requirements related to a
certain class of control systems where an unexpected stop of the system may lead to a
safety-related hazard;
• Class 5: SRs about system termination are the requirements related to a certain class of
control systems where non-termination of the system in a specific situation may lead
to a safety-related hazard;
• Class 6: Hierarchical SRs are the requirements that are hierarchically structured to
deal with the complexity of the system, i.e., a more general requirement may be de-
composed into several more detailed ones;
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• Class 7: SRs about temporal properties are the requirements that describe the proper-
ties related to reachability of specific system states;
• Class 8: SRs about timing properties are the requirements that establish timing con-
straints of a system, for example, of a safety-critical real-time system where the re-
sponse time is crucial.
The given classes of SRs are represented differently in a formal model. For instance, SRs
of Class 1 are modelled as invariants in the MACHINE component, while SRs of Class 2 are
modelled by defining a theorem about the required post-state of a specific Event-B model
event. However, in some cases requirements of Class 2 can be also formalised as require-
ments ofClass 1 by defining implicative invariants, i.e., invariants that hold in specific system
states. The SRs about control flow (Class 3) can be expressed as event-flow properties (e.g.,
by using Event-B extension – the graphical Usecase/Flow language [37]). The SRs about the
absence of system deadlock (Class 4) are represented as deadlock freedom conditions, while
the SRs of Class 5 are modelled as shutdown conditions. In both cases, these conditions are
turned into specific model theorems to be proved. The class of hierarchical SRs (Class 6) is
expressed within Even-B based on refinement between the corresponding Event-B models.
Finally, the associated ProB tool for the Rodin platform [52] allows us to support the SRs of
Class 7 by model checking.
Let us note however that the representation of timing properties (Class 8) in the Event-B
framework is a challenging task. There are several works dedicated to address this issue
[12, 18, 39, 58]. In this paper, we adopt the approach that establishes a link between timing
constraints defined in Event-B and verification of real-time properties in Uppaal [39].
Formally, the described above relationships can be defined as a function FM mapping
safety requirements (SRs) into a set of the related model expressions:
SRs→ P(MExpr),
where P(T ) corresponds to a power set on elements of T and MExpr stands for a gen-
eralised type for all possible expressions that can be built from the model elements, i.e.,
model expressions. Here model elements are elements of Event-B models such as axioms,
variables, invariants, events, and attributes. MExpr includes such model elements as triv-
ial (basic) expressions. Among other possible expressions of this type are state predicates
defining post-conditions and shutdown conditions, event control flow expressions as well as
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) and Timed Computation Tree Logic (TCTL) formulas based on
elements of the associated Event-B model.
The defined strict mapping allows us to trace the safety requirements given in an infor-
mal manner into formal specifications in Event-B as well as into the accompanying means
for verification, i.e., the Flow and ProB plug-ins and Uppaal. In Figure 5, we illustrate the
steps of evidence construction in our proposed approach. Firstly, we map a safety require-
ment into a set of model expressions. Secondly, we construct a specific theorem or a set
of theorems out of these model expressions, thus essentially defining the semantics of the
formalised requirement. Finally, we prove each theorem using the theorem provers of Event-
B or perform model checking using, e.g., Event-B extension ProB. As a result, we obtain
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either a discharged proof obligation or a result of model checking. We include such results
into the fragment of a safety case corresponding to the considered safety requirement as the
evidence that this requirement holds. Table 1 illustrates the correspondence between safety
requirements of different classes, model expressions and constructed theorems.
Safety 
requirement
(SR)
Model 
expressions 
(MExpr)
Theorem
Proof /
Result of model 
checking
mapping building
proving /
model 
checking
Figure 5: Steps of evidence construction
Table 1: Formalisation of safety requirements
Safety Model element Theorem
requirement expressions
SR of Cl. 1 invariants group of theorems for each event
Eventk/safetyi/INV
SR of Cl. 2 event, theorem about a specific post-state of
state predicate an event thm ap/THM
SR of Cl. 3 pairs of events, group of theorems about enabling
event control flow relationships between events,
e.g., Eventi/Eventj/FENA
SR of Cl. 4 all events theorem about the deadlock freedom
thm dlf/THM
SR of Cl. 5 state predicate, theorem about a shutdown condition
all events thm shd/THM
SR of Cl. 6 abstract event, theorem about guard strengthening
concrete event(s) Event′k/grd/GRD,
theorem about action simulation
Event′k/act/SIM
SR of Cl. 7 LTL formula LTL propertyi
SR of Cl. 8 TCTL formula TCTL propertyj
As soon as all safety requirements are assigned to their respective classes and their map-
ping into Event-B elements is performed, we can construct the part of a safety case corre-
sponding to assurance of these requirements. We utilise GSN to graphically represent such
a safety case.
4 Argument patterns
In this section, we present the argument patterns corresponding to each of the introduced
classes. In addition, to obtain an adequate safety case, we need to demonstrate well-
definedness of the formal models we rely on. Therefore, we start this section by present-
ing a specific argument pattern to address this issue.
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4.1 Argumentation that formal development of a system is well-defined
We propose the argument pattern shown in Figure 6 in order to provide evidence that the
proposed formal development of a system is well-defined. To verify this (e.g., that a partial
function is applied within its domain), Event-B defines a number of proof obligations (well-
definedness (WD) for theorems, invariants, guards, actions, etc. and feasibility (FIS) for
events [4]), which are automatically generated by the Rodin platform. We assume here that
all such proof obligations are discharged for models in question. However, if model axioms
are inconsistent (i.e., contradictory), the whole model becomes fallacious and thus logically
meaningless. Demonstrating that this is not the case is a responsibility of the developer. To
handle this problem, we introduce a specific argument pattern shown in Figure 6. In Event-
B, well-definedness of a CONTEXT can be ensured by proving axiom consistency (the goal
G1.2 in Figure 6).
We propose to construct a theorem showing axiom consistency and prove it. However,
All axioms in
the CONTEXT are
consistent
(i.e., non-contradictory)
G1.2
Discharged
PO
{thm_axm{i}}/
THMC
Argument over
axioms consistency
via defining theorems
about groups of
independent axioms
The theorem about
the group {i} of independent
axioms is proved
S1.2
Sn1.1
G1.3
Formal
development of
the {System S} is
well-defined
G1.1
Argument
over well-
definedness of
the model
S1.1
no. of independent
groups of axioms
Theorem
{thm_axm{i}}
about the
group {i}
C1.2
no. of models in
development
Model {M}
M1.2
Formal
development that
consists of a chain of
refinements
in Event-B
M1.1
Rodin
theorem
provers
C1.1
According to the Event-B
semantics, if axioms are
contradictory, the whole
model becomes
fallicious J
J1.1
Figure 6: Argument pattern for well-definedness of formal development
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such a theorem could be very large in size. Thus, for simplicity, we suggest to divide axioms
into groups, where each group consists of axioms that use shared constants and sets. In
other words, each group of axioms is independent from each other. Consequently, we define
theorems for all groups of independent axioms (the strategy S1.2) as shown below:
thm axm{i}: A(d, c) ⊢ ∃ d, c · A1(d, c) ∧ ... ∧ AN (d, c),
where i stands for i-th group of axioms such that i ∈ 1 .. K andK is the number of indepen-
dent groups of axioms. The number of axioms in a group is represented byN . The generated
proof obligation (Sn1.1) shown in Figure 6 is an instance of the (THMC) proof obligation
given in Section 2.1.
In order to instantiate this pattern for each model in the development,
• a formal development that consists of a chain of refinements in Event-B should be
defined in a GSN model element;
• a formal model M, for which a particular fragment of the safety case is constructed,
should be referred to in a GSN model element;
• theorems about the defined groups of independent axioms should be formulated using
the Event-B formal language and referred to in GSN context elements;
• the proof obligations of the type THMC discharged by the Rodin platform should be
included as solutions of the goal ensuring consistency of model axioms.
The instantiation example for this fragment of the safety case can be found in Section 5.3.1.
In the remaining part of Section 4, we introduce the argument patterns that correspond to
each class of safety requirements proposed in Section 3.2. It is not necessarily the case that
the final safety case of the modelled system will include SRs of all the classes. Moreover, it
is very common for the Event-B practitioners to limit the requirements model representation
to invariants, theorems and operation refinement [41, 49, 59]. However, to achieve a strong
safety case, the developers need to provide the evidence that all the safety requirements listed
in the requirements document hold. The proposed argument patterns cover a broader range of
safety requirements, including also those that specify temporal and timing properties which
cannot be formalised in Event-B directly.
4.2 Argument pattern for SRs about global properties (Class 1)
In this section, we propose an argument pattern for the safety requirements stipulating global
safety properties, i.e., properties that must be maintained by the modelled system during its
operation (Figure 7).
We assume that there is a modelM, which is a part of the formal development of a system
in Event-B, where a safety requirement of Class 1 is verified to hold (M2.1.1). In addition,
we assume that the model invariant I(d, c, v) contains the conjuncts safety1, ..., safetyN ,
where N is the number of safety invariants, which together represent a proper formalisation
of the considered safety requirement (A2.1.1) 2. Then, for each safety invariant safetyi, i ∈
2Such an assumption can be substantiated by arguing over formalisation of the requirements as demon-
strated in Figure 3 (the strategy SX.2). It is applicable to all the classification-based argument patterns and
their instances.
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Figure 7: Argument pattern for safety requirements of Class 1
1..N, the event Eventk, k ∈ 1..K, where K is the number of all model events, represents some
event for which this invariant must hold.
We build the evidence for the safety case in the way illustrated in Figure 5. Thus, for each
model expression, in this case, an invariant, formalising the safety requirement, we construct
a separate fragment of the safety case. Then, a separate theorem is defined for each event
where a particular invariant should hold. In other words, we define a group of theorems, one
per each event. The number of model events influences the number of branches into which
the goal G2.1.1 is split. In a special case when the set of variables referred in an invariant
is mutually exclusive with the set of variables modified by an event, such an event can be
excluded from the list of events because the theorem generated for such an event is trivially
true.
According to our approach, the generic mapping function FM is of the form SRs →
P(MExpr). In general case, for each requirement of this class the function returns a set of
invariants {safety1, ..., safetyN} that can be represented as a conjunction. Due to this fact,
each such an invariant can be verified independently. The theorem for verification that the
safety invariant safetyi (denoted by I(d, c, v′)) holds for the event Eventk is as follows:
A(d, c), I(d, c, v), gEventk(d, c, v), BAEventk(d, c, v, v
′) ⊢ I(d, c, v′). (INV)
The Rodin platform allows us to prove this theorem using the integrated theorem provers
and explicitly support the safety case to be built with the discharged proof obligations of the
type INV for each event where the safety invariant has been verified to hold.
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The key elements of the pattern to be instantiated are as follows:
• a requirement Requirement should be replaced with a particular safety requirement;
• a formal modelM should be referred to in a GSN model element;
• the concrete mapping between the requirement and the corresponding model invariants
should be provided, while the invariants safety1, ..., safetyN formalising the require-
ment from this mapping should be referred to in GSN context elements;
• the proof obligations of the type INV discharged by the Rodin platform should be
included in the safety case as the respective solutions.
Let us consider instantiation of the proposed pattern by an example – a sluice gate control
system [46]. The system is a sluice connecting areas with dramatically different pressures.
The purpose of the system is to adjust the pressure in the sluice area and operate two doors
(door1 and door2) connecting outside and inside areas with the sluice area. To guarantee
safety, a door may be opened only if the pressure in the locations it connects is equalized,
namely
SR-cl1-ex1: When the door1 is open, the pressure in the sluice area
is equal to the pressure outside;
SR-cl1-ex2: When the door2 is open, the pressure in the sluice area
is equal to the pressure inside.
These safety requirements are formalised in the Event-B model (available from Appendix
C, Refinement 2 of [46]) as the invariants inv cl1 ex1 and inv cl1 ex2 such that
SR-cl1-ex1 7→ {inv cl1 ex1},
SR-cl1-ex2 7→ {inv cl1 ex2},
where:
inv cl1 ex1: failure = FALSE ∧ (door1 position > 0 ∨
door1 motor = MOTOR OPEN)⇒
pressure value = PRESSURE OUTSIDE,
inv cl1 ex2: failure = FALSE ∧ (door2 position > 0 ∨
door2 motor = MOTOR OPEN)⇒
pressure value = PRESSURE INSIDE.
The expressions doorX position > 0 and doorX motor = MOTOR OPEN indicate that the
corresponding door X (where X = 1 or X = 2) is open. The variable door1 models a door
that connects the sluice area with the outside area and the variable door2 models a door that
connects the sluice area with inside area. The variable pressure value stands for the pressure
in the sluice area.
Then, according to the proposed approach, we show that these invariants hold for all
events in the model. Due to the space limit, we give only an excerpt of the safety case that
corresponds to the safety requirement SR-cl1-ex1 (Figure 8). The associated invariant affects
a number of model events, including such as pressure high (changing pressure to high) and
closed2 (closing the door 2). From now on, we will hide a part of the safety case by three
dots to avoid unnecessary big figures in the paper. We assume that the given part of the safety
case is clear and can be easily repeated for the hidden items.
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Figure 8: The pattern instantiation example
4.3 Argument pattern for SRs about local properties (Class 2)
Safety requirements of Class 2 describe local properties, i.e., the properties that need to be
true at specific system states. For example, in case of a control system relying on the notion
of operational modes, a safety requirement of Class 2 may define a (safety) mode which
the system enters after the execution of some transition. In terms of Event-B, the particular
system states we are interested in are usually associated with some desired post-states of
specific model events.
Figure 9 shows the argument pattern for justification of a safety requirement of Class 2.
As for Class 1, the key argumentation strategy here (S2.2.1) is defined by the steps of ev-
idence construction illustrated in Figure 5. However, in contrast to the invariant theorems
established and proved for each event in the model, the theorem formalising the safety re-
quirement of Class 2 is formulated and proved only once for the whole modelM.
As mentioned above, local properties are usually expressed in Event-B in terms of post-
states of specific model events. This suggests the mapping function FM for Class 2 to be of
the form:
Requirement 7→ {(e1, q1), ..., (eK , qS)},
where the events e1,..., eK and the state predicates q1,..., qS are model expressions based on
which the corresponding theorems are constructed. The number of such theorems reflects
the number of branches of a safety case for the goal G2.2 (Figure 9). Specifically, we can
verify a safety requirement of Class 2 by proving the following theorem for each pair (ei,qj),
where i ∈ 1..K and j ∈ 1..S:
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Figure 9: Argument pattern for safety requirements of Class 2
thm ap : A(d, c), I(d, c, v) ⊢ ∀v′ · v′ ∈ after(ei) ⇒ qj(v′).
Here after(ei) is the set of all possible post-states of the event ei as defined in Section 2.1.
This argument pattern (Figure 9) can be instantiated as follows:
• a requirement Requirement should be replaced with a particular safety requirement;
• a formal model M should be referred to in a GSN model element;
• the concrete mapping between the requirement and event-post-condition pairs should
be supplied, while the theorems thm ap obtained from this mapping should be referred
to in GSN context elements;
• the proof obligations of the type THMM discharged by the Rodin platform should be
included in the safety case as the evidence supporting that the top-level claim (i.e.,
G2.2) holds.
In order to demonstrate application of this pattern, let us introduce another case study
– Attitude and Orbit Control System (AOCS) [53]. The AOCS is a typical layered control
system. The main function of this system is to control the attitude and the orbit of a satellite.
Since the orientation of a satellite may change due to disturbances of the environment, the
attitude needs to be continuously monitored and adjusted. At the top layer of the system
there is a mode manager (MM). The transitions between modes can be performed either to
fulfil the predefined mission of the satellite (forward transitions) or to perform error recov-
ery (backward transitions). Correspondingly, the MM component might be in either stable,
increasing (i.e., in forward transition) or decreasing (i.e., in backward transition) state. As
an example, let us consider the safety requirement
SR-cl2: When a mode transition is completed,
the state of the MM shall be stable.
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To verify this property on model events and variables, we need to prove that the corre-
sponding condition q, namely
last mode = prev target ∧ next target = prev target,
holds after the execution of the eventMode Reached. Here prev target is the previous mode
that a component was in transition to, last mode is the last successfully reached mode, and
next target is the target mode that a component is currently in transition to. The event is
enabled only when there is no critical error in the system, i.e., when the condition error =
No Error holds.
We represent the mapping of the shown safety requirement on Event-B as FM such that
SR-cl2 7→ {(Mode Reached, q)}. According to thm ap and the definition of after(e) given in
Section 2.1, we can construct the theorem to be verified as follows:
thm cl2 ex: ∀last mode′, prev targ′, next targ′ ·
(∃ next targ, error, prev targ·
(next targ 6= prev targ ∧ error = No Error) ∧
(last mode′ = next targ ∧ prev targ′ = next targ∧
next targ′ = next targ))
⇒
last mode′ = next targ ∧ prev targ′ = next targ.
Here, for simplicity, we omit showing types of the involved variables. The corresponding
instance of the argument pattern is illustrated in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: The pattern instantiation example
4.4 Argument pattern for SRs about control flow (Class 3)
In this section, we propose an argument pattern for the requirements that define the flow in
occurrences of some system events, i.e., safety requirements about control flow. For instance,
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this class may include certain requirements that define fault-tolerance procedures. Since fault
detection, isolation and recovery actions are strictly ordered, we also need to preserve this
order in a formal model of the system.
Formally, the ordering between system events can be expressed as a particular relation-
ship amongst possible pre- and post-states of the corresponding model events. We consider
three types of relationships proposed by Iliasov [37]: enabling (ena), disabling (dis) and
possibly enabling (fis). In detail, enabling relationship between two events means that, when
one event occurs, it is always true that the other one may occur next (i.e., the set of pre-states
of the second event is included in the set of post-states of the first event). An event disables
another event if the guard of the second event is always false after the first event occurs (i.e.,
the set of pre-states of the second event is excluded from the set of post-states of the first
event). Finally, an event possibly enables another event if, after its occurrence, the guard of
the second event is potentially enabled (i.e., there is a non-empty intersection of the set of
pre-states of the second event with the set of post-states of the first event).
Let em and en be some events. Then, according to the usecase/flow approach [37], the
proof obligations that support the relationships between these events can be defined as fol-
lows:
em ena en ⇔ after(em) ⊆ before(en)
⇔ ∀v, v′ · I(v) ∧ gem(v) ∧ BAem(v, v′) ⇒ gen(v′), (FENA)
em dis en ⇔ after(em) ∩ before(en) = ∅
⇔ ∀v, v′ · I(v) ∧ gem(v) ∧ BAem(v, v′) ⇒ ¬gen(v′), (FDIS)
em fis en ⇔ after(em) ∩ before(en) 6= ∅
⇔ ∃v, v′ · I(v) ∧ gem(v) ∧ BAem(v, v′) ∧ gen(v′). (FFIS)
The flow approach and its supporting plug-in for the Rodin platform, called Usecase/Flow
plug-in [27], allows us to derive these proof obligations automatically.
The argument pattern shown in Figure 11 pertains to the required events order (C2.3.2)
which is proved to be preserved by the respective events of a model M. As explained above,
each event Eventi′ can be either enabled (ena), or disabled (dis), or possibly enabled (fis)
by some other event Eventi. This suggests that the mapping function FM is of the form:
Requirement 7→ {(Eventi, ena, Eventi′),
(Eventj , dis, Eventj′),
(Eventk, fis, Eventk′), ... }.
The corresponding theorem is constructed according to the definition of either (FENA), or
(FDIS), or (FFIS). Then, the discharged proof obligations for each such a pair of events are
provided as the evidence in a safety case, e.g., Sn2.3.1 in Figure 11.
The instantiation of the proposed argument pattern can be achieved by preserving a num-
ber of the following steps:
• a requirement Requirement should be replaced with a particular safety requirement;
• a formal model M should be referred to in a GSN model element;
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Figure 11: Argument pattern for safety requirements of Class 3
• the concrete mapping between the requirement and the corresponding pairs of events
and relationships between them should be provided, while the required events order
based on this mapping should be referred to in a GSN context element;
• a separate goal for each pair should be introduced in the safety case;
• each goal that claims the enabling relationship between events should be supported by
the proof obligation of the type FENA in a GSN solution element;
• each goal that claims the disabling relationship between events should be supported by
the proof obligation of the type FDIS in a GSN solution element;
• each goal that claims the possibly enabling relationship between events should be sup-
ported by the proof obligation of the type FFIS in a GSN solution element.
In the already introduced case study AOCS (Section 4.3), there is a set of requirements
regulating the order of actions to take place in the system control flow. These requirements
define the desired rules of transitions between modes, e.g.,
SR-cl3: The system shall perform its (normal or failure handling) operation
only when there are no currently running transitions between
modes at any level.
This means that once a transition is initiated either by the high-level mode manager or lower
level managers, it has to be completed before system operation continues.
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As an example, we consider a formalisation of the requirement SR-cl3 at the most ab-
stract level, i.e., the MACHINE MM Abs M and the CONTEXT MM Abs C, where the
essential behaviour of the high-level mode manager is introduced.
The required events order (C2.3.2) is depicted by the usecase/flow diagram in Figure 12.
This flow diagram can be seen as a use case scenario specification attached to the MA-
CHINE MM Abs M. The presented flow diagram is drawn in the graphical editor for the
Usecase/Flow plug-in for the Rodin platform. While defining the desired relationships be-
tween events using this editor, the corresponding proof obligations are generated automati-
cally by the Rodin platform.
 
 
 
 
 
Event 
Enabling relationship 
Disabling relationship 
A symbol indicating that the 
corresponding proof obligation 
has been discharged 
Figure 12: The partial flow diagram of the abstract machine of AOCS
In terms of the usecase/flow approach, the requirement SR-cl3 states that the event
Advance partial enables the event Advance complete and disables operation events Nor-
mal Operation and Failure Operation. In its turn, the event Advance complete disables the
event Advance partial and enables system (normal or failure handling) operation events.
Then, the mapping function FM is instantiated as follows:
SR-cl3 7→ {(Advance partial, ena, Advance complete),
(Advance partial, dis, Normal Operation),
(Advance partial, dis, Failure Operation),
(Advance complete, dis, Advance partial),
(Advance complete, ena, Normal Operation),
(Advance complete, ena, Failure Operation)}.
The instance of the argument pattern for the safety requirement SR-cl3 is shown in Fig-
ure 13.
4.5 Argument pattern for SRs about the absence of system deadlock
(Class 4)
In this section, we propose an argument pattern for the safety requirements stipulating the
absence of the unexpected stop of the system (Figure 14). We formalise requirements of
Class 4 within an Event-B model M as the deadlock freedom theorem. Similarly to the SRs
of Class 2, this theorem has to be proved only once for the whole model M. The theorem is
reflected in the argument strategy that is used to develop the main goal of the pattern (S2.4.1
in Figure 14).
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Figure 13: The pattern instantiation example
Formally, the deadlock freedom theorem is formulated as the disjunction of guards of all
model events g1(d, c, v) ∨ ... ∨ gK(d, c, v), whereK is the total number of model events:
thm dlf : A(d, c), I(d, c, v) ⊢ g1(d, c, v) ∨ ... ∨ gK(d, c, v).
The corresponding mapping function FM for this argument pattern is defined as
Requirement 7→ {event1, ... , eventK}. Then, the instance of the (THMM ) proof obliga-
tion given in Section 2.1 provides the evidence for the safety case (Sn2.4.1 in Figure 14).
The argument pattern presented in Figure 14 can be instantiated as follows:
• a requirement Requirement should be replaced with a particular safety requirement;
• a formal modelM should be referred to in a GSN model element;
• the concrete mapping between the requirement and the corresponding model events
should be supplied, while the theorem thm dlf formalising the requirement from this
mapping should be referred to in a GSN context element;
• the proof obligation of the type THMM discharged by the Rodin platform should be
included in the safety case as the evidence supporting that the top-level claim (i.e.,
G2.4 in Figure 14) holds.
We illustrate the instantiation of this argument pattern by a simple example presented by
Abrial in Chapter 2 of [4]. The considered system performs controlling cars on a bridge. The
bridge connects the mainland with an island. Cars can always either enter the compound or
leave it. Therefore, the absence of the system deadlock should be guaranteed, i.e.,
SR-cl4: Once started, the system should work for ever.
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Figure 14: Argument pattern for safety requirements of Class 4
The semantics of Event-B allows us to chose the most abstract specification to argue over
the deadlock freedom of a system. According to the notion of the relative deadlock freedom,
which is a part of the Event-B semantics, new deadlocks cannot be introduced in a refinement
step 3. As a consequence, once the model is proved to be deadlock free, no new refinement
step can introduce a deadlock.
The abstract model of the system has three events: Initialisation, ML out and ML in.
Thus, the concrete mapping function FM is as follows:
SR-cl4 7→ {Initialisation,ML out,ML in}.
Here ML out models leaving the mainland, while ML in models entering the mainland. The
former event has the guard n < d, where n is a number of cars on the bridge and d is
a maximum number of cars that can enter the bridge. The latter event is guarded by the
condition n > 0, which allows this event to be enabled only when some car is on the island
or the bridge. Therefore, the corresponding deadlock freedom theorem thm cl4 ex can be
defined as follows:
thm cl4 ex: n > 0 ∨ n < d.
The event Initialisation does not have a guard and therefore is not reflected in the theorem.
The instantiated fragment of the safety case for this example is shown in Figure 15.
The details on the considered formal development in Event-B (Controlling cars on a
bridge) as well as the derived proof obligation of the deadlock freedom can be found in [3,4].
3This may be enforced by the corresponding generated theorem to be proved for the respective model.
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Figure 15: The pattern instantiation example
4.6 Argument pattern for SRs about system termination (Class 5)
In contrast to Class 4, Class 5 contains the safety requirements stipulating the system ter-
mination in particular cases. For instance, it corresponds to failsafe systems (i.e., systems
which need to be put into a safe but non-operational state to prevent an occurrence of a haz-
ard). Despite the fact that the argument pattern is quite similar to the one about the absence
of system deadlock, this class of safety requirements can be considered as essentially op-
posite to the previous one. Here the requirements define the conditions when the system
must terminate. More specifically, the system is required to have a deadlock either (1) in a
specific state of the model M, i.e., after the execution of some event ei (where i ∈ 1 .. K and
K is the total number of model events), or (2) once a shutdown condition (shutdown cond)
is satisfied:
(1) after(ei) ∩ before(E) = ∅,
(2) shutdown cond ∩ before(E) = ∅,
where shutdown cond is a predicate formalising a condition when the system terminates and
before(E) is defined as a union of pre-states of all the model events:
before(E) =
⋃
e∈E
before(e).
Correspondingly, the mapping function FM for Class 5 can be either of the form
(1) Requirement 7→ {ei, e1, ..., eK}, or
(2) Requirement 7→ {state predicate, e1, ..., eK},
where state predicate is a formally defined shutdown condition.
Then, for the first case, the theorem about a shutdown condition has the following form:
thm shd : A(d, c), I(d, c, v) ⊢ after(ei)⇒ ¬before(E),
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while, for the second case, it is defined as:
thm shd : A(d, c), I(d, c, v) ⊢ shutdown cond⇒ ¬before(E).
The argument pattern presented in Figure 16 can be instantiated as follows:
• a requirement Requirement should be replaced with a particular safety requirement;
• a formal model M should be referred to in a GSN model element;
• the concrete mapping between the requirement and the corresponding model events
(and state predicates) should be provided, while the theorem thm shd formalising the
requirement from this mapping should be referred to in a GSN context element;
• the proof obligation of the type THMM discharged by the Rodin platform should be
included in the safety case as the evidence supporting that the top-level claim (i.e.,
G2.5) holds.
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Figure 16: Argument pattern for safety requirements of Class 5
To show an example of the pattern instantiation, let us consider the sluice gate control
system [46] described in detail in Section 4.2. This system is a failsafe system. To handle
critical failures, it is required to raise an alarm and terminate:
SR-cl5: When a critical failure is detected, an alarm shall be raised
and the system shall be stopped.
Thus, we need to assure that our model also terminates after the execution of the event
which sets the alarm on (i.e., the event SafeStop in the model). This suggests the concrete
instance of the mapping function FM to be of the form:
SR-cl5 7→ {SafeStop,Environment,Detection door1, ..., close2, closed2}.
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Then, the corresponding theorem thm cl5 ex, which formalises the safety requirement SR-
cl5, can be formulated as follows:
thm cl5 ex: ∀flag′, Stop′ ·
(∃ flag, door1 fail, door2 fail, pressure fail, Stop ·
flag = CONT ∧ (door1 fail = TRUE ∨
door2 fail = TRUE ∨ pressure fail = TRUE) ∧
Stop = FALSE ∧ flag′ = PRED ∧ Stop′ = TRUE)
⇒
¬(before(Environment) ∨ before(Detection door1) ∨ ...∨
before(close2) ∨ before(closed2)),
where the variable flag indicates the current phase of the sluice gate controller, while the
variables door1 fail, door2 fail and pressure fail stand for failures of the system components
(the doors and the pressure pump respectively). The variable Stop models an alarm and
a signal to stop the physical operation of the system components. Finally, Environment,
Detection door1, ..., closed2 are model events. The corresponding instance of the argument
pattern is given in Figure 17.
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Figure 17: The pattern instantiation example
4.7 Argument pattern for Hierarchical SRs (Class 6)
Sometimes a whole requirements document or some particular requirements (either func-
tional or safety) of a system may be structured in a hierarchical way. For example, a general
safety requirement may stipulate actions to be taken in the case of a system failure, while
more specific safety requirements elaborate on the general requirement by defining how the
failures of different system components may contribute to such a failure of the system as well
as regulate the actions to mitigate these failures. Often, the numbering of requirements may
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indicate such intended hierarchical relationships. A more general requirement can be num-
bered REQ X, while its more specific versions – REQ X.1, REQ X.2, etc. In our classification,
we call such requirements Hierarchical SRs.
The class of Hierarchical SRs (Class 6) differs from the previously described classes
since it involves several, possibly quite different yet hierarchically linked requirements. To
create the corresponding argument patterns for such cases, we apply a composite approach.
This means that the involved individual requirements (a more general requirement and its
more detailed counterparts) can be shown to hold separately in different models of the sys-
tem development in Event-B, by instantiating suitable argument patterns from the described
classes 1-5. Moreover, to ensure the consistency of their hierarchical link, an additional
fragment in a safety case is needed. This fragment illustrates that the formalisation of the in-
volved requirements is consistent, even if it is done in separate models of the Event-B formal
development. To address the class of hierarchical requirements, in this section we propose
an argument pattern that facilitates the task of construction of such an additional fragment of
a safety case.
Since the main property of the employed refinement approach is the preservation of con-
sistency between the models, it is sufficient for us to show that the involved models are
valid refinements of one another. In Event-B, to guarantee consistency of model transforma-
tions, we need to show that the concrete events refine their abstract versions by discharging
the corresponding proof obligations to verify guard strengthening (GRD) and action sim-
ulation (SIM), as given in Section 2.1. This procedure may involve the whole set of the
refined events. However, to simplify the construction of the corresponding fragment of a
safety case, we limit the number of events by choosing only those events that are affected
by the requirements under consideration. To achieve this, we rely on the given mappings
for higher-level and lower-level requirements, returning the sets of the involved model ex-
pressions Reqh ⇒ {Expr1, ..., ExprN} and Reql ⇒ {Expr1, ..., ExprP}. Making a step
further, we can always obtain the set of affected model events:
Reqh ⇒ {Expr1, ..., ExprN} ⇒ {Eventh1 , ..., EventhK},
Reql ⇒ {Expr1, ..., ExprP } ⇒ {Event′l1 , ..., Event′lL}.
As a result, we attach proofs only for those events from {Event′l1 , ..., Event′lL} that refine
some events from {Eventh1 , ..., EventhK}.
Each higher-level requirement may be linked with a set of more detailed requirements
in the requirements document. Nevertheless, to simplify the task, let us consider the case
where there is only one such a lower-level requirement. If there are more than one such a
requirement, one could reiterate the proposed approach by building a separate fragment of a
safety case for each pair of linked requirements.
In Figure 18, Higher-level req. stands for some higher-level requirement, while Lower-
level req. is a requirement that is a more detailed version of the higher-level one. The higher-
level requirement is mapped onto a formal model Mabs and the lower-level requirement is
mapped onto a formal model Mconcr (where Mconcr is a refinement of Mabs) using one of the
mapping functions defined for the classes 1-5.
Following the procedure described above, we can associate Higher-level req. with the set
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Figure 18: Argument pattern for safety requirements of Class 6
of affected events {Eventh1 , ..., EventhK}. Similarly, Lower-level req. is associated with its
own set of affected events {Event′l1 , ..., Event′lL}.
For each pair of events Event and Event′ from the obtained sets, the following two gen-
erated proof obligations (GRD) and (SIM) are needed to be proved to establish correctness
of model refinement (Section 2.1):
H(d, c, v, w), g′Event′(d, c, w) ⊢ gEvent(d, c, v),
H(d, c, v, w), g′Event′(d, c, w), BA
′
Event′(d, c, w,w
′) ⊢
∃v′.BAEvent(d, c, v, v′) ∧ I ′(d, c, v′, w′).
The established proofs of the types GRD and SIM serve as solutions in our pattern, Sn2.6.1
and Sn2.6.2 in Figure 18 respectively.
The instantiation of the pattern proceeds as shown below:
• requirements Higher-level req. and Lower-level req. should be replaced with specific
requirements;
• a more abstract formal model Mabs and a more concrete formal model Mconcr should
be referred to in a GSN model element;
• the pairs of the associated events of the respective abstract and concrete system models
should be referred to in GSN context elements;
• the proof obligations of the types GRD and SIM discharged by the Rodin platform
should be included in the safety case as solutions.
Moreover, there can be several hierarchical levels of requirements specification. To cope
with this case, we propose to instantiate patterns for each such a level separately.
To illustrate the construction of a safety case fragment for this class of requirements, we
refer to the sluice gate control system [46] described in Sections 4.2 and 4.6. Some safety
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requirements of this system are hierarchically structured. Thus, there is a more generic safety
requirement SR-cl6-higher-level:
SR-cl6-higher-level: The system shall be able to handle a critical failure
by either initiating a shutdown or a recovery procedure
stipulating that some actions should take place in order to tolerate any critical failure. How-
ever, it does not define the precise procedures associated with this failure handling. In
contrast, there is a more detailed counterpart SR-cl6-lower-level of the requirement SR-
cl6-higher-level (it was presented in the previous section as the requirement SR-cl5). It
regulates precisely that an alarm should be raised and the system should stop its operation
(the system should terminate):
SR-cl6-lower-level: When a critical failure is detected, an alarm shall be raised
and the system shall be stopped.
These safety requirements are shown to hold in different models of the system devel-
opment. The requirement SR-cl6-higher-level is formalised as two invariants at the most
abstract level of the formal specification in Event-B, the MACHINE m0, while the require-
ment SR-cl6-lower-level is formalised as a theorem in the MACHINE m1. Note that the
MACHINEm1 is the refinement of the MACHINEm0.
The instance of the mapping function FM for the requirement SR-cl6-higher-level is as
follows:
SR-cl6-higher-level 7→ {inv 1 cl6, inv 2 cl6},
where:
inv 1 cl6: Failure = FALSE ⇒ Stop = FALSE,
inv 2 cl6: Failure = TRUE ∧ flag 6= CONT ⇒ Stop = TRUE.
The handling of critical failures is non-deterministically modelled in the event ErrorHan-
dling of the abstract model (Figure 19). The local variable res is of the type BOOL and can
be either TRUE or FALSE. It means that, if a successful error handling procedure that does
not lead to the system termination has been performed, both variables standing for a critical
failure (Failure) and for the system shutdown (Stop) are assigned the values FALSE and the
system continues its operation. Otherwise, they are assigned the values TRUE leading to the
system termination.
The fragment of a safety case for the safety requirement SR-cl6-higher-level can be
constructed preserving the instructions determined in Section 4.2, while the fragment of a
safety case for the requirement SR-cl6-lower-level can be found in Section 4.6.
Now let us focus on ensuring the hierarchical link between these requirements by instan-
tiating the argument pattern for Class 6. Following the proposed approach, we define a set of
the affected model events for the higher-level safety requirement: {Environment, Detection,
ErrorHandling, Prediction, NormalOperation}, and for the lower-level safety requirement:
{Environment, Detection NoFault, Detection Fault, SafeStop, Prediction, NormalSkip}. For
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// Event in the MACHINE m0 
  event ErrorHandling 
    any res 
    where 
      @grd1 flag = CONT 
      @grd2 Failure = TRUE 
      @grd3 Stop = FALSE 
      @grd4 res   BOOL 
    then 
      @act1 flag   PRED 
      @act2 Stop   res 
      @act3 Failure   res 
  end 
 
// Event in the refined MACHINE m1 
  event SafeStop 
            refines ErrorHandling 
    where 
      @grd1 flag = CONT 
      @grd2 door1_fail = TRUE ! 
                  door2_fail = TRUE ! 
                  pressure_fail = TRUE 
      @grd3 Stop = FALSE 
    with 
      @res res = TRUE 
    then 
      @act1 flag   PRED 
      @act2 Stop    TRUE 
  end 
Figure 19: Events ErrorHandling and SafeStop
simplicity, here we consider only one pair of events ErrorHandling and SafeStop shown in
Figure 19.
In the Event-B development of the sluice gate system, the non-determinism modelled by
the local variable res is eliminated via introduction of a specific situation leading to the sys-
tem shutdown. All other fault tolerance procedures are left out of the scope of the presented
development.
Additionally to the introduction of the deterministic procedures for error handling, the
variable Failure is data refined in the first refinementm1. Now, the system failure may occur
either if the component door1 fails (door1 fail = TRUE), or door2 fails (door2 fail = TRUE),
or the pressure pump fails (pressure fail = TRUE). This relationship between the old abstract
variable and new concrete ones is defined by the corresponding gluing invariant.
The corresponding instance of the argument pattern is presented in Figure 20. To ensure
that the requirement SR-cl6-lower-level is a proper elaboration of the requirement SR-cl6-
higher-level (the goal G2.6 in Figure 20), we argue over the abstract event ErrorHandling
and the refined event SafeStop. We show that the guard grd2 is strengthened in the refine-
ment (the discharged proof obligation (GRD)) and the action act2 is not contradictory to the
abstract version (SIM). The corresponding proof obligations are shown in Figure 21.
4.8 Argument pattern for SRs about temporal properties (Class 7)
So far, we have considered the argument patterns of safety requirements classes where the
evidence that the top goal of the pattern holds is constructed based on the proof obliga-
tions generated by the Rodin platform. Not all types of safety requirements can be formally
demonstrated in this way, however. In particular, the Event-B framework lacks direct support
of temporal system properties such as reachability, liveness, existence, etc. Nevertheless, the
Rodin platform has an accompanying plug-in, called ProB [47], which allows for model
checking of temporal properties.
Therefore, in this section, we propose an argument pattern for the class of safety require-
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Figure 20: The pattern instantiation example
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Figure 21: The proof obligations of the types GRD and SIM
ments that can be expressed as temporal properties. The pattern is graphically shown in
Figure 22. Here propertyi stands for some temporal property to be verified, for i ∈ 1 .. N,
where N is the number of temporal properties of the system.
The property to be verified should be formulated as an LTL formula in the LTL Model
Checkingwizard of the ProB plug-in for some particular modelM. This suggests the mapping
function FM for Class 7 to be of the form
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Requirement 7→ {LTL formula}.
Each such a temporal property should be well-defined according to restrictions imposed
on LTL in ProB. The tool can generate three possible results: (1) the given LTL formula is
true for all valid paths (no counter-example has been found, all nodes have been visited); (2)
there is a path that does not satisfy the formula (a counter-example has been found and it is
shown in a separate view); (3) no counter-example has been found, but the temporal property
in question cannot be guaranteed because the state space was not fully explored.
To instantiate this pattern, one needs to proceed as follows:
• a requirement Requirement should be replaced with a particular safety requirement;
• a formal modelM should be referred to in a GSN model element;
• the concrete mapping between the requirement and the corresponding LTL formula
should be supplied, while each temporal property propertyi from this mapping should
be referred to in a GSN context element;
• model checking results on an instantiated property that have been generated by ProB
should be included as the evidence that this property is satisfied.
There are several alternative ways to reason over temporal properties in Event-B [5, 29,
34,48]. The most recent of them is that of Hoang and Abrial [34]. The authors propose a set
of proof rules for reasoning about such temporal properties as liveness properties (existence,
progress and persistence). The main drawback of this approach is that, even though it does
not require extensions of the proving support of the Rodin platform, it necessitates extension
of the Event-B language by special clauses (annotations) corresponding to different types of
temporal properties. Alternatively, in the cases when a temporal property can be expressed
as a condition on the system control flow, the usecase/flow approach [37] described in Sec-
tion 4.4 can be used.
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Figure 22: Argument pattern for safety requirements of Class 7
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To exemplify the instantiation of the argument pattern for safety requirements of Class 7,
we consider a distributed monitoring system – Temperature Monitoring System (TMS). The
full system formal specification in Event-B is presented in [56]. In brief, the TMS consists
of three data processing units (DPUs) connected to operator displays in the control room. At
each cycle, the system performs readings of the temperature sensors, distributes preprocessed
data among DPUs where they are analysed (processed), and finally displays the output to the
operator. The system model is developed in such a way that it allows for ensuring integrity
of the temperature data as well as its freshness.
A safety requirement about a temporal property of this system, which we consider here,
is as follows:
SR-cl7: Each cycle the system shall display fresh and correct data.
We leave out of the scope of this paper the mechanism of ensuring data freshness, cor-
rectness and integrity, while focusing on the fact of displaying data at each cycle. In the
given Event-B specification, a new cycle starts when the event Environment is executed. To
verify that the system will eventually display the data to the operator (i.e., the corresponding
event Displaying will be enabled), we formulate an LTL formula for the abstract model of
the system (temp pr ex). Then, the instance of the mapping function FM is defined as
SR-cl7 7→ {temp pr ex},
where
temp pr ex:  (after(Environment) → ♦ before(Displaying)).
Here  is an operator “always” and ♦ stands for “eventually”.
The formula temp pr ex has the following representation in ProB:
G ({∀main phase′, temp sensor′, curr time′ ·
main phase′ ∈ MAIN PHASES ∧ temp sensor′ ∈ N ∧ curr time′ ∈ N ∧
(∃main phase, sync t · main phase ∈ MAIN PHASES ∧ sync t ∈ N ∧
main phase′ = PROC ∧ temp sensor′ ∈ N ∧ curr time′ = sync t)}
⇒
F {∃ ss, TEMP SET ·main phase = DISP ∧ packet sent flag = TRUE ∧
TEMP SET ⊆ N ∧ time progressed = TRUE ∧
ss = {x 7→ y | ∃ i · i ∈ dom(timestamp) ∧ x = timestamp(i) ∧
y = temperature(i)}[curr time− Fresh Delta · · curr time] ∧
(ss 6= ∅⇒ TEMP SET = ss) ∧ (ss = ∅⇒ TEMP SET = {ERR VAL})}),
where G stands for the temporal operator “globally” and F is the temporal operator “fi-
nally”. These operators correspond to the standard LTL constructs “always” and “eventu-
ally” respectively. For the detailed explanation of the used variables, constants and language
constructs, see [56].
In this case, the result of the model checking of this property in ProB is “no counter-
example has been found, all nodes have been visited”. Figure 23 illustrates the corresponding
instance of the argument pattern.
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Figure 23: The pattern instantiation example
4.9 Argument pattern for SRs about timing properties (Class 8)
Another class of safety requirements that requires to be treated in a different way is Class 8
containing timing properties of the considered system. As we have already mentioned, the
representation of timing properties in Event-B has not been explicitly defined yet. Nonethe-
less, the majority of safety-critical systems rely on timing constraints for critical functions.
Obviously, the preservation of such requirements must be verified. To address this, we pro-
pose to bridge Event-B modelling with model checking of timing properties in Uppaal.
Figure 24 shows our argument pattern for the safety requirements about timing proper-
ties. In our pattern, propertyj stands for some timing property to be verified, for j ∈ 1 .. N,
where N is the number of timing properties.
Following the approach proposed by Iliasov et al. [39], we rely on the Uppaal toolset for
obtaining model checking results that further can be used as the evidence in a safety case. The
timing property in question can be formulated using the TCTL language. A timed automata
model (an input model of Uppaal) is obtained from a process-based view extracted from an
Event-B model as well as additionally introduced clocks and timing constraints. The generic
mapping function FM for this class is then of the form Requirement 7→ {TCTL formula}.
Uppaal uses a subset of TCTL to specify properties to be checked [11]. The results
of the property verification can be of three types: (1) a trace is found, i.e., a property is
satisfied (user can then import the trace into the simulator); (2) a property is violated; (3) the
verification is inconclusive with the approximation used.
We propose the following steps in order to instantiate this pattern:
• a requirement Requirement should be replaced with a particular safety requirement;
• a formal development that consists of a chain of refinements in Event-B and the corre-
sponding Uppaal model should be referred to in GSN model elements;
• the concrete mapping between the requirement and the corresponding TCTL formula
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Figure 24: Argument pattern for safety requirements of Class 8
should be provided, while each timing property propertyj from this mapping should
be referred to in a GSN context element;
• model checking results on an instantiated property that have been generated by Uppaal
should be included as the evidence that this property is satisfied.
We adopt a case study considered in [38, 39] in order to show the instantiation of the
proposed argument pattern for a safety requirement of Class 8. The case study is the Data
Processing Unit (DPU) – a module of Mercury Planetary Orbiter of the BepiColombo Mis-
sion. The DPU consists of the core software and software of two scientific instruments. The
core software communicates with the BepiColombo spacecraft via interfaces, which are used
to receive telecommands (TCs) from the spacecraft and transmit science and housekeeping
telemetry data (TMs) back to it. In this paper, we omit showing the detailed specification
of the DPU in Event-B as well as we do not explain how the corresponding Uppaal model
was obtained. We rather illustrate how the verified liveness and time-bounded reachability
properties of the system can be reflected in the resulting safety case (Figure 25).
The DPU is required to eventually return a TM for any received TC and must respond
within a predefined time bound:
SR-cl8: The DPU shall eventually return a TM for any received TC and
shall respond no later than the maximal response time.
We consider two timing properties associated with this requirement, i.e.,
time pr ex1: (new tc == id) → (last tm == id),
time pr ex2: A[](last tm == id && Obs1.stop) imply (Obs1 c < upper bound),
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Figure 25: The pattern instantiation example
such that the concrete instance of the generic mapping function FM is as follows:
SR-cl8 7→ {time pr ex1, time pr ex2}.
The symbol → stands for the TCTL “leads-to” operator, and id is some TC identification
number. A[] stands for “Always, for any execution path” and Obs1 is a special observer
process that starts the clock Obs1 c, whenever a TC command with id is received, and stops
it, once the corresponding TM is returned. The variable upper bound corresponds to the
maximal response time. The corresponding instance of the argument pattern is given in
Figure 25.
4.10 Summary of the proposed argument patterns
To facilitate the construction of safety cases, we have defined a set of argument patterns
graphically represented using GSN. The argumentation and goal decomposition in these pat-
terns were influenced by the formal reasoning in Event-B.
However, since the development utilising formal methods typically require additional
reasoning about model correctness and well-definedness, we firstly proposed an argument
pattern for assuring well-definedness of the system development in Event-B. Secondly, we
proposed a number of argument patterns for assuring safety requirements of a system. We
associated these argument patterns with the classification of safety requirements presented
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in Section 3.2. Therefore, we distinguished eight classification-based argument patterns.
Despite the fact that the proposed classification of safety requirements covers a wide range of
different safety requirements, the classification and subsequently the set of argument patterns
can be further extended if needed.
Unfortunately, at the meantime not all the introduced classes of safety requirements can
be formally demonstrated utilising Event-B solely. Therefore, among the proposed argument
patterns there are several patterns where the evidence was constructed using accompanying
toolsets – the Usecase/Flow and ProB plug-ins for the Rodin platform, as well as the external
model checker for verification of real-time systems Uppaal.
In this section, we exemplified the instantiation of the proposed argument patterns for
assuring safety requirements on several case studies. Among them are the sluice gate control
system [46], the attitude and orbit control system [53], the system for controlling cars on a
bridge [4], the temperature monitoring system [56], and the data processing unit of Mercury
planetary orbiter of the BepiColombo mission [38, 39].
The instantiation of the proposed argument patterns is a trivial task. Nonetheless, the
application of the overall approach requires basic knowledge of principles of safety case
construction as well as a certain level of expertise in formal modelling. Therefore, experience
in formal modelling and verification using state-based formalisms would be beneficial for
safety and software engineers.
Currently, the proposed approach is restricted by the lack of the tool support. Indeed,
manual construction of safety cases especially of large-scale safety-critical systems may be
error-prone. We believe that the well-defined steps of evidence construction and the detailed
guidelines on the pattern instantiation given in this paper will contribute to the development
of the corresponding plug-in for the Rodin platform.
5 Case study – steam boiler
In this section, we demonstrate our proposed methodology (based on argument patterns) for
building safety cases on a bigger case study. The considered case study is a steam boiler con-
trol system. It is a well-known safety-critical system widely used in industrial applications.
Due to the large number of safety requirements of different types imposed on it, this system
is highly suitable for demonstration of our methodology.
5.1 System description
The steam boiler (Figure 26) is a safety-critical control system that produces steam and
adjusts the quantity of water in the steam boiler chamber to maintain it within the predefined
safety boundaries [1]. The situations when the water level is too low or too high might result
in loss of personnel life, significant equipment damage (the steam boiler itself or the turbine
placed in front of it), or damage to the environment.
The system consists of the following units: a chamber, a pump, a valve, a sensor to
measure the quantity of water in the chamber, a sensor to measure the quantity of steam
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Figure 26: Steam boiler
Table 2: Parameters of the steam boiler
Label Description Unit
C the total capacity of the steam boiler chamber litre
P the maximal capacity of the pump litre/sec
W the maximal quantity of steam produced litre/sec
M1 the minimal quantity of water, i.e., the lower safety boundary litre
M2 the maximal quantity of water, i.e., the upper safety boundary litre
N1 the minimal normal quantity of water to be maintained during litre
regular operation
N2 the maximal normal quantity of water to be maintained during litre
regular operation
which comes out of the steam boiler chamber, a sensor to measure water input through
the pump, and a sensor to measure water output through the valve. The essential system
parameters are given in Table 2.
The considered system has several modes. After being powered on, the system enters the
Initialisation mode. At each control cycle, the system reads sensors and performs failure
detection. Then, depending on the detection result, the system may enter either one of its
operational modes or the non-operational mode. There are three operational modes in the
system: Normal, Degraded, Rescue. In the Normal mode, the system attempts to maintain
the water level in the chamber between the normal boundaries N1 and N2 (such that N1 <
N2) providing that no failures of the system units have occurred. In the Degraded mode,
the system tries to maintain the water level within the normal boundaries despite failures of
some physical non-critical units. In the Rescue mode, the system attempts to maintain the
normal water level in the presence of a failure of the critical unit – the water level sensor.
If failures of the system units and the water level sensor occur simultaneously or the water
level is outside of the predefined safety boundaries M1 and M2 (such that M1 < M2), the
system enters the non-operational mode Emergency Stop.
In our development, we consider the following failures of the system and its units. The
failure of the steam boiler control system is detected if either the water level in the chamber
is outside of the safety boundaries (i.e., if it is lower than M1 or higher than M2) or the
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combination of a water level sensor failure and a failure of any other system unit (the pump
or the steam output sensor) is detected. The water level sensor is considered as failed if it
returns a value which is outside of the nominal sensor range or the estimated range predicted
in the last cycle. Analogously, a steam output sensor failure is detected. The pump fails if it
does not change its state when required.
A water level sensor failure by itself does not lead to a system failure. The steam boiler
contains the information redundancy, i.e., the controller is able to estimate the water level
in the chamber based on the amount of water produced by the pump and the amount of the
released steam. Similarly, the controller is able to maintain the acceptable level of efficiency
based on the water level sensor readings if either the pump or the steam output sensor fail.
The detailed description of the system, its functional and safety requirements as well as the
models of our formal development in Event-B can be found in [55].
5.2 Brief overview of the development
Our Event-B development of the steam boiler case study consists of an abstract specifica-
tion and its four refinements [55]. The abstract model (MACHINEM0) implements a basic
control loop. The first refinement (MACHINE M1) introduces an abstract representation of
the activities performed after the system is powered on and during system operation (under
both nominal and failure conditions). The second refinement (MACHINE M2) introduces
a detailed representation of the conditions leading to a system failure. The third refinement
(MACHINE M3) models the physical environment of the system as well as elaborates on
more advanced failure detection procedures. Finally, the fourth refinement (MACHINEM4)
introduces a representation of the required execution modes. Each MACHINE has the as-
sociated CONTEXT where the necessary data structures are introduced and their properties
are postulated as axioms.
Let us now give a short overview of the basic model elements (i.e., constants, variables
and events). The parameters of the steam boiler system presented in Table 2 are defined as
constants in one of the CONTEXT components. Moreover, several abstract functions are
defined there to formalise, for example, the critical water level (WL critical).
The dynamic behaviour of the system is modelled in the corresponding MACHINE com-
ponents. Some essential variables and events are listed below:
• The variables modelling the steam boiler actuators – the pump and the valve:
– pump ctrl: the value of this variable equals to ON if the pump is switched on,
and OFF otherwise;
– valve ctrl: the value of this variable equals to OPEN if the valve is open, and
CLOSED otherwise.
• The variables representing the amount of water passing through the pump and the
valve:
– pump stands for the amount of water incoming into the chamber through the
pump;
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– water output models the amount of water coming out of the chamber through the
valve.
• The variables representing the water level in the chamber:
– water level models the latest water level sensor readings;
– min water level and max water level represent the estimated interval for the
sensed water level.
• The variables representing the amount of the steam coming out of the chamber:
– steam output models the latest steam output sensor readings;
– min steam output and max steam output represent the estimated interval for the
sensed amount of steam.
• The variables representing failures of the system and its components:
– failure is an abstract boolean variable modelling occurrence of a system failure;
– wl sensor failure represents a failure of the water level sensor;
– pump failure models a failure of the pump actuator;
– so sensor failure represents a failure of the steam output sensor.
• The variables modelling phases of the control cycle and the system modes:
– phase: the value of this variable can be equal either to ENV, DET, CONT, PRED
corresponding to the current controller stage (i.e., reading environment, detecting
system failures, performing routing control, or predicting the system state in the
next cycle);
– preop flag is a flag which indicates whether the system is in the pre-operational
stage or not;
– mode models the current mode of the system, i.e., Initialisation, Normal, De-
graded, Rescue, or Emergency Stop.
• The variable stop abstractly models system shutdown and raising an alarm.
• Essential events of the modelled system:
– Environment, modelling the behaviour of the environment;
– Detection, representing detection of errors;
– PreOperational1 and PreOperational2, modelling the initial system procedures
to establish the amount of water in the chamber within the safety boundaries;
– Operational, performing controller actions under the nominal conditions;
– EmergencyStop, modelling error handling;
– Prediction, computing the next estimated states of the system.
In the refinement process, such events as Detection and Operational are split into a num-
ber of more concrete events modelling detection of failures of different system components
as well as different system operational modes.
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5.3 Application of the proposed approach
In this section, we follow our proposed approach to constructing a safety case of a system
from its formal model in Event-B. More specifically, firstly we show that our formal devel-
opment of the steam boiler control system is well-defined by instantiating the corresponding
argument pattern (introduced in Section 4.1). Secondly, we apply the classification-based
argument patterns (presented in Sections 4.2 – 4.9) to construct the corresponding fragments
of the safety case related to specific safety requirements of the considered system.
The steam boiler control system is a complex system, which has a rich functionality and
adheres to a large number of safety requirements. The accomplished formal development of
this system as well as its safety case are also complex and large in size. Therefore, we will
not show the system in its entirety but rather demonstrate application of our methodology on
selected system fragments.
5.3.1 Instantiation of the argument pattern for well-definedness of the development
Due to a significant size of the system safety case, here we show only a part of the in-
stantiated pattern for demonstrating well-definedness of a formal development (Section 4.1).
Figure 27 presents the resulting fragment of the safety case concerning the first refinement
model (MACHINEM1 and the associated CONTEXT C1).
Let us remind that, to apply the well-definedness argument pattern, we have to formally
demonstrate axiom consistency in the CONTEXT C1. To argue over axiom consistency, we
define two groups of axioms. The first group includes axioms defining generic parameters of
the system, e.g., the constants associated with the criticality of the water level, which is based
on the pre-defined safety boundaries. The second group consists of the axioms defining
the abstract function Stable needed to model the failure stability property. Here stability
means that, once a failure occurred, the value of the variable representing this failure remains
unchanged until the whole system is restarted. These groups are independent because they
refer to distinct Event-B constants and sets. The corresponding theorems thm axm1 and
thm axm2 are shown below. The first theorem verifies that the parameters of the steam
boiler are introduced in the model correctly:
thm axm1: ∃ N1, N2, M1, M2, C, WL critical · N1 ∈ N1 ∧ N2 ∈ N1 ∧
M1 ∈ N1 ∧M2 ∈ N1 ∧ C ∈ N1 ∧WL critical ∈ N× N→ BOOL ∧
0 < M1 ∧ M1 < N1 ∧ N1 < N2 ∧ N2 < M2 ∧ M2 < C ∧
(∀ x, y · x ∈ N ∧ y ∈ N ∧
((x < M1 ∨ y > M2)⇔WL critical(x 7→ y) = TRUE)) ∧
(∀ x, y · x ∈ N ∧ y ∈ N ∧
((x ≥ M1 ∧ y ≤ M2)⇔WL critical(x 7→ y) = FALSE)).
The second theorem verifies that the group of axioms introduced to define a function about
the failure stability is consistent:
thm axm2: ∃ Stable · Stable ∈ BOOL×BOOL→ BOOL ∧
(∀ x, y · x ∈ BOOL ∧ y ∈ BOOL ⇒
(Stable(x 7→ y) = TRUE ⇔ (x = TRUE ⇒ y = TRUE))).
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Figure 27: A fragment of the safety case corresponding to well-definedness of the develop-
ment
The obtained proofs of these theorems are included in the safety case as the solutions Sn1.1
and Sn1.2 correspondingly.
5.3.2 Instantiation of the argument pattern for Class 1
The steam boiler control system has a large number of safety requirements [55]. Among
them there are several requirements that can be classified as SRs belonging to Class 1. Let
us demonstrate the instantiation of the corresponding argument pattern by the example of
one such a safety requirement:
SR-02 : During the system operation the water level shall not exceed
the predefined safety boundaries.
We formalise it as the invariant inv1.2 at the first refinement step of the Event-B development
(MACHINEM1):
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inv1.2: failure = FALSE ∧ phase 6= ENV ∧ phase 6= DET ⇒
min water level ≥M1 ∧ max water level ≤M2,
where the variable failure represents a system failure, the variable phase models the stages
of the steam boiler controller behaviour (i.e., the stages of its control loop), and finally the
variablesmin water level andmax water level represent the estimated interval for the sensed
water level.
The mapping function FM for this case is
SR-02 7→ {inv1.2},
which is a concrete instance of its general form Requirement 7→ {safety1, ..., safetyN} for
Class 1 given in Section 4.2.
To provide evidence that this safety requirement is met by the system, we instantiate the
argument pattern for Class 1 as shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 28: A fragment of the safety case corresponding to assurance of SR-02
The list of affected model events where this invariant must hold is the following: En-
vironment, Detection OK, Detection NOK1, Detection NOK2, PreOperational1, PreOpera-
tional2, Operational, Prediction. To support the claim that inv1.2 holds for all these events,
we attach the discharged proof obligations as the evidence. For brevity, we present only
the supporting evidence Sn2.1.2 of the goal G2.1.3 as shown in Figure 29. This discharged
proof obligation ensures that inv1.2 holds for the event Detection OK modelling detection
of no failures.
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Figure 29: The proof obligation of the type INV for the event Detection OK inM1
5.3.3 Instantiation of the argument pattern for Class 2
Since the steam boiler system is a failsafe system (i.e., it has to be put into a safe but non-
operational state to prevent an occurrence of a hazard), whenever a system failure occurs,
the system should be stopped. However, we abstractly model such failsafe procedures by
assuming that, when the corresponding flag stop is raised thus indicating a system failure,
the system is shut down and an alarm is activated. This condition is defined by the safety
requirement SR-01:
SR-01 : When a system failure is detected, the steam boiler control
system shall be shut down and an alarm shall be activated.
The stipulated property does not rely on a detailed representation of the steam boiler
system and therefore can be incorporated at early stages of the development in Event-B, e.g.,
at the first refinement step (MACHINEM1). Since the property needs to be true at a specific
state of the model, we classify this safety requirement as a SR belonging to Class 2 and
formalise it as the following theorem:
thm1.1: ∀stop′ · stop′ ∈ BOOL ∧
(∃phase, stop · phase ∈ PHASE ∧ stop ∈ BOOL ∧
phase = CONT ∧ stop = FALSE ∧ stop′ = TRUE)
⇒
stop′ = TRUE,
where stop′ = TRUE is a predicate defining the required post-condition of the event Emer-
gencyStop.
The corresponding instance of the mapping function FM for this class of safety require-
ments in this case is
SR-01 7→ {(EmergencyStop, stop′ = TRUE)}.
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The instantiated fragment of the safety case is presented in Figure 30. The proof obliga-
tion (thm1.1/THM) serves as the evidence that this requirement holds.
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Figure 30: A fragment of the safety case corresponding to assurance of SR-01
5.3.4 Instantiation of the argument pattern for Class 3
Another safety-related property of the system under consideration is its cyclic behaviour.
At each cycle the controller reads the sensors, performs computations and sets the actuators
accordingly. Thus, the described control flow needs to be preserved by the Event-B model
of the system as well. The safety requirement SR-12 reflects the desired order in the control
flow, associated with the corresponding order of the events in the Event-B model.
SR-12 : The system shall operate cyclically. Each cycle it shall read
the sensors, detect failures, perform either normal or degraded
or rescue operation, or, in case of a critical system failure,
stop the system, as well as compute the next values of variables
to be used for failure detection at the next cycle if no critical
system failure is detected.
For the sake of simplicity, here we consider only the abstract model of the system (MA-
CHINE M0). The refinement-based semantics of Event-B allows us to abstract away from
detailed representation of the operational modes of the system (i.e., normal, degraded and
rescue), ensuring nevertheless that the control flow properties proved at this step will be
preserved by more detailed models.
We represent the required events order (C2.3.2) using the flow diagram (Figure 31). The
generic mapping function Requirement 7→ {(eventi, relationship, eventj)} for Class 3 can be
instantiated in this case as
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Figure 31: The flow diagram of the abstract MACHINEM0
SR-12 7→ {(Environment, ena, Detection), (Detection, ena, Operational),
(Detection, ena, EmergencyStop), (Operational, ena, Prediction),
(Prediction, ena, Environment), (EmergencyStop, dis, Prediction)}.
The instance of the pattern that ensures the order of the events in the MACHINE M0 is
presented in Figure 32. Due to the lack of space, we show only two proof obligations (Fig-
ure 33) discharged to support this branch of the safety case – Environment/Detection/FENA
(Sn2.3.1) and EmergencyStop/Prediction/ FDIS (Sn2.3.6).
5.3.5 Instantiation of the argument pattern for Class 4
As we have already mentioned in Section 5.3.3, the steam boiler control system is a failsafe
system. This means that it does contain a deadlock and therefore we do not need to construct
the system safety case based on the argumentation defined by the pattern for SRs about
the absence of system deadlock (Class 4). Quite opposite, we need to ensure that when
the required sutdown condition is satisfied, the system terminates. Thus, we instantiate the
pattern for Class 5 instead.
5.3.6 Instantiation of the argument pattern for Class 5
Let us consider again the safety requirement SR-01 given in Section 5.3.3:
SR-01 : When a system failure is detected, the steam boiler control
system shall be shut down and an alarm shall be activated.
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Figure 32: A fragment of the safety case corresponding to assurance of SR-12
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Figure 33: The proof obligations of the types FENA and FDIS
The corresponding model theorem thm1.1 (see Section 5.3.3) guarantees that the system
variables are updated accordingly to prepare for a system shutdown, e.g., the stop flag is
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raised. However, it does not ensure that the system indeed terminates, i.e., there are no
enabled system events anymore. This should be done separately. Therefore, this safety
requirement can be classified as a requirement belonging to both Class 2 and Class 5. To
show that our system definitely meets this requirement, we instantiate the argument pattern
for Class 5 as well (Figure 34).
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Figure 34: A fragment of the safety case corresponding to assurance of SR-01
In this case, the corresponding instance of the generic mapping function FM for Class 5
is
SR-01 7→ {stop = TRUE,Environment,Detection OK no F, ...,
EmergencyStop,Prediction},
where stop = TRUE stands for the required shutdown condition.
Then, the corresponding theorem thm4.1 is formulated as follows:
thm4.1: stop = TRUE ⇒ ¬(before(Environment) ∨ before(Detection OK no F)
∨ .. ∨ before(EmergencyStop) ∨ before(Prediction)),
which in turn can be rewritten (by expanding the definition of before(e) described in detail
in Section 2.1) as:
thm4.1: stop = TRUE⇒ ¬((stop = FALSE ∧ phase = ENV ∧ .. ) ∨
(stop = FALSE ∧ phase = DET ∧ .. ) ∨ .. ∨
(stop = FALSE ∧ phase = CONT ∧ .. ) ∨
(stop = FALSE ∧ phase = PRED ∧ .. ));
stop = TRUE⇒ ¬(stop = FALSE ∧ ((phase = ENV ∧ .. ) ∨
(phase = DET ∧ .. ) ∨ .. ∨
(phase = CONT ∧ .. ) ∨ (phase = PRED ∧ .. )));
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stop = TRUE⇒ ¬stop = FALSE ∨ ¬((phase = ENV ∧ .. ) ∨
(phase = DET ∧ .. ) ∨ .. ∨
(phase = CONT ∧ .. ) ∨ (phase = PRED ∧ .. ));
stop = TRUE⇒ stop = TRUE ∨ ¬((phase = ENV ∧ .. ) ∨
(phase = DET ∧ .. ) ∨ .. ∨
(phase = CONT ∧ .. ) ∨ (phase = PRED ∧ .. )).
The discharged proof obligation (thm4.1/THM) provides the evidence for validity of the
claim G2.5 (see Figure 34).
5.3.7 Instantiation of the argument pattern for Class 6
We demonstrate an application of the argument pattern for Class 6 on a pair of hierarchically
linked requirements for the steam boiler system.
The requirement R-09-higher-level describes general behaviour of the pump actuator in
the operational system phase, which concerns safety of the system only implicitly:
R-09-higher-level : In the operational phase of the system execution, the pump actuator
can be switched on or off (based on the water level estimations),
or stay in the same mode,
while its more detailed counterpart (SR-09-lower-level) does this explicitly. It stipulates the
behaviour of the system and the pump actuator in the presence of a pump actuator failure:
SR-09-lower-level : When the pump actuator fails, it shall stay in its current mode.
In our formal development, these requirements are also introduced gradually at differ-
ent refinement steps. More specifically, the first one is formalised at the first refinement
step (MACHINE M1), while the second one is incorporated at the second refinement step
(MACHINEM2).
We consider both requirements as requirements belonging to Class 2. Therefore, their
verification is done by proving the corresponding theorems about post-states of specific
events. Here we assume that the corresponding separate fragments of the safety case have
been constructed using the argument pattern for Class 2 to guarantee that the requirements
R-09-higher-level and SR-09-lower-level hold. However, in this section we leave out these
fragments of the safety case while focusing on ensuring the hierarchical consistency be-
tween these requirements. In other words, we focus on application of the argument pattern
for Class 6.
The correctness of the hierarchical link between the requirements R-09-higher-level and
SR-09-lower-level is guaranteed via operation refinement of the affected events belonging
to MACHINEM1 and MACHINEM2 correspondingly. In this particular case, these are the
abstract event Operational in M1 and its refinement – the event Degraded Operational in
M2. The events are presented in Figure 35.
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// Event in the MACHINE M1 
event Operational refines Operational  
    where 
      @grd1 phase = CONT 
      @grd2 failure = FALSE 
      @grd3 stop = FALSE 
      @grd4 preop_flag = FALSE 
      @grd5 min_water_level ! M1 " 
                  max_water_level # M2 
    then 
      @act1 phase $ PRED 
      @act2 pump_ctrl :% pump_ctrl' & PUMP_MODE " 
                 (pump_ctrl' = pump_ctrl ' 
                 ((min_water_level ! M1 " max_water_level < N1 ) 
                 pump_ctrl' = ON) " 
                 (min_water_level > N2 " max_water_level # M2 )  
                 pump_ctrl' = OFF) " 
                 (min_water_level ! N1 " max_water_level # N2 )  
                 pump_ctrl' = pump_ctrl))) 
  end 
// Event in the refined MACHINE M2 
  event Degraded_Operational   refines Operational  
    where 
      @grd1 phase = CONT 
      @grd3 stop = FALSE 
      @grd4 preop_flag = FALSE 
      @grd6 wl_sensor_failure = FALSE " 
                  (pump_failure = TRUE ' so_sensor_failure = TRUE) 
      @grd7 valve_ctrl = CLOSED 
      @grd8 WL_critical(min_water_level * 
                                    max_water_level) = FALSE 
    then 
      @act1 phase $ PRED 
      @act2 pump_ctrl :% pump_ctrl' & PUMP_MODE " 
                 (pump_failure = TRUE ) pump_ctrl' = pump_ctrl) " 
                 (pump_failure = FALSE " min_water_level ! M1 " 
                 max_water_level < N1 ) pump_ctrl' = ON) " 
                 (pump_failure = FALSE " min_water_level > N2 " 
                 max_water_level # M2 ) pump_ctrl' = OFF) " 
                 (pump_failure = FALSE " min_water_level ! N1 " 
                 max_water_level # N2 ) pump_ctrl' = pump_ctrl) 
  end 
Figure 35: Events Operational and Degraded Operatinal
In the MACHINE M1, we abstractly model a system failure by the variable failure.
Then, in the MACHINEM2, we substitute this abstract variable and introduce the variables
standing for failures of the system components, namely, the water level sensor failure – the
variablewl sensor failure, the pump failure – the variable pump failure, and the steam output
sensor failure – the variable so sensor failure. The precise formal relationships between
these new variables and the old one is depicted by the respective gluing invariant. In other
words, the gluing invariant added to the MACHINEM2 relates these concrete variables with
the variable failure modelling an abstract failure.
The described data refinement directly affects the considered events Operational and
Degraded Operational. To guarantee that the refinement of the variable failure in the event
Degraded Operational does not weaken the corresponding guard of the event Operational,
i.e., grd2, the proof obligation of the type GRD is discharged (see Section 4.7). Moreover, to
satisfy the requirement SR-09-lower-level, we modify the action act2 as shown in Figure 35.
The correctness of this kind of simulation is guaranteed by the proof obligation of the type
SIM. This pair of discharged proof obligations serves as the evidence that the consistency
relationship between the corresponding hierarchically linked requirements is preserved by
refinement.
The resulting instance of the argument pattern is shown in Figure 36. Here the mentioned
proof obligations are attached as the safety case evidence – Sn2.6.1 and Sn2.6.2 respectively.
Due to the large size, we do not show the details of these proof obligations in this paper.
5.3.8 Instantiation of the argument pattern for Class 7
To demonstrate an instantiation of the argument pattern for Class 7 (i.e., a class representing
safety requirements about temporal properties), we consider the following safety requirement
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Figure 36: A fragment of the safety case corresponding to assurance of hierarchical require-
ments R-09-higher-level and SR-09-lower-level
of the steam boiler system:
SR-13 : If there is no system failure, the system shall continue
its operation in a new cycle.
In our Event-B specification of the steam boiler system, the new cycle starts when the sys-
tem enables the event Environment (Figure 31). Therefore, we have to show that, whenever
no failure is detected in the detection phase, the system will start a new cycle by eventually
reaching the event Environment. According to our pattern, we associate the requirement SR-
13with a temporal reachability property. The corresponding instance of the generic mapping
function FM for Class 7 in this case is
SR-13 7→ {temp property},
where temp property is an LTL formula defined as
temp property:  (after(Detection) ∧ failure = FALSE →
♦ before(Environment)).
This formula has the following representation in the ProB plug-in:
G ({(∀phase′, failure′ · phase′ ∈ PHASE ∧ failure′ ∈ BOOL ∧
(∃ phase, stop, failure · phase ∈ PHASE ∧ stop ∈ BOOL ∧
failure ∈ BOOL ∧ phase = DET ∧ failure = FALSE ∧
stop = FALSE) ∧ phase′ = CONT ∧ failure′ ∈ BOOL) ∧
failure = FALSE}
⇒
F {phase = ENV ∧ stop = FALSE}).
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As a result of the model checking on this property, ProB yields the following outcome:
“no counter-example has been found, all nodes have been visited”. Therefore, we can attach
this result as the evidence for the corresponding fragment of our safety case (Sn2.7.1). The
resulting instance of the argument pattern is shown in Figure 37.
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Figure 37: A fragment of the safety case corresponding to assurance of SR-13
5.3.9 Instantiation of the argument pattern for Class 8
We did not take into account timing constraints imposed on the steam boiler control system
while developing the formal system specification in Event-B. Therefore, we could not sup-
port the system safety case with a fragment associated with the safety requirements about
timing properties (Class 8).
5.4 Discussion on the application of the approach
Despite the fact that the accomplished Event-B development of the steam boiler control
system is quite complicated and, as a result, a significant number of proof obligations has
been discharged, we have not been able to instantiate two argument patterns, namely the
patterns for Class 4 and Class 8. First of all, the steam boiler control system is a failsafe
system, which means that there is a deadlock in its execution. Consequently, there are no re-
quirements about the absence of system deadlock (Class 4). Second of all, timing properties
(Class 8) were not a part of the given system requirements either. Nevertheless, the presented
guidelines on the instantiation of the argument patterns have allowed us to easily construct
the corresponding fragments of the system safety case for the remaining safety requirements
as well as to demonstrate well-definedness of the overall development of the system.
The use of the Rodin platform and accompanying plug-ins has facilitated derivation of
the proof- and model checking-based evidence that the given safety requirements hold for
the modelled system. The proof-based semantics of Event-B (a strong relationship between
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model elements and the associated proof obligations) has given us a direct access to the
corresponding proof obligations. It has allowed us to not just claim that the verified theorems
were proved but also explicitly include the obtained proof obligations into the resulting safety
case.
6 Related work
In this section, we overview related contributions according to the following three directions:
firstly, we consider the publications on the use of formal methods for safety cases; secondly,
we overview the works that aim at formalising safety requirements; and thirdly, we take a
closer look at the approaches focusing on argument patterns.
Formal methods in safety cases. There are two main research directions in utilising
formal methods for safety cases. On the one hand, a safety case argument itself can be
formally defined and verified. On the other hand, safety requirements can be formalised and
formally verified allowing us to determine the safety evidence such as the obtained results of
static analysis, model checking or theorem proving. Note that such evidence corresponds to
the class of safety evidence called formal verification results defined in the safety evidence
taxonomy proposed by Nair et al. in [51].
In the former case, soundness of a safety argument can be proved by means of theo-
rem proving in the classical or higher order logic, e.g., using the interactive theorem prover
PVS [33, 57]. In particular, Rushby [57] formalises a top-level safety argument to support
automated checking of soundness of a safety argument. He proposes to represent a safety
case argument in the classical logic as a theorem where antecedents are the assumptions un-
der which a system (or design) satisfies the consequent, whereas the consequent is a specific
claim in the safety case that has to be assured. Then, such a theorem can be verified by an
automated interactive theorem prover or a model checker.
In the latter case, soundness of an overall safety case is not formally examined. The fo-
cus is rather put on the evidence derived from formal analysis to show that the specific goals
reflecting safety requirements are met. For example, to support the claim that the source
code of a program module does not contain potentially hazardous errors, the authors of [32]
use as the evidence the results of static analysis of program code. In [8,9], the authors assure
safety of automatically generated code by providing formal proofs as the evidence. They
ensure that safety requirements hold in specific locations of software system implementa-
tions. In [22, 23], the authors automate generation of heterogeneous safety cases including
a manually developed top-level system safety case, and lower-level fragments automatically
generated from the formal verification of safety requirements. According to this approach,
the implementation is formally verified against a mathematical specification within a logi-
cal domain theory. This approach is developed for the aviation domain and illustrated by
an unmanned aircraft system. To ensure that a model derived during model-driven devel-
opment of a safety critical system, namely pacemaker, satisfies all the required properties,
the authors of [43] use the obtained model checking results. Our approach proposed in this
paper also belongs to this category. Formalisation and verification of safety requirements of
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a critical system allows us to obtain the proof- and model checking-based evidence that these
requirements hold.
Formalisation of safety requirements. Incorporation of requirements in general, and
safety requirements in particular, into formal specifications is considered to be a challenging
task. We overview some recent approaches that address this problem dividing them into two
categories: those that aim at utilising model checking for verification of critical properties,
and those that employ theorem proving for this purpose.
For example, a formalisation of safety requirements using the Computation Tree Logic
(CTL) and then verification of them using a model checker is presented in [14]. The author
classifies the given requirements associating them with the corresponding CTL formulas. A
similar approach is presented in [35]. Here safety properties defined as LTL formulas are
verified by using the SPIN model checker.
In contrast, the authors of [16] perform a systematic transformation of a Petri net model
into an abstract B model for verification of safety properties by theorem proving. Another
work that aims at verifying safety requirements by means of theorem proving is presented
in [46]. The authors incorporate the given requirements into an Event-B model via applying
a set of automated patterns, which are based on Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA).
Similarly to these works, we take an advantage of using theorem proving and a
refinement-based approach to formal development of a system. We gradually introduce the
required safety properties into an Event-B model and verify them in the refinement process.
This allows us to avoid the state explosion problem commonly associated with model check-
ing, thus making our approach more scalable for systems with higher levels of complexity.
Nonetheless, in this paper, we also rely on model checking for those properties that cannot
be verified by our framework directly.
Furthermore, there are other works that aim at formalising safety requirements, specifi-
cally in Event-B [41, 42, 49, 59]. Some of them propose to incorporate safety requirements
as invariants and before-after predicates of events [41, 59], while others, e.g., [49], represent
them as invariants or theorems only. Moreover, all these works show the correspondence
between some particular requirements and the associated elements of the Event-B structure.
However, they neither classify the safety requirements nor give precise guidelines for formal
verification of those requirements that cannot be directly verified by the Event-B framework.
In contrast, to be able to argue over each given safety requirement by relying on its formal
representation, we propose a classification of safety requirements and define a precise map-
ping of each class onto a set of the corresponding model expressions. Moreover, for some of
these classes, we propose bridging Event-B with other tools (model checkers).
Argument patterns. In general, argument patterns (or safety case patterns) facilitate
construction of a safety case by capturing commonly used structures and allowing for sim-
plified instantiation. Safety case patterns have been introduced by Kelly and McDermid [45]
and received recognition among safety case developers. In [20], the authors give a formal
definition for safety case patterns, define formal semantics of patterns, and propose a generic
data model and algorithm for pattern instantiation. For example, a safety case pattern for
arguing the correctness of implementations developed from a timed automata model using a
model-based development approach has been presented in [6]. An instantiation of this pattern
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has been illustrated on the implementation software of a patient controlled analgesic infu-
sion pump. In [7], the author proposes a set of property-oriented and requirement-oriented
safety case patterns for arguing safe execution of automatically generated program code with
respect to the given safety properties as well as safety requirements. Additionally, the author
defines architecture-oriented patterns for safety-critical systems developed using a model-
based development approach.
An approach to automatically integrating the output generated by a formal method or tool
into a software safety assurance case as an evidence argument is described in [21]. To cap-
ture the reasoning underlying a tool-based formal verification, the authors propose specific
safety case patterns. The approach is software-oriented. A formalised requirement is verified
to hold at a specific location of code. The proposed patterns allow formal reasoning and evi-
dence to be integrated into the language of assurance arguments. Our approach is similar to
the approach presented in [21]. However, we focus on formal system models rather that the
code. Moreover, the way system safety requirements are formalised and verified in Event-
B varies according to the proposed classification of safety requirements. Consequently, the
resulting evidence arguments are also different. Nevertheless, we believe that the approach
given in [21] can be used to complement our approach.
In this paper, we contribute to a set of existing safety case patterns and describe in detail
their instantiation process for different classes of safety requirements. Moreover, our pro-
posed patterns facilitate construction of safety cases where safety requirements are verified
formally and the corresponding formal-based evidence is derived to represent justification of
safety assurance. The evidence arguments obtained by applying our approach explicitly re-
flect the formal reasoning instead of just references to the corresponding proofs or the model
checking results.
7 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a methodology supporting rigorous construction of safety cases
from formal Event-B models. It guides the developers starting from informal representa-
tion of safety requirements to building the corresponding parts of safety cases via formal
modelling and verification in Event-B and the accompanying toolsets.
We believe that the proposed methodology has shown good scalability. In this paper,
we have illustrated the application of our methodology both by small examples and a larger
case study without major difficulties. Moreover, we have applied the methodology in two
different situations: when formal models of systems were developed beforehand, and when
the development was performed in parallel with the construction of the associated safety
case. Specifically, all the formal models for illustrating the argument patterns in Section 4
were taken as given, while the formal development of the steam boiler system (presented
in our previous work [55] and partially in Section 5.3) was done taking into account the
proposed classification of safety requirements and the need to produce a safety case of the
system. We have additionally observed the fact that, to construct an adequate safety case
of a system based on its formal model, a feedback loop between two processes, namely,
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the process of formal system development and construction of safety cases, is required. It
means that, if construction of a safety case indicates that the associated formal model is
“weak”, i.e., it does not contain an adequate formalisation of some safety requirements that
need to be demonstrated in the safety case, the developers should be able to react on that by
improving the model.
Our main contribution, namely, the proposed methodology for rigorous construction of
safety cases, has led us to achieving the following two sub-contributions. Firstly, we have
classified safety requirements and shown how they can be formalised in Event-B. To attain
this, we have proposed a strict mapping between the given safety requirements and the asso-
ciated elements of formal models, thus establishing a clear traceability of those requirements.
Secondly, we have proposed a set of argument patterns based on the proposed classification,
the use of which facilitates the construction of safety cases. Due to the strong relationship
between model elements and the associated proof obligations provided by the proof-based
semantics of Event-B, we have been able to formally verify the mapped safety requirements
and derive the corresponding proofs. Moreover, via developing the argument strategies based
on formal reasoning and using the resulting proofs as the evidence for a safety case, we have
achieved additional assurance that the desired safety requirements hold.
Furthermore, application of the well-defined Event-B theory for formal verification of
safety requirements and formal-based construction of safety cases has clarified the use of
particular safety case goals or strategies. It has allowed us to omit the additional explanations
why the defined strategies are needed and why the proposed evidence is relevant. Otherwise,
we would have needed to extend each proposed argument pattern with multiple instances
of a specific GSN element called justification [28]. Consequently, this would have led to a
significant growth of already large safety cases.
In this work, we have focused on safety aspects however the proposed approach can be
extended to cover other dependability attributes, e.g., reliability and availability. We also
believe that the generic principles described in this paper by the example of the Event-B
formalism are applicable to any other formalism defined as a state transition system, e.g., B,
Z, VDM, refinement calculus, etc.
So far, all the proposed patterns and their instantiation examples have been developed
manually. However, the larger a system under consideration is, the more difficult this proce-
dure becomes. Therefore, the necessity of automated tool support is obvious. We consider
development of a dedicated plug-in for the Rodin platform as a part of our future work.
Moreover, the proposed classification of the safety requirements is by no means complete.
Consequently, it could be further extended with some new classes and the corresponding
argument patterns.
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